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• London & Th e South • Bellissima Weddings, South Woodham 
Ferrers 01245 323585; Boo Bridal, Hartley Wintney, Hants 01252 
849556; Dirty Roses, Crawley 01293 614223; Mia Sposa, Cock-
fosters 020 8989 0100; Romsey Bridal Boutique, Romsey 01794 
524324; Teokath, Wimbledon 020 8971 2000; Teokath, Canterbury 
01227 379000. • Midlands • Courtyard Bridal Boutique,Kettering 
01536 510333; • North • Bijou Bridal Boutique, Holm� rth 01484 
690454; Bridal Lounge, Northallerton 01904 633 655; Bridal 
Lounge, Stockport 0161 483 2222; Brides of York, 01904 633655; 
Marrime, Newcastle Upon Tyne, 01539 729500; Mears Ghyll Brid-
al Rooms, Lancaster 01524 770437. • Wales & Th e West • Clifton 
Brides, Bristol 01225 447878;Sam Cox, Plymouth 01752 228451; 
Sentiments,Talbot Green 01443 228080. • Scotland • Anne Priscil-
la, Glasgow 0141 222 2504; Rachel Scott Couture, Edinburgh 0131 
556 1520; • N Ireland • Blush Boutique, Belfast 02890 661101. • 
Channel Islands • Bridal Boutique, Jersey, 01534 728888. • Ireland 
• Th e Fairy Godmother Bridal Boutique, Middleton, Cork 00 353 
870 644420. • Japan • Four Sis And Co, Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya And 
Gunma, 00 81 354 103080. • Norway • Diin Brud Og Selskap, Oslo 
22 60 77 00 • Switzerland • La Robe, Lenzburg +41 786087675

For more details call 020 8804 1444  
or visit alanhannah.co.uk

Designed by Marguerite Hannah 

Made in the UK
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I’ve been a bridesmaid no less than five 
times (though interestingly, I wasn’t my sister’s 
bridesmaid - I think she wanted me to relax 
and enjoy it, without any responsibilities…) 
and each time I have loved it. I’ve never really been one to 
enjoy ‘my’ parties. I love parties, don’t get me wrong, but 
being the centre of attention doesn’t really float my boat, 
so being bridesmaid is ideal. I’ve always taken my job quite 
seriously – making sure the bride is happy, keeping her 
glass full and her lipgloss applied so that she is photo-ready 
and truly happy!

This is our bridesmaid special, with every base covered, so 
please do pass this issue to your best girls to have a read, too.

This is also our first issue as part of the Chelsea 
Magazine Company. Chelsea welcomed us to their lovely 
portfolio of titles in the middle of August and we’re really 
excited about all the brilliant things we have planned – 2017 
is set to be the best year yet for Wedding Ideas. It’s great 
news for me, my wonderful inspiring team and for you… 
Your wedding planning just got easier and it will now be even 
simpler to pick up a copy of the the UK’s best wedding 
magazine – you will be able to find Wedding Ideas in even 
more supermarkets, independent newsagents and 
bridal boutiques than ever before. We will also be at lots of 
wedding shows and so we hope to meet you face to face 
at some point in your planning. In the meantime, please do 
tweet us, find us on Instagram, Facebook or Pinterest or drop 
us an email at hello@weddingideasmag.com

Rachel Southwood, Editor
rachel@weddingideasmag.com

Welcome!

Bridal roadshow
Bethan, Becci and Lisa nipped up the road to Bristol to 
have a sneaky peek at the new collections from some of 
our absolute favourite labels like Catherine Parry, Alexia 
and Romantica.

lovely lisBon
I enjoyed exploring ‘proper Portugal’ with a trip to 
awesome Lisbon, where I loved magical Sintra – a 
fairytale wedding location if ever I saw one! Blue skies, 
delicious food and fabulous beaches make Lisbon a 
fantastic destination.

sopwell house
Our senior designer Rob had an indulgent weekend break 
at Sopwell House in St Albans – a brilliant UK wedding 
venue within easy reach of London, but in the most 
beautiful and tranquil of surroundings.

Out and about

14 | weddingideasmag.com | OctOber 2016
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For more information on your nearest stockist call 0208 502 2257
email style@veromia.co.uk or visit our website www.veromia.co.uk

SON91612B

SONSIE
by Veromia

 Ultimate Fit for the Curvy, 
Confident Bride

Wedding

2011

WINNER
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The English Heritage Trust is a charity, no. 1140351, and a company, no. 07447221, registered in England.

www.english-heritage.org.uk/weddings

Now o� ering wedding ceremonies and receptions.
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Romantic colours, fun ideas and innovative designs 
– you’re sure to be inspired by this month’s picks!

dreamy fabrics 
with rich detailing and 

twinkling embellihments  

– we’re swooning over the 

new collection from 
Jesus Peiro!

FAB
20 | weddingideasmag.com | octobeR 2016

Finds

Fab finds
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Fab finds
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New visuals have beeN 
added to the lovely 
collectioN at cutemaps.
com so every bride 
caN persoNalise her 
statioNery with uNique 
directioNs priNted oN high 
quality, textured card

elegaNt aNd 
fresh, this simple 
desigN would 
be a stuNNiNg 
choice for a 
couNtry themed 
big day! fiNd 
out more from 
blushingcook.
com iN issue 167!

add a subtle sparkle 
to your weddiNg outfit 
with this haNd-crafted 
Necklace, featuriNg 
crystal drops aNd a 
delicate chaiN, £48 from  
annalieserivers.com

a bouquet of red 
roses, poppies aNd soft 
piNk peoNies arraNged 
with pretty foliage 
will look stuNNiNg at a 
late summer weddiNg! 
thefloraldesign
boutique.co.uk

haNdmade rock caNdy roses make 
beautiful edible favours for your 
guests. check out spun-candy.com 
to order your persoNalised rock 
sweets or uNique edible flowers!

share a secret 
love message with 
your other half, 
these sterliNg silver 
riNgs are iNscribed 
iN morse code – a 
seNtimeNtal gift for 
the morNiNg of the 
big day. from £55 at 
annalouoflondon.
com
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Fab finds
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add the ‘wedding day rose’,

 £50 from glut.co.uk, to your 

gift list and watch it grow as 

you grow together as husband 

and wife. alternatively you 

will find a gorgeous gift 

to thank youR parents or 

bridesmaids with!

ted baker 
jewellery is 
now available at 
jewellery4.co.uk 
with something for 
every bride and 
budget! grab this 
pretty cuff for 
just £39!

adorn chair backs, sweet tables 
or even your venue’s entrance with 
romantic paper flowers, attached 
on a wire for easy decorating, from 
weddinginateacup.co.uk for just £16

thank your bridesmaids for 
their help with a pretty card, 
we love this chalkboard design 
from normadorothy.com

glass vases 
filled with 
pretty flowers 
placed on a 
rustic log slice 
make lovely 
centre pieces, 
grab yours from 
theweddingof
mydreams.co.uk 
where you can 
get two vases 
for £10

the new petal colours 
from shropshirepetals.
com include ‘burgundy 
berry’ and ‘cherry blossom’. 
mix them with ‘icing sugar’ 
petals for pretty autumnal 
confetti (£11.95 per litre)
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Fab finds
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Light up your big day with 
Letters of your choice – speLL 
out ‘Love’ or your new name! 
Letters cost £9.99 each from 
festive-lights.com

simpLe, eLegant 
stationery wiLL 
get your guests 
excited about 
the big day! this 
invitation package 
starts at £4.25 
from prettylittle
cards.net

Let the husband and wife 
team behind cottonandbeau.
co.uk make your wedding vision 
a reaLity with their creative 
wedding styLing and props!

we are super excited that 
papier.com have coLLaborated 
with matthew wiLLiamson to 
create iconic and innovative 
stationery designs, prices for 
invitations start at £1.09

dusky pink and 
rich burgundy are 
fLattering coLours 
on most skin tones, 
mix and match the 
two coLours for your 
maids or find a gown 
Like this one, £308, 
from revolve.com 
with both coLours in!

aLready big fans of 
thecustomcakeboutique.
com, we think this cake 
design is perfect for a 
pretty autumn wedding!

in keeping with tradition, 
choose a beautifuL garter 
from kelithompson.co.uk, 
we Love the fLower and pearL 
detaiLs on ‘Lottie’s crush’, £65
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New iN 
Beauty
1 2

3

4
5

We round up this 
month’s best beauty 
buys to inspire your 
big day look!

3. EnsurE your smilE 
dazzlEs With thE at 
homE tEEth WhitEning 
products from stylE’ 
WhitE – including a 
WhitEning kit, dEntal 
pEn and dEntal WipEs. 
grab yours from   
ecobeautyshop.com

4. protEct your skin and 
givE your makEup thE 
ultimatE staying poWEr 
With thE brightEning, 
smoothing facE 
primEr from bEnEfit, 
£22.50 availablE at 
debenhams.com

5. volumisE your lashEs 
With bourjois’ volumE 
rEvEal mascara, thE 
built in mirror is 
pErfEct for on thE go 
top ups aftEr thosE 
tEary spEEchEs! £9.99 
from superdrug.com

1. if you Want to kEEp 
your bridal nails 
nEutral, but don’t Want 
a frEnch manicurE, 
choosE from thE 
fEmininE nudE nail 
lacquErs at nailberry.
co.uk, £14.50 Each

2. concEal dark circlEs, 
rEducE thE appEarancE 
of finE linEs and 
EnhancE your skin’s 
brightnEss With thE 
luminizEr from lord & 
bErry, availablE for £13 
from boots.com 

6. add a brush of 
shimmEring colour 
to your EyEs With thE 
‘prosEcco’ EyEshadoW, 
£16, from sarahill.com 
– With a long lasting 
formula it’s pErfEct for 
your bridal makEup!

Play around with these gorgeous products for a stunning makeup 
look – using soft, natural 

tones means you can be more elaborate with your hair style!

6 octobEr 2016 | weddingideasmag.com | 25

Beauty ideas
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www.catherineparrybridal.com

Visit the website to view the full collection and to find your nearest stockist. 
Follow us on facebook at facebook.com/catherineparrybridal or twitter @CParryBridal
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Ivory and Co are beloved by brides, and 
rightly so. Their dresses are dreamy, 

elegant and feminine masterpieces of 
fabric and lace. Here, we showcase ‘Bella 

Rosa’ in pretty porcelain

Italian corded lace is 
overlayed  on a dupion bodice and 

runs down into a scalloped lace eyelash 

edging on the sleeves, creating a delicate 

style that brides adore. The dress is beautifully 

finished with a silk chiffon skirt and satin 

waistband with charming long ribbons, 

while an internal eyelet corset in the 

bodice provides additional support 
and structure

ICONS
Dress

Find out more View the full collection at ivoryandcobridal.co.uk

28 | weddingideasmag.com | OCTOBER 2016

Fashion ideas
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For more information, please contact info@alexia-designs.co.uk
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amandawyatt.com  ~  fashion@amandawyatt.com
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Fashion ideas

once you’ve found your dream dress, it’s time to  
get your girls looking their best, too! We pair bridal gowns  

with bridesmaid dresses to help you pick the perfect combination

WI166_Fashion_Dress_Feature LP LF FINAL.indd   33 08/09/2016   10:13
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Fashion ideas

‘Kira’ maggiesottero.com/sottero-and-midgley

4232 alexiadesigns.com

18069 ronaldjoyce.com

romanticaofdevon.co.uk

Highlight 
an element 
from your 

dress for your 
bridesmaids’ 

style

£84.99 crystalbridalaccessories.co.uk£175 jobarnesvintage.com
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Fashion ideas

‘Dinah’ alanhannah.co.uk 

pick plunging V-neck shapes across your bridal and bridesmaid dresses for a harmonious style

Echo the lines of your dress in your jewellery - these earrings mirror the scalloped lace hemline of the ‘Samara’ bodice beautifully

‘Samara’ bodice with ‘Lilah’ skirt wendymakin.com

224L alexiadesigns.cominoneclothing.com 

ciaobellajewellery.com£22 bishboshbecca.co.uk 
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Fashion ideas

‘Ophelia’ truebride.co.uk

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx.xxx

DAB11609 veromia.co.uk

Whether your hair will be up or down, a glitzy hair accessory will give you the wow-factor

‘Springtime’ amandawyatt.com

Timeless pearls look especially beautiful against a pastel palette

‘Hyacinth’ ebonyrosedesigns.com

£95 azendi.com £30 floriodesigns.co.uk
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Now available throughout the UK. For stockists email uksales@wendymakin.co.uk
www.wendymakin.co.uk
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Fashion ideas

2887 morilee.com VRS61613 veromia.co.uk 

‘Lola’ truebride.co.uk ‘Justina’ ebonyrosedesigns.com

Choose a bag that com
plements the style 

and colour of your bridesmaid dresses for 

an effortless look

Gift your girls 
pretty necklaces on 
the morning of your 

wedding to say 
thank you

38 | weddingideasmag.com | october 2016

£42.50 julieannbird.co.ukcharlottemills.com
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Fashion ideas

W426 alexiadesigns.com ‘Anita Marie’ maggiesottero.com

DAB11506 veromia.co.uk 2195 amandawyatt.com

We love headpieces for both you and your maids

£65 thebobbypin.co.uk£125 rainbowclub.co.uk
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Fashion ideas

9856 justinalexanderbridal.com ‘Lovestruck’ ivoryandcobridal.co.uk

134 morilee.com M698 truebride.co.uk

Coordinate your girls with your dress length

£59.95 pinkparadoxshoes.com£65 rachelsimpsonshoes.co.uk
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Exquisite silk wedding gowns
from £1,500.

Elegant, timeless designs  
for the modern bride.

Visit our stand L61 at the 
National Wedding Show,  

London.

Exquisite silk wedding gowns
from £1,500.

Elegant, timeless designs  
for the modern bride.

Visit our stand L61 at the 
National Wedding Show,  

London.
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Fashion ideas

‘Olivia’ miamiabridal.co.uk 6446 lillianwest.com 

29164 ronaldjoyce.com 124 morilee.com

Match the 
design of 
your dress 

but change up 
the fabrics for 
elegant style

ivoryandcotiaras.co.uk£47.50 ayedoweddings.co.uk
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Fashion ideas

1603 catherineparrybridal.com

inoneclothing.com

Go grand with 
a floor-length 

gown, then 
choose tea-

length for your 
best girls 

‘Blush’ rashalondon.com

121 morilee.com

£23 annalieserivers.commerleandmorris.com

Contrasting but 
complementary colours 

for you and your girls’ 
dresses will really 

pop in photos
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ronald
joyce

Fashion ideas

Preview the breath-taking designs 
from the Ronald Joyce and Victoria 

Jane collections 

46 | weddingideasmag.com | octobeR 2016

18070
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Fashion ideas

Featuring full ball gown skirts, lace fishtail dresses and slim bias-cut gowns, the Victoria Jane collection has a dress for every bride!

18052

18069

18059
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Fashion ideas

69172

69159

69170

With a variet
y of silhouet

tes, each go
wn 

in the Ronald Joyce collection
 is crafted 

from sensationa
l fabrics an

d embellishments 

with perfectly
 structured

 bodices –
 giving 

you the most flatterin
g shape

Find out more Visit ronaldjoyce.com to view the full collection
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Win

Terms and conditions • Prize is up to the value of £500 to spend on damselinadress.
co.uk only • No cash alternative is available • The Editor’s decision is final and the prize is 

non-transferable • Entry to the competition is open to UK residents only • Prize winner must be 
genuinely engaged with a wedding date set • The rules run in conjunction with our full terms 

and conditions, which can be found at weddingideasmag.com

Enter online at weddingideasmag.com or write your answer on 
a postcard along with your name, address, contact details and 

wedding date and send it to: Damsel competition, Wedding Ideas 
166, The Chapel, Cotford St Luke, Taunton, Somerset, 

TA4 1HX. Closing date for entries is 25th October 2016. 

How to enter
Simply answer the following question to enter...When was Damsel in a Dress launched?

W
ORTH

£500

£500 to 
spend on 
your bridal 
wardrobe  
launched in 2010, Damsel in a Dress is the brainchild of Director and Designer 

Alison Mansell and Managing Director Amanda Seabourne. Distinctively stylish, 
each seasonal collection draws inspiration from Alison and Amanda’s worldly 

travels. Damsel in a Dress targets confident, vibrant and individual women who embrace 
the feeling of wearing clothes that are cut to flatter the female body. The concept is “Bond 
Street on a budget” – luxury, timeless pieces at affordable prices. 

Damsel in a Dress has the perfect edit for your new bridal wardrobe, from beautifully 
executed bridal gowns for your special day to a show-stopping engagement party cocktail 
dress or a relaxed yet chic party piece, perfect for taking you from your reception to the 
airport. Crafted from exquisite fabrics and containing vibrant prints, the collection covers 
carefully tailored separates, figure-flattering shifts to floor-sweeping gowns and, of course, a 
sophisticated bridal range.

We are very excited to announce that Wedding Ideas have teamed up with Damsel in a 
Dress to offer our readers the chance to win £500 to spend on a new bridal wardrobe.

with Damsel in a Dress
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Amanda
Wyatt
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Get to know the designer and the inspirations behind the stunning Amanda Wyatt gowns!

Q Describe an amanDa
Wyatt briDe?

An Amanda Wyatt bride is a modern day bride 
who wants to look and feel totally fabulous on 
her wedding day, expressing their feminine 
and fun side through their perfect Amanda 
Wyatt gown and accessories.
 

Q  Do you anD charlotte balbier
share Design iDeas?

I am in constant contact with Charlotte 
on everything to do with our brands. We 
of course share design ideas and fabrics. 
Charlotte Balbier has had a major influence 
on the Amanda Wyatt brand over the past 
few years. Charlotte has overseen and 
implemented a complete re-brand of the 
whole look of Amanda Wyatt’s imagery and 
she is creative director of all of the Amanda 
Wyatt shoots. Charlotte Balbier is such a busy 
and creative daughter and I am extremely 
proud of all of her hard work.
 

exclusive 
interview 
with…
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Q Who is your favourite 
non-bridal designer?

I love Dolce & Gabbana. The dresses they design 
are complete masterpieces of lace, embroidery 
and embellishments. The garments Dolce & 
Gabbana hand-create are works of art, they’re so 
unique and beautifully made.
 

Q Where do you holiday?
I love Italy and France – we go at least once a 

year to both. We also love Portugal and have just 
got back from a beautiful week in the sunshine. 
For a far-away holiday it has to be Barbados – our 
favourite time to go is January.
 

Q did you alWays knoW you Would 
end up Working in bridal fashion?

Amanda Wyatt was established 23 years ago. Prior 
to this my family had been in the bridal business 
since 1960. As a family we live and breathe bridal  
– it’s a lifetime passion and the team hold years 
of heritage behind us in creating the ultimate 
wow-factor gowns for walking down the aisle in. 
Coming from a family history of bridal design, it 
only seemed a natural fit to enter into the bridal 
arena and pursue a career in the industry.
 

Q What’s your favourite style from 
your latest collection?

I absolutely love the Winter gown from the She 
Walks With Beauty Collection. It is the perfect 
classic gown for a wedding in the colder months. 
The long lace sleeves are perfect for covering 
up and look fabulous for a lovely candlelit and 
romantic winter wedding.
 

Q hoW many amanda Wyatt brides 
are there every year?

Amanda Wyatt brides run into the thousands! 
We are blessed to deal with so many lovely 
and beautiful brides everyday. Our brides stay 
in touch with us and send us photos of their 
beautiful weddings and we often use social media 
to engage with our brides. We really do have the 
most gorgeous brides!
 

Q hoW do you decide on the 
names of your collections?

I’ve designed over 50 collections now so choosing 
the names can be difficult because the name has 
to reflect the collections. I take inspiration from 
beautiful poetry and the Blue Iris collection was 
inspired by the world of Greek goddesses. You 
have to remain constantly inspired, creative and 
ever passionate about each collection.

Find out more Website: amandawyatt.com Instagram: @amandawyattbridal
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The ‘She Walks With 
Beauty’ Collection 
showcases gorgeous 

silhouettes created with 
beautiful materials in 

white, ivory, champagne, 
blush and oyster grey
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How to match his guys to 
your girls’ colour scheme

 If you don’t 
want to match hIs 
groomsmen and your 
maIds exactly, choose 
a complementary 
colour for the tIes 
and use the same 
blooms and folIage 
for theIr buttonholes 
as Is featured In the 
brIdesmaId posIes.

 wIth pastel weddIngs more popular than 
ever, many brIdes opt for a soft raInbow 
palette of brIdesmaId dresses. echo thIs for hIs 
groomsmen by gIvIng each of them a dIfferent 
coloured tIe, matched to each maId’s dress.

 for a classIc look, pIck the 
same number of maIds and men 
and use the same accent colour 
throughout. If the bouquets 
are made from roses, Include 
roses In hIs groomsmen’s 
buttonholes, too.

 If you’re lookIng 
to achIeve a certaIn 
style, pay attentIon to 
all the detaIls! don’t 
just paIr colours for 
your brIdesmaIds and 
hIs groomsmen, also 
match the materIal and 
fInIsh, so If the dresses 
are shIny, make the tIes 
the same.
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good looking
groomsmen
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 Add A sense of fun to the 
groomsmen’s looks with 
colourful socks! enhAnce 
the bold tones of your 
bridesmAids’ dresses or 
shoes And inject thAt All-
importAnt pop of colour.

 we know And love the multi-wAy 
bridesmAids trend, but hAve you 
considered A multi-wAy option for his 
groomsmen, too? source suits thAt 
Are vAriAtions on one theme like these 
fAbulous scottish ensembles for A 
stylish effect.

 tie together different textures And 
pAtterns with A tonAl colour scAle. 
we love the wAy these groomsmen’s 
striped ties mAke the most of purple’s 
pretty tones while still blending 
beAutifully with the bridesmAid’s 
dusky purple dress.

 his groomsmen 
don’t All hAve to 
look the sAme. 
show off their 
different roles  
As ushers And  
best men with 
slightly different 
shAdes for their 
suits. keep the 
shoes, ties And 
buttonholes the 
sAme so you still 
look like one well-
groomed group.
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Fashion ideas

Our real bridesmaids show you how it’s done, issue by issue!

Annabel’s six maids looked beautiful 
in blush, floor-length gowns with 
pretty capped sleeves, wrap around 
waists and cross over backs. The lace 
overlay on the bodice complemented 
the lace details on Annabel’s own 
dress beautifully, just as bridesmaid 
dresses should.

James & Annabel, 161

Brittany’s six best girls wore red, 
V-neck, lace dresses with capped 
sleeves, each paired with tan cowgirl 
boots. The red added the perfect pop 
of colour, while the lace and boots 
brought out the rustic theme of their 
Nashville wedding. The bold colour 
also featured in their bouquets.

Brittany & 
Justin, 163

hannahmcclunephotography.com

dwlp.com

Here come
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Heather & 
Iain, 163
Small differences made Heather’s three 
bridesmaids look picture perfect for her 
big day. They each wore rose chiffon 
dresses in slightly different styles to suit 
their individual shapes, also choosing 
their own shoes and jewellery to 
accessorize with.

Kate & Rob, 161
Kate had six bridesmaids who each 
stunned in shades of blue. The bride 
opted for two different tones of 
the same fabric to add variety and 
enlisted the help of a dressmaker 
to create slightly differently styled 
dresses for each of her girls.

louisedavisphotography.co.uk

hartleyweddings.co.uk
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Natalie and Ben, 161
Having chosen a purple and orange colour scheme 
for their big day, Natalie also introduced the shades 
in the bridesmaid outfits. Her three best girls wore 
purple dresses with chiffon overlays, a cluster of 
Swarovski crystals on the bust and a single shoulder 
strap for an elegant look.

Suzie and Chris, 163
Rather than having grown up maids, Suzie couldn’t 
imagine spending her big day with anyone but her 
two beautiful daughters. They wore ivory lace dresses 
that finished just below the knee with gold glitter 
and a gold bow. Suzie finished their look with gold 
butterfly sandals and rose head bands.

Tea or knee-length 

dresses are a  practical 

and pretty option if 

you choose younger 

bridesmaids

olliedixon.com

rakephotography.com
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Veromia’s D’zage 
bridesmaid collection has 

a dress for every maid and a price tag 

for every bride. You’ll have smiles all 

round thanks to the range of colours, 

fabrics and shapes available – we  

love these glittery gowns  
teamed with twinkling  

accessories

D’Zage
Accessorise your girls with

Find out more View the full collection at veromia.co.uk/DZage-Bridesmaid.html

£29 GlitZySecretS.com

queenieanDlily.co.uk

£55 rainBowcluB.co.uk

pinkparaDoxShoeS.com

£32 victoriaferGuSSon.co.uk

£50 laurellime.com
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Naturally, as a bride you are 
looking for a beautiful dress to 
suit and flatter your bridesmaids, 

and to complement the gown 
of your choice… You will 
want a consistent look but 
understand that each maid 
has a different body shape 
to cater for, as well as their 
personal style to express.

 In One Clothing’s 
fabulous multiway 
bridesmaid dresses can be 
worn 14 different ways so your 
bridesmaids will be able to choose a style 
that reflects their personality and really suits 
their body shape. With over 30 beautiful 

Terms and conditions • Prize is for three multiway dresses, worth £450 • Prize is non-transferable • No cash or prize 
alternative • Please allow up to five weeks for delivery • Prize winner must be genuinely engaged with a wedding date set 

• Prize is strictly not for resale • Prize does not include dress alterations • If you do not wish to receive further information from 
inoneclothing.com, please make this clear on your entry • Full terms at weddingideasmag.com

shades to choose from, In One Clothing have 
the largest multiway colour offering on the 
market. You’re sure to find the perfect shade 

for your wedding.
The beautiful In One 

Clothing dresses are available 
in two lengths, and are 
available from age four for 
children, and sizes 6-28 
for adults.

Dresses start from 
£89 with free UK and 

international delivery.
To order your free swatch card 

and check out a sample dress service, visit 
inoneclothing.com or read on to enter this 
fantastic competition…

Order your FREE 
swatchcard today and 
choose from over 30 

beautiful colours
For your chance to win, simply answer 

the following question...

How many different lengths do In One 
Clothing multiway dresses come in?

Enter online at weddingideasmag.com. 
Alternatively write your answer on a postcard 

along with your name, address, contact 
details and wedding date and send it to: 

In One Clothing Competition, Wedding Ideas 
166, The Chapel, Cotford St Luke, Taunton 
TA4 1HX. Closing date for entries is 25th 

October 2016.

How to enter

multiway dresses
Here’s your chance to win three 
stunning multiway dresses for your 
bridesmaids from inoneclothing.com

In One Clothing’s very 
popular soft grey shade!
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Tori & Nick
A beautiful barn wedding filled with bright blousy blooms
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How did you BoTH meeT? 
I was on my gap year in Canberra, Australia and 
went out for drinks with some friends. I’d never met 
Nick before but when he wasn’t keen to come out 
after I told him to man up and come with us!

How did THe PRoPoSAL HAPPeN? 
Nick took me to Paris to see the Paris-Rouaix 
cycling race. He proposed on our first night there 
after we had ridden out to the love lock bridge. I 
had an inkling a proposal was in the pipeline, but 
thought we were just making a stop-off in Paris on 
the way to the race, so I really wasn’t expecting it! 

THe dReSS 
I made an appointment at Mystia Bridal Boutique 
in Gloucester – they had so many dresses I knew I 
would find one I loved! The one I chose was fitted 
with an illusion neckline and had an ivory lace 
overlay with champagne material beneath for a 
vintage look. I loved it so much and was so excited 
for Nick to see me! 

THe ACCeSSoRieS 
The high neckline meant I couldn’t wear a necklace, 
so I opted for teardrop amethyst earrings – the 
colour for our wedding and Nick’s birthstone – and 
splashed out on a pair of ivory satin Jimmy Choos. 
The chapel-length veil I wore was very fine so it still 
showed off the back of my dress. 

THe GRoom 
Nick hired his three-piece black fitted suit from 
Slaters in Cheltenham. He looked very happy and 
so smart in his suit. 

THe BRideSmAidS 
I had four bridesmaids, all of whom I met 
at university. They wore purple Two Birds 
Bridesmaids dresses that I found in The White 
Room, Minchinhampton. 

HAiR ANd mAKeuP 
Georgie Holdom from Body Flair, Hucclecote did 
my makeup using Jane Iredale products – it didn’t 
need topping up all day. I also had two hairdressers, 
Shelly and Gemma. 

wHAT muSiC did you PLAy duRiNG 
THe CeRemoNy? 
For me the ceremony was the best and most 
important part of the day – I loved it! We had the 
Vyne String Quartet play who were amazing. 

wHAT did you HAVe FoR youR 
weddiNG BReAKFAST? 
There were canapés in place of a starter, followed 
by a main course of lamb and cherry frangipane 
tart for dessert. 
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INSPIRATION  
Seeing real people’s real ideas in Wedding 
Ideas gave me lots of tips. We chose a rustic 
vintage theme to complement our barn venue, 
Kingscote Barn. 

RECEPTION DECORATION 
We mainly decorated with flowers, adding 
lots of them to the tables. I also sourced some 
vintage style white crates and filled them with 
roses and we had rustic signs directing people 
to the barn. 

THE FLOWERS 
We used Jacaranda Florist in Nailsworth to 
supply our beautiful blooms. 

THE CAKE 
Our wedding cake made a statement and 
continued our rustic theme, with four tiers of 
sponge cake in three different flavours. There 
was a rough buttercream icing finish to add 
the country look we wanted. 

THE STATIONERY 
Online graphic designers, The Ink Closet 
supplied our wedding stationery. 

THE ENTERTAINMENT 
After enjoying the string quartet during the 
ceremony and beginning of the reception, 
we danced the night away with Ben Hall, a DJ 
from Unique Wedding Disco. We also hired a 
photobooth from MyPhotoboothUK for guests 
to snap funny pictures in. 

THE FIRST DANCE 
‘One’ by Ed Sheeran was our first dance. We 
choreographed a routine that went really well 
and chose the song because the lyrics relate 
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Venue Kingscote Barn, Tetbury, 
kingscotebarn.co.uk 
DReSS Mystia Bridal Boutique, Gloucester, 
mystia.co.uk
BRIDeSMAID DReSSeS Two Birds Bridesmaid 
at The White Room, Minchinhampton, 
twobirdsbridesmaid.co.uk and 
thewhiteroom.co.uk
GRooM Slaters, Cheltenham, slaters.co.uk
ShoeS Jimmy Choo, jimmychoo.com
StAtIoneRy The Ink Closet, 
theinkcloset.com 
FloweRS Jacaranda Florist, Nailsworth, 
jacarandanailsworth.co.uk
enteRtAInMent Unique Wedding Disco and 
MyPhotoboothUK, uniqueweddingdisco.
com and myphotobooth.co.uk
PhotoGRAPheR Courtney Louise 
Photography,
courtneylouisephotography.co.uk 

perfectly to our relationship, having been long 
distance for five years. 

the honeyMoon 
We went to Ettington Park in Stratford-upon-
Avon and enjoyed taking in all the tourist 
attractions of Shakespeare’s birthplace. It was 
the perfect chance to relax as newlyweds in 
the beautiful hotel grounds and indulge in 
afternoon tea. 

toP tIPS
If you’ve got the budget left to have a second 
dress for the evening, do it! I absolutely adored 
my gown, but I also love to dance and I wish 
I could have changed into a shorter dress to 
dance the night away in more easily.
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Style inspiration

Axnoller

styleBridal

@
oozing romance, this shoot brings together 

the best bridal and bridesmaid looks against 
an atmospheric and intimate backdrop
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Wedding Ideas catch up with 
the team behind this shoot 
to bring you all the details! 

“We wanted to create a look that suited 
the style of our work collectively and that 
also complemented the venue. A pretty, 
romantic and soft look seemed the perfect 
fit, allowing us to create a classic, luxe look 
in the Axnoller barn and a more whimsical, 
ballerina style for our models.

A palette of fresh whites, creams, 
blush pinks and peaches is one that never 
dates and is beautiful for any season. Ivory 
and blush pink gowns with lots of floaty 
tulle and subtle details were perfect for 
this, complemented by smart, deep blue 
suits, a more contemporary choice than 
classic grey. Silver, blush pink and feather 
accessories added the finishing touches.

The hair and makeup was intentionally 
quite dramatic while still being soft and 
wearable enough for those who are a little 
nervous about being ‘done-up’. Caroline 
and Elke from Amazing Face specialise in 
hair and makeup techniques that last all day 
and give a beautiful look in person and on 
camera. The overall effect is sophisticated 
and unashamedly feminine! Use your 
chosen gown, veil and hair accessories to 
guide your hair styling. A loose, wavy look 
is best if you want to rock a flower crown!

The flowers chosen included roses, 
tulips, genista, phlox, chrysanthemum 
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Match 
flower crowns 
with flowing 
dresses for 
your maids

blooms and lisianthus, many of which are 
available all year round and smell heavenly. 
For a high impact, luxe look that beautifully 
contrasted with the industrial barn, 
foliage was kept to a minimum. A mixture 
of high level and lower arrangements 
along the table with crystal candelabra 
and hundreds of candles created a really 
romantic setting for dinner. Tall centrepiece 
designs definitely give the wow-factor, but 
a combination of heights will help to break 
up the visual space.

For the bridal blooms, hair flowers 
and buttonholes, mixed seasonal greenery 
was used to reflect current trends for 
looser, more natural flower schemes. This 
look contrasts with the smart, rose-filled 
reception, but the colours tie everything 
together. Don’t be afraid to mix up different 
styles if that’s what you want – it can 
definitely be done!

To complement the flowers, gowns 
and styling of the shoot, Lisa’s cakes 
incorporated stunning handmade sugar 
flowers and paired a feather icing effect 
on some tiers with smooth, sharp lines on 
others. A trio of cakes like this provides a 
real focal point at your reception and feeds 
a large crowd, but if you wanted this high 
impact effect for a smaller gathering, you 
could include dummy tiers in the design.”
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Venue
axnoller.co.uk
facebook.com/axnoller

PhotograPher
peppermintlovephotography.com
facebook.com/Peppermint.Love.Photography

Film
digitalbohemiaweddingvideography.co.uk
facebook.com/DigitalBohemiaWedings

Florist
jenniferpoynterflowers.co.uk
facebook.com/jenniferpoynterflowers

Bridal Boutique and groom’s attire
wedding-time.com
facebook.com/weddingtimeuk

Cake
cakesbylisanotley.co.uk
facebook.com/Lisa-Notley-Cake-
Design-228637317180350

hair and makeuP artist
amazing-face.co.uk
facebook.com/Amazingfacedorset

stationery
lilyandlottie.co.uk
facebook.com/lilyandlottiestationery

For a blushing  bride shades of blush pink are the way to go! They will bring together the different elements of your day
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£3.75 theweddingofmydreams.co.uk

80p lovejuliaeastwood.com

£55 ivoryandcotiaras.co.uk £16 notonthehighstreet.com

£14.95 one.world

£3.50 theweddingofmydreams.co.uk

£15 notonthehighstreet.com

From £22 weddinginateacup.co.uk

£55 rainbowclub.co.uk
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Planning ideas

Gifts    Girlsfor
 the

thank your bridesmaids for all the 
hand holding, help with planning 
and obligatory gushing with gifts 
they can swoon over themselves!
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A accessories
Rather than going all 
matchy matchy, why don’t 
you let your bridesmaids 
choose what jewellery 

they wear, within a colour scheme (i.e., if 
you’re going silver, they should too). Their 
jewellery should suit them, be something 
they are comfortable with, and work well 
with yours. You don’t want your fashion 
forward friend rocking up in a fascinator 
if you have gone down the subtle route. 
One of the most important rules of being a 
bridesmaid is to let you steal the show.

of bridesmaids
Where we tell you all you need to know about your best women, 
starting with choosing the right ones!  Words: Rachel Southwood

B Best friends
You might feel obliged to ask your 
sister in law, your cousin or your 

fiancé’s brattish little sister, but you don’t 
have to have anyone. Choose those who have 
truly been there for you through your worst 
and best times – the ones you know will have 
your back on the biggest day of your life.

C crafts
If your bridesmaids are creative or 
artistic, rope them in to help with 

décor, flowers or favours. These things will be 
extra special if your friends have helped with 
them, and everybody loves to be asked!

D dessy
Possibly the world’s biggest 
bridesmaid brand. Available from 

bridal boutiques throughout the UK, years ago 
they struck a deal with colour experts Pantone, 
meaning that you can get the exact dresses in 
the perfect shade for your wedding vision.

E eliza and ethan
Taking claim to be 
the original creators 

of the one size, multi-wrap 
dress, Eliza & Ethan are a 
brother and sister team, with 
dresses in 20 colours and two 
lengths, available from bridal 
retailers all over the UK. 

F flower girls
They can be really 
cute for photos and 

don’t have to do anything 
beyond looking pretty and 
carrying a basket of confetti 
(if you want them to), so 
why not? This will work 
especially well if you have 
any small nieces on either 
side of the family.

G get gorgeous…
Make sure that 
your pampering 

team have enough time for 
your girls on the morning 
of the wedding (including 
your mum) – makeup 
is best kept simple but 
sophisticated and to a 
theme. It might be that 
they prefer to do their 
own makeup. If so, great, 
but make sure they know 

not to go too curve ball on it. No big fake 
eyelashes and no red lippy, please!Floor-length elegance
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M Maids to Measure
A unique London-based 
company that arrange 

fun appointments for you and your 
maids to create the dresses of your 
dreams over fun and bubbles, or 
again you could check out your 
local bridal boutique, which might 
be a stockist.

L LiMits
In spending, that is. If your 
bridesmaids are going to 

be given freedom to find their own 
accessories, or even their own dress 
to your chosen scheme, curb their 
spending or they may just go designer, 
blowing your wedding budget even 
before the big day.

N for neckLines
Different things suit different 
people and it doesn’t say anywhere 

that all your bridesmaids have to look 
exactly the same. Choose multiway dresses 
like In One or Twobirds and let them create 
their own style to suit.

Mix and match 
multiple dress 

lengths to flatter 
each of your maids’ 

body shapes

ElizaandEthan.com
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H Hen party
This is the first of the big jobs for 
your girls – to plan your last night 

of freedom. While you don’t have much 
choice about what you do and where you go, 
you should make it clear if you have things 
that you really wouldn’t enjoy. But then, they 
should know these things already as your 
bridesmaids…

I in one cLotHing
Made in London, these multiway 
dresses are perfect if you want to 

be really kind to your maids. Not too 
‘bridesmaidy’, these clever dresses can be 
worn again after the big day. And again,  
and again…

J Jobs
They’re not there (just) for the 
party… Make sure that each 

bridesmaid has a specific role, to make them 
feel needed and involved, and because you 
can’t do everything on the day yourself. Like 
looking after the oldies, finding your flats 
when you want to dance into the night, and 
keeping your Champagne glass topped up.

K keeping quiet
On social media, that is. Your 
bridesmaids should keep your 

images protected from leaks to the outside 
world, or at least vet them before they are 
posted. A quiet word in your guests’ ears 
should be enough, explaining that you  
would like to see any photos yourself  
before your parents’ next door neighbour 
two doors down does.
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O Only the best
Like everything about your 
wedding, you will be under 

pressure to please lots of people, but 
bridesmaids are something that no-one has 
a say over apart from you. So, no matter 
how big the puppy dog eyes get, or how 
much emotional blackmail you get, you are 
absolutely NOT obliged to ask anyone to be 
your bridesmaid unless they have always 
been there for you and always will be.

P Purse
Bridesmaids can carry a bag or purse 
(Dessy do some lovely ones), and in 

that bag they can carry your all-important 
blotting paper, tissues and lip gloss.

T twObirds
One dress, two sizes, four lengths, 
26 colours and over 15 ways to 

wear it. It’s easy to see why twobirds has 
been the choice of many stylish brides 
over the last few years, including some 
top celebrities. These dresses are available 
from good bridal boutiques only.

U unflaPPable
On the morning of your 
wedding it is absolutely your 

bridesmaids’ job to stay calm and keep 
you even more so! Nerves and excitement 
will reach fever pitch. Probably best to 
ask Sensible Bridesmaid to check your 
intake of Champagne...

Q KeePing quiet
Not all day, of course, but you 
can bet your bottom dollar that 

your hubby tries to eke little details out of 
them about what you’re wearing. Tell them 
that everyone has to wait to see you ALL 
on the day, so no dishing the goss on what 
they are wearing either!

R rescue remedy
Brilliant for the most emotional or 
nervous of brides, Bach do a little 

spritzer of this that your bridesmaid should 
have handy at all times.

S shOes
We love the thought of each of 
your girls choosing their own 

shoes to go with their outfit and to make 
them feel extra comfortable. Makes for a 
nice photograph, too.

V VerOmia
A classic bridal 
brand who always 

produce brilliant collections 
for bridesmaids. This year 
they have metallics to die 
for – perfect for a winter 
wedding with lots of sparkle 
and style. Available from 
bridal boutiques across 
the UK.
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Z for sleep
Make sure you get some! In the lead 
up to the wedding but also the night 

before. No staying up chatting until 4am, 
however tempting that might be, just because 
you are all together. You will all need to get 
good sleep, if you can!

W Walking doWn the aisle
They go first, leading the 
way for the leading lady 

to follow. They should also take your 
bouquet from you when you reach the 
front so that you can do the ring thing.

X excellent job
If they are there for you, as 
planned, and help to make 

your day extra special, make sure you tell 
them and thank them. You could give 
them a little gift in the morning, or even 
just a handwritten card… something to 
say ‘best friends forever’ is perfect.

Twobirds 
bridesmaid dresses 

are wonderfully 
wearable, the light 

material makes them 
easy to dance in

Y for you
It’s all about YOU! While you need to 
make sure your bridal party and your 

guests have an amazing day, don’t worry too 
much about everyone else. And, again, if you 
have chosen the right bridesmaids, they will do 
nothing BUT make sure that you have the day 
you have always dreamt of.

After a long day 
looking after you, your girls will want to let 

their hair down too
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 An EbonyRose bridesmaid dress is always elegant, always 

romantic, always immaculately made. Whether you choose 

satin, tulle or chiffon, strapless, sweetheart or halter neck, 

in your choice of over 80 colours, you’ll get the signature 

EbonyRose look of contemporary beauty for your bridesmaids.

Find out more View the full collection at ebonyrosedesigns.co.uk

Ebony
Rose

Shades for your maids!
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loves

funky feet

Find out more Website: iamflorence.co.uk Instagram: @iamflorence1912

A fter some unusual, contemporary bridal shoes? Then check out I Am 
Florence, where you will find a selection of cool court shoes, daring heels 
and quirky flats. The exciting collection features a variety of chunky 

metallic heels, delicate lace brogues and bridal trainers embellished with stunning 
white leather blooms, so, whether you’re a flats or a heels girl, you will feel completely 
comfortable while looking super stylish!

Fashionistas, step this way and adorn your feet with 
shoes from the trendy I Am Florence collection 

Wedding ideas loves
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Flats
boogie on down in a 

comfortable and 
glam pair of flats

‘AnAbel’ £160
  charlottemillsbridal.

co.uk

‘Stevie’ £75
  rainbowclub.co.uk

‘Sweetie’ £49.95
  pinkparadoxshoes.com

‘lolitA’ £150
  harrietwilde.com

‘liSA’ £265
  iamflorence.co.uk

‘Flower bridAl SAndAl’ £125 
sargassoshoes.com

‘Jude’ £525
  emmylondon.com

‘romy’£350
  jimmychoo.com

‘GArdeniA’ £160 
merleandmorris.com

‘oliviA’ £46.63
  foreversoles.com

Dancing Shoes
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heels
elegantly waltz your way 

across the dance floor 
in these chic shoes

Dancing Shoes

‘Sabreen’ £200  
loveartwearart.com

‘LindSey’ £230
 iamflorence.co.uk

‘VioLet’ £595
 jimmychoo.com

‘JeSSica’ £175 
rachelsimpsonshoes.

co.uk

‘candice’ £139  
benjaminadamslondon.

com

‘MyrtLe’ £265 
merleandmorris.com

‘Sahara’ £200  
harrietwilde.com

‘eMMa’ £175  
sargassoshoes.com

‘bLoSSoM’ £695  
emmylondon.com

‘hana’ £65
  rainbowclub.co.uk
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Never before has the phrase slip into 
something more comfortable been more 
appropriate. When you and your 
wedding guests have spent all day 
on your feet, you don’t want your 
heels holding you back when it comes 
to the dance fl oor, right? 

D� ’t let y� r heels
h� d y�  back.

- 4 REASONS ROLLASOLE IS TAKING 

CENTRE STAGE AT WEDDINGS

Weddings can keep you in your heels 
from dawn to dance fl oor and, no 
matter how broken in they are, when 
killer heels start to kill they can put a 
right downer on your night. Giving 
your guests a fun and fashionable 
alternative will keep the dance fl oor 
alight until the lights go out.

1 Freeeeed� ! 

Your wedding roll ups can be rolled 
up and kept snug in your handbag 
ready to be used again and again by 
your guests. It means each time they’re 
out on a big night, they’ll be reminded 
of  your big day. Much more memorable 
than a forgetful favour!

Not all favours have to cost a fortune. 
Rollasole has recently launched two 
aff ordable new wedding packs of  12 
or 24 pairs starting from just £84.95 
– which means your guests get a glitzy 
gift they’ll love, on the day you’ll 
never forget. 

Rollasoles are the number one roll 
up of  choice when it comes to rolling 
out the red carpet, and have been 
personally requested by celebrities at 
major award ceremonies like the Golden 
Globes and the The Brits for the after 
party aftermath. 

2Mem� y Mak� !

4 Aff� dable

3Celeb Fav� rites! 

Treat y� r bridal p� ty to 

pain-� ee feet with a Gift B�  

full of these savvy li� le savi� rs 

� �  r� las� e.c� 

Not only do these savvy little saviours 
provide the perfect pain relief  at the 
perfect time, but also they’re a 
seriously good way to reward your 
bridal party. A concept once only 
associated with luxury celebrity 
weddings, these stylish slip-ons are now 
slowly fast becoming every wedding 
planners must-have accessory, and 
here’s why…

Cue those cute li� le r� l ups.

303055_Rollasole_Wedding_ADVERTORIAL_210x148mm.indd   1 02/09/2016   14:50
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BohoHair Create beautiful boho hair 
using this guide by stylist 
Sarah Eccles-Markey at 

Studio B

88 | weddingideasmag.com | oCtober 2016
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Practise the style you have chosen before your big day – the last thing you want is your curls dropping or braids falling out. Doing it first thing in the morning will give you the perfect opportunity to see if it will last all day
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Hair ideas

1 Apply a BB heat protector and curl 
the hair. Tip: section the hair and curl 

small amounts at a time – this will make it 
easier and create a better finish.

2 After curling all of the hair, allow the 
hair to cool for five minutes, this will 

help the curls set into place. Tip: I use the 
Cloud Nine original wand for perfect waves.

3 Apply a small amount of serum or 
finishing cream from BB, gently 

brush through the hair to create the boho 
tousled look.

4 Plait a section at both sides of the head 
and secure with bands, then with a 

couple of grips wrap the plaits around the 
back of the head and secure. Tip: hold 
the bottom of the plait then loosen and 
separate it a little to create a fuller effect.

5 Use a gentle hold hairspray to hold any 
flyaways or alternatively pick a shine 

spray to give you that photo ready look.  
My favourite products are from Bumble & 
Bumble, they have a light hold and help hair 
respond to heat tools. 

6 Adding flowers or pearls secured 
onto hair grips will finish the style 

perfectly. Tip: try local craft shops for 
paper flowers or use craft jewellery beads 
or pearls that have ready made holes, 
perfect to slide grips through.

Find out more
online: studiob.uk.com Instagram: @sarah261983 Photographer: Bethan Eccles 
Model: Kirsty Reed  tools: cloudnine.co.uk original wand and bumbleandbumble.com products
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Sophie & Rav
Bold blues and bright oranges for this international wedding
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HOW DID THE PROPOSAL HAPPEN? 
I was born and grew up in Amsterdam, where my 
parents still live, so I always spend Christmas there. 
Rav often can’t get much time off over Christmas, 
but he surprised me by flying out one Christmas 
Eve. I went into the kitchen and there he was. I was 
thrilled enough that we would spend Christmas 
together, but then a moment later he proposed! It 
was a wonderful surprise.

THE DRESS 
I saw a one-off vintage dress on Pinterest and set 
out to find something similar. My sister spotted my 
dress in Monsoon. It was off-white, embellished 
with beautiful beading and nicely fitted with a small 
train. I loved it – it was perfect for my figure and 
made me feel very comfortable.

THE ACCESSORIES 
I’m not a huge jewellery person so I kept things 
simple, opting for small stud earrings and a blue 
bracelet. My Carrie Bradshaw Manolo Blahnik shoes 
were also blue and featured jewels on the front. I 
wanted blue to match Rav’s suit and to embrace my 
Dutch heritage.

THE GROOM 
Rav’s blue suit was custom made for him by Julien 
Trivedi in Leicester. He looked handsome and so 
happy. The first thing he said to me was “you look 
beautiful” and I said the same to him.

WHAT WAS THE BEST PART OF 
THE CEREMONY?
We wrote our own personal vows to make to each 
other. The funny thing is that they were extremely 
alike, even though we hadn’t written them together 
or even shown each other before the big day!

WHAT DID YOU HAVE FOR YOUR 
WEDDING BREAKFAST?
Melon and ham was the starter, with duck breast 
and fondant potatoes for the main and Eton mess 
and cheeseboards for dessert. A Bollywood pianist, 
Trish Darji, played during the breakfast. It created a 
lovely atmosphere.

INSPIRATION  
With Rav being Sikh and my English and Dutch 
heritage, we chose to have a blue and orange 
wedding theme for our decorations, stationery 
and flowers.

RECEPTION DECORATION 
Eve Lilly decorated the wedding venue. We 
wanted loads of flowers and foliage everywhere 
to make the venue look stunning. We also added 
blue chair sashes and table runners, teamed with 
orange accents. We had large S & R letters on the 
mantelpiece beside the cake.
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THE FLOWERS 
Eve Lilly sourced the flowers for us, but after 
the wedding we donated them all to the local 
LOROS care home – we didn’t want them to be 
thrown away and it was nice to hear that they 
brightened up the home and the residents 
enjoyed them.

THE CAKE
Like many of our suppliers, we met Helen 
Alborn at our venue, The City Rooms’ wedding 
fair. We both don’t like too much icing on 
cakes and with it being a summer wedding, 
a naked cake seemed the perfect option for 
us. We had coconut and mango, lemon and 
blueberry, vanilla with raspberry and white 
chocolate and orange layers. The cake was 
decorated in blue and orange edible flowers 
and lots of fresh fruit.

THE STATIONERY
Another wedding fair find, we chose Tickled 
Pink to design our beautiful blue and orange 
wedding stationery.

THE FAVOURS
My mum sourced miniature pairs of porcelain 
Dutch clogs to give out as favours.

THE ENTERTAINMENT
Sanj from Ace Sounds was our DJ for the night, 
playing a mix of current hits and Indian music 
so there was something for everyone. He 
also found us a Dhol drummer who played as 
we entered the reception dancing. Everyone 
loved it!

THE HONEYMOON
We honeymooned in Cape Verde, relaxing by 
the beach, touring the island by Catamaran 

VENUE The City Rooms, Leicester, 
thecityrooms.co.uk
DRESS Monsoon, monsoon.co.uk
GROOM Julien Trivedi, julientrivedi.com
SHOES Manolo Blahnik, manoloblahnik.
com
MAKEUP Emma Farthing, 
emmafarthingmakeupartist.com 
DECOR Eve Lilly, evelily.co.uk
CAKE Helen Alborn Cakes, 
helenalborncakes.co.uk
STATIONERY Tickled Pink, 
wearetickledpink.co.uk
TRANSPORT Nottingham TukTuks, 
nottinghamtuktuks.co.uk
ENTERTAINMENT Sanj from Ace Sounds, 
acesounds.net
PHOTOGRAPHY Craig Hickey Photography, 
craighickeyphotography.co.uk

and quad biking around the island to explore 
it a little more.

MEMORABLE MOMENT
After the ceremony we were taken by rickshaw, 
hired from Nottingham TukTuks, to Castle 
Gardens for outdoor photography. The drive 
around the city centre and the photos were 
absolutely fantastic!

BEST IDEA
Franky ‘The Wedding Reporter’ joined us 
for the day – jotting down everything that 
happened and then writing it up for us after 
the wedding. It’s a lovely idea and we can’t wait 
to sit down together and read our wedding 
day report!
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loves

vicky’s 
donuts

Find out more Website: vickysdonuts.com Instagram: @vickysdonuts

Make way desserts! Delicious, decorated donuts 
are the new must-haves for any sweet table!

The circular trend is becoming increasingly popular, so think like Beyoncé 
and put a ring on it! Create a scrumptious sweet table with a selection of 
visually stunning donuts, or present them as part of each place setting as 

favours. Customise topping colours and flavour combinations for a unique sweet 
treat from Vicky’s Donuts. You can mix and match with a selection of handmade ring, 
heart-shaped, letter-shaped and filled donuts – yum!  

Wedding ideas loves
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Capturing love stories, with a gentle touch

www.ikonworks.co.uk 
Phone 07894 251579   Email sayhi@ikonworks.co.uk
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A shoot for...

Seasons
A Hampshire manor 

house played host to this 
feminine photo shoot
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Variations on the 
decorative theme for 
each layer of this cake 
make it eye-catching 

and elegant

Photographer Tasha Newland of 
Ikonworks shares all the inspirational 
details behind this beautiful shoot. “Our 

aim was to create something pretty and feminine 
and being able to use one of the finest wedding 
venues in Hampshire was an absolute highlight. 
The Four Seasons is a restored Georgian manor 
house, blending English country living with 
21st-century luxury, perfect for weddings. 
The abundant light available ensures that, as 
a photographer, I am able to relax and enjoy 
shooting stunning images effortlessly.

Inspired by the stately rooms, accessories 
from Emmy and Tilly Thomas Luxe and the 
beautiful ‘Azura’ Alan Hannah bridal gown 
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Venue
Four Seasons, Hampshire
fourseasons.com/hampshire

MuA And HAir
Sharon Dawson of Eyecandy
eyecandyhairandmakeup.co.uk

Model
Sophie Waldron, Bridge Models London

dress
Alan Hannah (Azura) alanhannah.co.uk
Supplied by Boo Bridal boobridal.co.uk

HAir piece
Bespoke piece from the ‘Ritz Goddess’ collection. 
Creator Sally, at tillythomaslux.com

cAkes
Unique Cakes by Yevnig
yevnig.com

Flowers
paularooney.co.uk

sHoes
emmylondon.com

pHotogrApHy & styling
Natasha Newland 
ikonworks.co.uk

created a refined look with a feminine touch. 
The soft gown supplied by Boo Bridal floated 
effortlessly, offering the perfect pairing for the 
whimsical flowers supplied by Paula Rooney, 
whose reputation for excellence and innate eye 
for detail mean her bouquets become romantic 
works of art. The flowers were delicately styled 
to continue the elegant and pretty theme. 

Hair and makeup artist Sharon ensured the 
same feminine charm translated into model 
Sophie’s hair and makeup, choosing a pretty 
pink lip colour to complement the warm tones 
in the dress and flowers. The overall makeup 
look was natural with a gentle shimmer effect. 

An extraordinary hair piece from the 
Tilly Thomas Luxe ‘Ritz Goddess’ collection 
completed the look, capturing the elegance of 
the venue and providing the perfect accent to 
the beautiful Emmy shoes.

Designer and creator of the most incredible 
cakes, Unique Cakes by Yevnig provided the 
show-stopping cake for the shoot. Decorated 
to perfection, it featured the most delicate and 
perfect sugarcraft flowers and looked exquisite 
against the backdrop of Georgian architectural 
features, exactly as we had requested.

This shoot gives brides-to-be inspiration 
to combine a pretty, airy, feminine style often 
reserved for barn or rustic weddings with a 
grander setting. The delicate details soften 
the grandeur of the venue and accentuate 
its character features, all while taking full 
advantage of the light and bright interior for 
some truly unforgettable photos.
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IMAGE CONSULTING
by Stefania Bartolomei

COLOUR ANALYSIS  |  WARDROBE DETOX
PERSONAL SHOPPING  |  BRIDAL PERSONAL STYLING

www.oneofastyle.com
+4402081443541    stefania@oneofastyle.com

One of a Style
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How to enter
Simply answer the following question to enter...What type of foundation is used by the BEAUT makeup team?

Wedding Ideas has teamed up 
with BEAUT makeup studio 
to offer one lucky bride the 

chance to win her bridal makeup for her 
big day! The winner will also receive her 
wedding day lipstick as part of her prize so 
that she can reapply it after saying “I do” and 
enjoying her first kiss as a married woman. 

BEAUT makeup studio opened in 
Shoreditch in July this year, providing 
makeup services and makeup lessons 
for bridal and event clients. BEAUT was 

launched by Ana Ospina, a freelance makeup 
artist, makeup tutor and bridal airbrush 
specialist. Ana has over 25 years’ experience 
in the makeup industry and has specialised 
in the art of airbrush makeup for the last 
10. Ana’s airbrushing journey began with 
training when she was part of the makeup 
team on the TV show ‘Dancing On Ice’ and 
her skills are in high demand for bridal 
editorial and new bridal collection launches. 
Her makeup artistry has even graced three 
Wedding Ideas front covers! 

Ana and her BEAUT 
makeup team get their clients looking 
glam, using silicone-based, high definition 
airbrush foundations that create a flawless 
and lasting makeup application. BEAUT 
savvy brides are now seeking airbrush 
makeup for their weddings so that they 
can feel like a celebrity on their big day, 
too! The BEAUT makeup professionals 
make sure their clients are picture perfect, 
ready for their high definition wedding day 
photography and videography.

Terms and conditions • The prize on offer includes a bridal makeup trial for the bride at BEAUT makeup studio 
in Shoreditch, plus wedding day makeup for the bride and two extra bridal party members at either BEAUT makeup 

studio or at the location of the brides choice • Subject to available appointments • If the wedding takes place outside 
London then travel (and accommodation if required) will be covered by the winning bride • The complimentary lipstick 
will be from a choice of five shades available at BEAUT • Any further bridal party members requiring make up for the 
winning bride’s wedding will incur the usual bridal fees, please see pricing information on beautstudio.co.uk, for 
makeup bookings tel. 0207 7395462 or 07919410974 • BEAUT makeup studio is on the ground floor of Boudoir 

Beauty Parlour. 1a Turville Street. London E2 7HX • Prize winner must be genuinely engaged with a wedding date set 
• The rules run in conjunction with our full terms and conditions, which can be found at weddingideasmag.com

Enter online at weddingideasmag.com or write 
your answer on a postcard along with your name, 

address, contact details and wedding date and 
send it to: BEAUT competition, Wedding Ideas 
166, The Chapel, Cotford St Luke, Taunton, 

Somerset, TA4 1HX. Closing date for entries is 
25th October 2016. 

at BEAUT makeup studio 

A beAutiful bridAl 
MAkeup pAckAge 

Win
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Gloucestershire
Clearwell Castle
01594 832320

Gloucestershire
Clearwell Castle
01594 832320
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Essex
Gosfi eld Hall
01787 472914
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Tamsin & Simon
Twinkling peach, ivory and gold for this gorgeous winter wedding
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How did you meet? 
We met at another friend’s wedding where Simon 
was an usher. He delivered my fish and chips to 
my table and I knew there was a spark between 
us. Later on we shared a dance and a little kiss and 
never looked back!

How did tHe PRoPoSAL HAPPeN? 
Simon had just finished his racing season and 
wanted a night away to celebrate. He booked us 
a room in the Cotswolds, where we’d shared our 
first minibreak six years earlier, and proposed 
with a beautiful loose cushion cut diamond. He 
had already designed the ring with a jeweller, but 
knowing how picky I am he wanted to let me check 
before it was made!

tHe dReSS 
Being a designer myself with a degree in 
embroidery, I was instantly attracted to highly 
embellished gowns a little out of our budget. 
Instead, I chose a Justin Alexander dress with the 
perfect modern lace and the seamstress at True 
Romantica in Kenilworth helped me make it my 
own. We removed the sleeves and satin waistband 
and softened the fit of the dress to become a 
mermaid shape. I then removed the beads on the 
gown and hand stitched ivory stones and pearls 
on with my mum’s help. I loved the fact my dress 
became unique.

tHe ACCeSSoRieS 
I had a beautiful gold and pearl Swarovski 
headpiece from Bride La Boheme in Australia 
paired with a slim cathedral-length veil. My 
gorgeous Badgley Mischka ‘Pettal’ peep-toes came 
from Nordstrom in the USA and gave me the extra 
height I wanted.

tHe GRoom 
We used Reiss’s personal tailoring service for 
Simon’s suit. We felt we were in very safe hands 
there. Simon chose a pale grey flannel three-
piece suit with slim-fit trousers, a waistcoat and 
contemporary jacket. We chose all the lining, 
piping and buttons, so it was a really special suit. He 
looked the most handsome I’d ever seen him look! 
Simon and the ushers had peach coloured ties.

tHe BRideSmAidS 
I had three bridesmaids, including Kate whose 
wedding Simon and I met at! They wore nude 
embellished floor-length gowns from Miss 
Selfridge. My two nieces were my flower girls, 
wearing sparkly gold tulle dresses and boleros from 
Monsoon, teamed with fairy wings.

wHAt wAS tHe BeSt PARt oF 
tHe CeRemoNy?
Walking into the church and feeling an 
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overwhelming rush of love – it’s such a strange 
thing to describe but seeing Simon at the end 
of the aisle and everyone’s smiling faces was a 
really powerful feeling. 

WHAT DID YOU HAVE FOR YOUR 
WEDDING BREAKFAST? 
Being big foodies, our wedding breakfast was 
high on our list of priorities. We chose Aubrey 
Allen, a local butcher and delicatessen we love, 
to do our wedding catering. They provided 
canapés and peach Bellini’s at the drinks 
reception and a crab, prawn and salmon 
roulade for the starter. Our main had lots of 
theatre, as guests donned aprons to carve their 
dry aged ribs of beef at the tables. For dessert, 
we enjoyed French lemon tart paired with the 
perfect wine.

INSPIRATION 
We married just before Christmas, but I was 
determined that we didn’t have to have a 
winter wedding of holly and snowflakes! We 
used tones of ivory, peach and soft metallic 
gold to give a clean sense of winter warmth 
with a little opulence added in, too.

RECEPTION DECORATION
The Adam Hall at Compton Verney is all 
white, with stunning architectural features. It 
provided the perfect backdrop for our warm 
gold and peach flowers, table settings and 
décor. The top table ran along a row of pillars 
and we hung shimmering gold discs behind 
it to add the wow factor. We also hired giant 
letter lights from Mad Philomena.

THE FLOWERS
One of my best friends, Ailsa, is the incredible 
florist behind Ailsa’s Floral Design. We chose 

CEREMONY All Saints Church, Sherbourne
RECEPTION VENUE Compton Verney Art 
Gallery, Warwickshire, 
comptonverney.org.uk
DRESS Justin Alexander at True Romantica, 
Kenilworth, justinalexanderbridal.com 
and trueromanticabridal.co.uk
BRIDESMAID DRESSES Miss Selfridge, 
missselfridge.com
GROOM Reiss, reiss.com
ACCESSORIES Badgley Mischka and Bride 
La Boheme, badgleymischka.com and 
bridelaboheme.com.au
STATIONERY Studio Seed, 
studioseed.co.uk 
FLOWERS Ailsa’s Floral Design, 
ailsasfloraldesign.com
PHOTOGRAPHER Chris Barber 
Photography, 
chrisbarberphotography.co.uk

David Austin ‘Juliet’ roses in ivory, peach and 
coral alongside huge blooms of ivory giant 
chrysanthemum, eucalyptus and brunia, as 
well as a few sprigs of mistletoe! We pinned 
tiny framed photos of both of my grandparents 
on their wedding days to the stem. Our table 
centres were giant gold punch bowls with 
tumbling blooms or wreath designs.

THE CAKE
Simon’s mum kindly made our cake for us. It 
was a three-tiered gold and ivory creation.

THE STATIONERY
I’m a stationery designer myself (studioseed.
co.uk) so I created all of ours – it was a 
challenge doing it for myself and not a client!
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Bridezillas

Only 23% of grooms 
took the reins when 
it came to wedding 
planning, but 67% 

were more than 
happy for their bride-
to-be to take control

of couples wouldn’t 
change a thing about 

their big day

27%

57%
of brides were the main wedding 

planner, but brides are half as likely 
to be interested in sticking to the 

budget than grooms 

busted!Listen up, ladies! Research by 
amigoloans.co.uk reveals that brides 
are tempted to over spend and take 
control when it comes to weddings. 
Will you be guilty of it, too?

Bride vs Groom

50%
more is spent 

directly on the bride 
than the groom

of men said they would have 
preferred to have tied the 
knot on a smaller scale

18%13%

1/3
of couples said they 

spent more than they 
planned to – oops! 

of brides said they wish 
they spent more on a 
bigger celebration
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experienced wedding and fashion 
photographer emma of Emma-Jane 
Photography shares her top 10 tips
for creative wedding photos
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Creative wedding photography means 
whatever you want it to. Emma from 
Emma-Jane Photography works with 

a variety of couples and is used to working 
with all kinds of personalities. Some couples 
will be ready for the fun and silly shot while 
others won’t be as keen. Photographers can 
be creative within the different comfort limits 
of each couple. Here Emma reveals her top 
creative photograph ideas…
 
Think abouT your colour paleTTe
You have probably already spent a long time 
choosing the right colour palette for your 
wedding theme, so make sure this runs 
throughout. Select props or signs in similar 
colours and take the extra time to find the 
right outdoor setting to have as a backdrop 
for your colour theme – it will instantly make 
the images more aesthetically pleasing.
 
pick The righT people
If you want fun wedding photos – think 
Austin Powers-inspired, jumping, carrying 
the groom – make sure you pick the right 
members of the bridal party to carry this 
out. You want people to have fun and to look 
like they are having fun too, so make sure 
they are completely comfortable doing silly 
things to get the perfect light-hearted and 
fun photos. You can take a simple concept of 
silly poses and pull off a fantastic photo when 
everyone is willing to give it a try.

 
Do someThing DifferenT
Pinterest and Instagram are becoming 
increasingly popular tools for couples, and 
as a photographer I try and get the bride to 

put ideas together for the consultation so I 
know what colour palette she likes as well as 
cropping and editing styles. This information 
helps photographers to capture the perfect 
shots on the big day. Once the couple have 
put together some ideas, we run with them, 
adapting the photography to suit the couple’s 
personalities and create truly personal photos 
– recently a couple had their rings tied 
together on shoelaces for a photo to reflect 
their shared passion for running!

As a fashion photographer, I love to create 
new concepts, drawing on my work with real 
couples, before reaching the right photo 
style for the couple I’m working with. Don’t 
be afraid to tell your photographer if you’re 
not sure, though! They wont be offended and 
will gladly adapt their ideas to capture your 
dream day exactly as you want it to be.
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Pictured are a few creative shots from 
some recent weddings this year and 
some of my personal favourites! You 
can see more of my work at emma-
janephotography.co.uk for weddings 
and be inspired by my fashion work 
at emma-janephoto.co.uk.

models: Jimmy Zepp and Gwenda Jeffs
Flowers: Vintage Floral Designs
makeup: Joyce Connor, Brides and Beauty
planner: Peach Perfect Weddings
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top 10 tips:

1 Create some mood boards – inspiration 
from Pinterest and Instagram is invaluable!

2 Bring props! This gives you something 
to engage with.

3 Pick the right family members for 
the super creative shots.

4 Involve your pet – ring shots with the 
dog can look seriously cute.

5 Send your photographer photos of your 
venue or, better yet, visit it together 

beforehand to plan the perfect pictures.

6 Research other photographers’ work you 
like, even if they are abroad, to give your 

chosen photographer even more inspiration.

7 See that tree with gorgeous golden leaves? 
Use it! Everything can become a prop.

8 Pick your location wisely. Even if you are 
on a budget, make sure there are beautiful

backdrops you can use.

9 Allow enough time for couple shots and 
creative group shots. It takes more time 

than you think, so if you are running behind don’t 
let this time get cut from the list. 

10 Trust your photographer. They will 
never make you feel uncomfortable, and 

you can always say no, but before you get to that 
point if their idea seems wacky... let them try it. 
You will be amazed with the results!
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Love a supplier? 
Heart them! 
Search the most 
complete UK 
supplier directory - 
Bridebook save 
all your faves!

3 Heart your 
Faves

3 Reasons to heart

Exclusive tips 
and tricks from 
a trusted team 
of pros - think 
make-up tips from 
Bobbi Brown and 
cake advice from 
Mary Berry - 
It doesn’t get much 
better than that!

2 Get Insider 
Secrets

Bridebook’s wedding 
checklist tells you 
when and how 
to complete each 
task. Learn what 
questions to ask, 
how to budget, and 
when to send those 
all save-the-dates!

The Ultimate 
Checklist1

Wedding Planning= Sorted
Over 10,000 savvy brides love staying on track 
with Bridebook.co.uk’s FREE personalised 
tools such as Checklist, Budgeter, Shortlist and 
Guestlist planners...easy-to-use and all in one 
place! Your dream wedding is about to plan itself!

Made for all your devices

Bridebook is currently available for a limited number of brides at: 
Bridebook.co.uk/weddingideas

For free - 

anytime, 

anywhere
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Nutfield Priory Hotel & Spa, Surrey

Brandshatch Place Hotel & Spa, Kent

Audleys Wood,
Crathorne Hall,
L’Horizon,
Rookery Hall,

HOTE L S

B U I L T  F O R  P L E A S U R E

20 NATIONWIDE COUNTRY HOUSE WEDDING VENUES

01642 706606   handpickedhotels.co.uk   Find inspiration on      /hphotels        /handpickedhotels
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Rhinefield House Hotel, Hampshire

Buxted Park Hotel, East Sussex

Audleys Wood, Hampshire | Bailbrook House, Bath | Brandshatch Place, Kent | Buxted Park, East Sussex | Chilston Park, Kent 
Crathorne Hall, Yorkshire | Ettington Park, Warwickshire | Fawsley Hall, Northamptonshire | Grand Jersey, Jersey | Hendon Hall, London 
L’Horizon, Jersey | New Hall, Birmingham | Norton House, Edinburgh | Nutfield Priory, Surrey | Rhinefield House, Hampshire 
Rookery Hall, Cheshire | St Pierre Park, Guernsey | Seiont Manor, Snowdonia | Wood Hall, Yorkshire | Woodlands Park, Surrey
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Sophie & Jake
Wildflowers and woodlands for this enchanting emerald day

Real-life Weddings
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How did THE PRoPoSAL HAPPEN?
We’d spent the day shopping ready for our 
holiday to Venice and Jake cooked us a three-
course meal for dinner. When it was time for 
the dessert, he told me to wait in the bedroom 
while he got it ready. I came out to find a trail 
of rose petals along the hall and Jake on one 
knee, surrounded by candles, with a beautiful 
ring in his hand. He secretly filmed it all, too!

THE dRESS
Clare at Silk Rose Bespoke made my wedding 
dress. I’d searched so many bridal boutiques 
and been swamped by so many dresses so 
I decided to try a tea-length gown. It felt so 
much more me! Clare created a 1950’s style, 
boat neck ivory dress from silk and chiffon for 
a floaty feel. I chose a lace back with cherry 
blossom appliqué flowers and a belt with fern 
brooches to tie in with our woodland theme. 
Clare stitched in our Reading festival bands 
(where we first met) and lobster pins Jake 
bought us both – I call him my lobster!

THE ACCESSoRiES
My tiara was a gift from my dressmaker, made 
from pearls, diamantes, leaves and roses. Jake 
gifted me my V-shaped diamanté necklace 
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and we chose pearl earrings from Accessorize 
and a bracelet from Debenhams to go with it. 
My dove grey T-bar heels were so comfy and I 
customized them with ‘I do’ stickers I found in 
Wedding Ideas and dark green bows. I made 
my own veil and hope to keep it as a family 
heirloom for the future.

THE GROOM
Jake wore a gorgeous skinny two-piece suit 
from Topman in a lovely dark green. The 
groomsmen wore grey suits so Jake stood 
out. He added a crisp white shirt from River 
Island, a grey tie and pocket square from ASOS 
and brown shoes with lobster socks. I think 
Jake’s wedding outfit is my favourite thing he’s 
ever worn!

THE BRIDESMAIDS
My four bridesmaids all wore dresses from 
Lindy Bop, a vintage store I shop at regularly. 
I wanted my maid of honour to stand out 
and be a midpoint between my dress and the 
other bridesmaids, so she wore a tea-length, 
bright green, boat neck dress. My other maids 
also wore green dresses, but they had capped 
sleeves and a small bow on the waistband. 
They chose their own shoes to give their 
outfits their own stamp.

HAIR AND MAKEUP
I had a wonderful lady called Jess from Beauty 
Call do my hair and makeup – I spotted them 
advertised in Wedding Ideas! She used my 
own products which made me feel a lot more 
comfortable, so don’t be afraid to ask for that 
if you want to!

WHAT WAS THE BEST PART OF 
THE CEREMONY?
As I entered the room Jake broke down in 
tears and started me off crying as well! He told 
me how amazing I looked. We’d stayed apart 
the week before the wedding. It was hard but it 
made the moment we saw each other so much 
more incredible!

THE SPEECHES
In the best man’s speech we played a game of 
Mr and Mrs which was brilliant fun and really 
helped to break up the speeches.

INSPIRATION 
We opted for an enchanted forest theme with 
green and gold colour accents.

RECEPTION DECORATION
We made a lot of the details ourselves, buying 
beech tree saplings to use as miniature trees 
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on the table centres, surrounded by moss and 
fairylights. We also made moss-covered MR & 
MRS letters and pressed a pansy – my favourite 
flower – into individual candles. An old chest 
was our card box and, in a nod to Jake’s love 
for Lord of the Rings, a map of Middle Earth 
became our table plan. The venue supplied 
green chair sashes and lighting.

THE FLOWERS
Claire from Waterbaby Flowers created our 
table arrangements, pew ends, bouquets and 
corsages. She knew exactly what we were after 
– a mix of wildflowers and woodland blooms 
like wood sorrel, as well as earl grey roses, 
blackberries, gold-sprayed berries, thistles, 
mint and oats. Our top table was show-
stopping with a moss table runner, wildflowers 
galore, tea lights and votives, wooden logs and 
succulents all bringing it to life.

THE CAKE
Jake’s mum made our amazing four-tier cake, 
with the top tier being artificial so we could 
keep it afterwards. We chose coffee, whiskey, 
chocolate ganache and blackberry layers – 
each tier was utterly delicious! Our cake was 
decorated with the design on my engagement 
ring and artificial flowers and berries between 
each layer. We had a wooden personalised 
cake topper and a wooden cake board to 
match our enchanted forest theme.

THE STATIONERY
Chelsea at Honey & Roses Press created our 
stationery, including my engagement ring 
design. We sent them in black boxes filled 
with artificial flowers and moss to hint at our 
wedding theme.
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venue Stoke by Nayland Hotel, Golf and Spa, 
stokebynayland.com
Dress Custom made by Clare from Silk Rose 
Bespoke, silkrose.co.uk
BriDesmaiD Dresses Lindy Bop, 
lindybop.co.uk
Groom Topman, topman.com
aCCessories Debenhams and Accessorize, 
debenhams.com and accessorize.com
Hair anD maKeuP Jess from Beauty Call, 
beautycall.co.uk
FLoWers Claire from Waterbaby Flowers, 
waterbabyflowers.com 
sTaTionerY Honey & Roses Press, 
facebook.com/honeyandrosespress
PHoToGraPHer Hello Romance 
Photography, helloromance.co.uk
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One Warwick Park, an elegant 
39-room hotel, is now open 
in Tunbridge Wells’ historic 

Pantiles district, providing a new possibility 
for wedding and bridal parties. The 
sophisticated property offers stylish and 
contemporary interior design and intuitive 
technology, as well as a carefully curated 
experience in each of its spaces.

The hotel inhabits a creatively reimagined 
brew house and schoolhouse, taking the 
previously unconnected structures and 
creating one harmonious building, flooded 
with light. A feature gallery space links the 
two buildings and promises to surprise with 
a shifting canvas of showcases from local, 
national and international artists.

A private dining area and a range of 
meeting and events spaces offer flexibility 
for celebrations or company gatherings of up 
to 180 people.

The Old School House, the main 
function room and archetype of beautiful 
simplicity, provides a contemporary white 
backdrop while retaining the school 

house’s 19th-century timber vaults and 
15ft arched windows. Perfect for a wedding 
or celebration of up to 180 people, this 
140-square-metre space is licensed for 
weddings and hire includes an elegant pre-
function bar area and alfresco terrace, ideal 
for welcome drinks and photography.

There are four additional locations to 
dine and have a drink throughout the day, 
and, for a superlative celebration, parties 
have the option to privatise One Warwick 
Park with the takeover of all 39 bedrooms.

Comfort and ease of experience define 
the rooms, while they are each individually 
styled to appeal to the range of clientele. The 
two-bedroomed Duplex Suite overlooking 
the quaint Kent cobbles pairs period features 
with a fresh, elegant design perfect for bridal 
parties, while the three Deluxe Balcony 
rooms offer a private landscaped terrace 
with views over Tunbridge Wells’ tapestry of 
assorted architecture. All bedrooms feature 
a King or Super King bed.

To find out more visit onewarwickpark.
co.uk or read on for the chance to win…

Win

The prize
• One-night stay for four in listed Duplex Suite  

• Afternoon tea for four 
• Dinner for four at L’AMORE restaurant  

• Breakfast for four  
• Welcome cocktail for four on arrival 

How to enter
For your chance to win simply answer  

the following question…

How many rooms does One Warwick 
Park boast?

Enter online at weddingideasmag.com, or write 
your answer on a postcard along with your 

name, address, contact details and wedding 
date and send it to: One Warwick Park 

Competition, Wedding Ideas 166, The Chapel, 
Cotford St Luke, Taunton, TA4 1HX. Closing 

date for entries is 25th October 2016. 
 

Terms and conditions • Subject to availability • Not to 
be used in conjunction with any other offer • Transport not 
included • Black out dates: 18th December – 1st January 

2017  • Winner must be genuinely engaged with
a wedding date set • See full terms and conditions at

weddingideasmag.com

Your elegant and indulgent hen party awaits. . .

A one-night stay 
for four at

        W
ortH

£700 
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Watch our awesome videos and b� k online at www.sh� t-it-yourself.co.uk
T  01993 224185      E  info@shoot-it-yourself.co.uk

“The best decision we made 
when pla� ing our we� ing!”

JAMES & LOUISE PARKER

Amazing new 

edited package 

from only
£495

We’re the UK’s leading wedding video company, hiring 
broadcast quality HD video cameras to your friends and family 

for them to capture your special day. Our team of dedicated 
editors will then turn your footage into a professional wedding 

DVD that really refl ects the fun and excitement from behind 
the scenes! Join over 800 happy customers today!

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK FOR TOP FILMING TIPS!
facebook.com/shootityourself

THE ORIGINAL & THE BEST ‘FILM YOUR OWN’ WEDDING VIDEO COMPANY!THE ORIGINAL & THE BEST ‘FILM YOUR OWN’ WEDDING VIDEO COMPANY!
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bakerythe flamingo

Wow-factor wedding cakes 
homemade in Harrogate
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Deliciously detailed...
At The Flamingo Bakery it’s all about taste – not only 
through the carefully selected range of flavours and 
locally sourced ingredients, but in the crafting of a 
bespoke creation, designed for your special occasion, too. 
Emily from The Flamingo Bakery tells us all…

“Through close collaboration with both the bride and 
groom we create a unique wedding cake that fits the 
colours and theme of their wedding. Ensuring our cakes 
tie all aspects of the day together is a large part of our 
job, from personalised favours on the tables to fresh 
flowers on the cake, we believe a cake can be the key 
ingredient to any occasion.

Summer 2016 has seen some wonderful floral creations 
passing through the bakery with an air of an English 
garden feel. Presented on a wide range of cakes, pretty 
pastel blooms make up a large portion of our couples’ 
inspiration. Whether it is to tie into a rustic, country barn 

or an elegant manor house, we’ve seen flowers adorn our 
cakes, from fresh and wild arrangements to floral sugar-
crafted bouquets.

Making a cake taste as good as it looks is our forte – we 
are constantly searching for new flavour combinations to 
ensure that our customers are talking about the taste as 
much as the design. As an increasing amount of couples 
opt for sponge filled wedding cakes rather than traditional 
fruit cake, we pride ourselves on offering a wide range of 
flavours that will give you and your guests something to 
remember. From a beautiful, light raspberry and almond 
sponge to a sumptuous white chocolate and amaretto 
mud cake and all the others in between, we ensure that 
your cake not only looks amazing but tastes fantastic too. 
As well as offering a variety of flavours to choose from 
we also have a selection of gluten free options to ensure 
everyone really can have their cake and eat it!”

Online: theflamingobakery.com
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loves

eat with  
your eyes

Find out more Website: enyasartofpatisserie.com Instagram: @enya_todd

Enya’s Art of Patisserie turns 
your cake into a stunning keepsake

W e’ve all heard of the tradition that sees couples keep a tier of their 
wedding cake for one year after the big day, but you could cherish it 
for even longer. Enya combines her love of patisserie and painting as 

she creates watercolour masterpieces for bakers and brides alike, immortalizing their 
treasured cakes from around the world with beautiful brush strokes.

Wedding ideas loves
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01244 571208  
wedding-venues.co.uk    
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Yours for the day
Share your thoughts and ideas with us and together we can find your perfect wedding venue.  

Our collection of 150 handpicked, exclusive, hidden gems have been chosen for their beauty,  

reputation and excellence. In a venue that reflects your personal style and big-day  

dreams, we can promise an unforgettable wedding day.

150
Handpicked, 
hidden gems

EXPLORE NOW

VENUES

IDEAS

Search by theme 
colour or season

DISCOVER

Wedding venue 
specialists

TALK TO US

CHAT

BRAND
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Agony
Your bridal dilemmas, sorted 
– thanks to Harriet Rouse of 

chezbec.com

Dear Wedding Ideas... 

I am a 46-year-old proud 
sister of the bride and 
am honoured to have been 
asked to give her away 
(our dad passed away). 
All the advice for this 
role is geared towards 
dads and men and I could 
really do with some 
help in terms of what to 
wear, the speech etc... I 
really don’t want to let 
her down!

Any help would be great!

Thank you,
 
Vanessa
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Dear Vanessa,
Giving someone away is a very old tradition, 
but one of those that has stuck around (un-
like having a glass of sherry before heading 
down the aisle, which was apparently all the 
rage in the 1960s... who knew?!). 

You’re there to tell her she looks beautiful, 
to tell her how proud you are to be standing 
there with her, and to hug her and tell her 
you love her just before she walks off to start 
her life as a married woman. As you walk 
down the aisle most eyes will be on her, but 

always, always smile (incidentally, it’s very 
hard to cry when smiling!).

When it comes to the speeches, 
traditionally the father of the bride will speak 
first, followed by the groom, and then the 
best man. Traditionally (again!) speeches 
also take place after the meal, but nowadays 
they can happen any time, in any order. I’ve 
seen them given before the meal, a great op-
tion if the speakers are prone to nerves and 
might drink too much because of them. I’d 
speak with your sister and her husband-to-
be about what they want from you. Perhaps 
you have no fear of standing up in front 
of everyone and speaking, or perhaps the 
very thought is terrifying you. My advice for 
speeches would always be that, if in doubt, 
keep it short and sweet with a couple of 
anecdotes, something touching and sincere 
about your relationship with your sister 
and why it’s such an honour to give her 
away. Raising a glass to your dad (providing 
you feel able to get through it) would be a 
really lovely touch. All speeches end with 
a toast, so toast as you want, to the bride 
and groom, to them using their first names, 
however feels most natural to you.

The “what to wear” is the fun part! Firstly, 
choose shoes that make you feel happy, that 
you are comfortable in, and that you won’t 
feel at all wobbly walking your sister down 
the aisle in. And make sure that you break 
them in before the big day. Pass this on to 
your sister, too, it makes all the difference on 

the big day! If you live close enough, and time 
allows, why not make a day of it shopping for 
your outfit? She’ll want you to look wonderful 
so hit the shops together, and that way you 
get something that you love, she loves, and 
you know will complement her frock. And 
only wear a hat if you like wearing a hat, not 
because you feel you should.

Wear what  
makes you feel 

confident 
and happy

 There is no longer any such thing as a 
normal family get up at a wedding these 
days. Second marriages, divorced parents 
– all these things mean that while it may be 
convention for the father, when possible, to 
give away his daughter, the person that every 
bride wants to walk her down the aisle is the 
one that she asks. It’s a humbling and won-
derful thing, and you will have an amazing 
day. I’m not even going to acknowledge your 
fear of letting her down: you won’t.

Make sure you send us some pictures, 
we’d love to see how you got on! H x
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Dear Wedding Ideas... 

I am in an awful dilemma 
and wondered if you could 
assist?

I have been wedding 
dress shopping but I am 
absolutely stuck about 
which dress suits me and 
my shape. I am so afraid 
that I have not chosen the 
correct style and having 
paid a deposit on a dress 
(I went shopping with my 
10-year-old daughter who 
said that I looked like a 
princess) I’ve since tried 
another one on that feels 
more ‘me’.

The lady in the shop 
pounced on me and said 
that I needed to reserve 
the dress with a deposit 
if I liked it, which I 
did, but am now not sure 
that I’ve bought the right 
dress. 

I did a little research on 
dress shapes and I think 
it might be all wrong. 

Please help!
D x

Planning ideas
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Dear D,
The big dress decision is, well, a big one, and 
it’s understandable to have a wobble, but 
you’ve ordered the dress now.

First of all, step away from the bridal bou-
tiques! You have already chosen your dress! 
Your daughter said you look like a princess 
– this is high praise, as the mother of a nine-
year-old girl I can tell you that they cannot 
lie, so if she says you look like a princess, you 
really do. (I’ve seen the pictures and have to 
say I agree for what it’s worth).

It’s not ideal that you felt hurried to place 
an order. I know that some boutiques offer a 
discount or an incentive like free accessories 
to commit on your first visit, but I’d always 
recommend sleeping on it if you can. But – 
and sorry to be firm here – you can’t. You’ve 
ordered the dress. It’s stunning, and you 
look amazing in it. Remember, that sample 
dress is NOT the one you will be wearing on 
your big day. 

Your dress will be 
fitted perfectly to  

your body  and will 
accentuate all  
your great bits

 
But that’s not to say that you have to wear it 
exactly as it is. Any good seamstress will be 
able to make all manner of tweaks, should 
you want them. You could have the sleeves 
changed to off the shoulder very inexpen-
sively (ask your boutique if you can order a 
metre of the lace fabric which will help any 
seamstress). They can also change the belt 
detail, either making it plainer or removing 
it altogether. Looking objectively (because I 
can!) at both the dress you’ve ordered and 
the one you now wish you had, these are the 
only big differences.

Most importantly, I cannot express how 
little attention you should pay to what you 
‘should’ wear. It’s rational to have jitters about 
the dress – it’s probably the most expensive 
item of clothing you’ll ever wear – but all 
that the dress is there to do is to make you 
feel fantastic. So, in spite of your worries, I’m 
going to tell you some things that I want you 
to repeat over and over and over, and I also 
want to reassure you that you are not the 
first, nor will you be the last, bride-to-be wor-
rying about the dress after they’ve ordered 
it, so you must not let is spoil the rest of the 
planning process for you!

1. You look beautiful. 
2. Do not under any circumstance try on or 
look at another dress. Instead, get excited 
about any tweaks you can make to yours 
to make it unique, shop for veils, choose 
flowers, pick accessories and get excited 
again! 
3. Your daughter told you that you looked 
like a princess, and she’s right.
4. Step away from the magazines (except 
ours, obviously!). It doesn’t matter what they 
say. They are there to guide and inspire you, 
and nothing more. 
5. Once the dress arrives, I would find an 
independent seamstress, or call another 
boutique who can give you an accessories 

appointment to get you feeling excited 
again. Phone ahead and check they can offer 
accessories and alterations appointments, 
choosing somewhere that will help you fall 
in love with your dress again and that won’t 
make you feel pressured like you did before. 

As you walk down that aisle towards your 
husband-to-be, the smile as he sees you 
looking absolutely stunning will be a smile 
that will make you forget all of these worries. 
I promise.

Make sure you send us some photos, 
you’ll look stunning! H x

barriedownie.com

Find out more
n Do you have a burning 

bridal dilemma?  

n Have you run into a 
wedding planning problem? 

n Is the thought of writing 
speeches keeping you  
up all night? 

n Banish those bridal 
blues with the help of  
our agony aunt!  

Send your dilemmas to 
hello@weddingideasmag.com
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Find out more For more information and to find your dream wedding venue, 
visit: wedding-venues.co.uk

1 Use the internet
The internet is the best thing to happen 

to wedding planning! You can whittle down 
the numbers of potential wedding venues just 
by looking through their photos and locations. 
You can also see what’s out there and choose 
what type of venue is right for you.

2 Pick yoUr style
With so many different types of venue to 

choose from, it’s best to work out exactly the 
style you want for your wedding. From boho 
barns to fairytale castles, pick what suits you 
best and go with it.

3 Visit as many as yoU can
No amount of photos can compare to 

seeing a venue in person so try to see as many 
as you can, and more than once, too! That 
means guided tours, open days and evenings, 
all of which will give you a clearer idea of what 
the venue has on offer. 

4 Be realistic
It’s not always fun being sensible but you 

don’t want to end up blowing all your money 
on the venue alone. You set a budget for a 
reason, so try not to get carried away!

5 check the logistics
How far away is the venue? Does it have 

accommodation? Can it hold all of your guests? 

These are just a few of the logistical questions 
you should be asking when considering a 
venue. You can’t have too much information 
when it comes to wedding venues.

6 Prioritise and comPromise
Make a list of priorities and ensure 

potential venues can accommodate it to make 
sure you’re not disappointed after booking. 
You might not always be able to get everything 
you want so be willing to compromise on 
some things to get others.

7 check yoUr creatiVe freedom
If you’ve been planning like crazy on 

Pinterest then you’ve no doubt found some 
amazing ways to decorate your venue. There 
might be rules in place about what you can 
and cannot do, though, so always make sure 
you tell your venue your plans. It’s better to get 
an early ‘no’ than to find out on the day!

It’s going to define your day and appear in all the 
photos, so choosing the right venue for you is essential

DREAm vEnuE
7 tips for choosing your 

Country 
House Wedding 

Venues is the UK’s most exclusive 
wedding venue club; a collection of 

stunning wedding venues from country 
houses, castles and manor homes to boutique 

hotels and contemporary barns. They help couples 
find their perfect wedding venue no matter where 

they are in the UK or what type of wedding they are 
looking for. Their team of wedding venue specialists 

are always on hand to help brides and grooms 
find the setting of their dreams, so we spoke 

to them to find out their tips for finding 
the ideal wedding venue for your 

special day!
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www.beautifulmoment.co.uk

Bespoke hand  
painted shoes 
Your shoes–personalised

Beautiful Moment Wedding & Occasion Art             @MomentArt
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The Perfect Garden Wedding
Celebrate amidst stunning surroundings in London’s oldest botanic garden, 

a magical setting for your special day.  
66 Royal Hospital Road, London SW3 4HS

hire@chelseaphysicgarden.co.uk  www.chelseaphysicgarden.co.uk
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This glittering  

St Ives shoot celebrates 

all things Cornish and  

all things glam!
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Luxurious metallics and glittering 
accents come together in this 
shoot to create an ultra glamorous 

wedding look. Set at the sought-after St Ives 
Harbour Hotel & Spa, where couples can 
say “I do” with a backdrop of the bay and 
treasure photos taken at the water’s edge. 
This Glam Pop shoot celebrates Cornish 
style, sourcing as much as possible locally, 
including the gorgeous couture bridal gown, 
which was handmade in Cornwall by bridal 
designer Claire Headdon.

The bride’s sparkling gold head piece 
hints at the glorious reception décor that 
follows, with sparkly gold sequin table 
cloths a focal point enhanced by mercury 
glass candle votives and gold place setting 
finishes. Flashes of pink add vibrancy to 
complete the glimmering metallic scheme.

glamCornish

Pop
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Shoot coordinatorS
Jenny Wren Weddings & Events 
and Hazel Parsons
jennywrenweddingsandevents.co.uk 
hazelparsons.com
PhotoGraPhEr 
Liberty Pearl Photography
libertypearlphotography.com
Grace Elizabeth Photography
graceelizabethphoto.com
FlowErS
Wedding Flowers in Cornwall
weddingflowersincornwall.co.uk 
StationEry
ER Stationery
er-stationery.com
cakE
Cakes By Design
cakes-bydesign.co.uk
MUa
Tamsyn Siddiqui Make-up Artist & Beauty 
Stylist
cornwallweddingmake-up.co.uk
hair
Number 8 Hairdressing
number8hairdressing.com
drESS
Claire Headdon
clairelheaddon.com
Gold hair accESSory
The Lucky Sixpence
theluckysixpence.co.uk
JEwEllEry
Cornwall Gold
cornwall-gold.com
VEnUE
St Ives Harbour Hotel
stives-harbour-hotel.co.uk 
GhoSt chairS
Inspire Hire, Lancaster & Cornish
inspire-hire.co.uk 
UP liGhtinG
Love Weddings Cornwall
loveweddingscornwall.co.uk
Silk ribbonS
Lancaster and Cornish
lancasterandcornish.com

keep your suppliers 
local to benefit from 
the best of the area, but 
also because they will be 

able to suggest to you 
what works best
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Your chance to vote for the wedding suppliers who 
helped you plan the day of your dreams!  

Follow us @britwedawards #britwedawards

WEDDING
AWARDS

THE BRITISH

VoTING
Now Open!
Visit thebritishweddingawards.com
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THE WEDDING SHOP
BOBBLE JUG
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Gina & Alex
A meaningful and modern blue wedding in Leeds
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How did THE PRoPoSAL HAPPEN? 
We were on a minibreak in Lincolnshire, staying 
in a wonderful barn conversion with a big copper 
bath. Alex lit the log burner and cooked us a three-
course dinner, then he got down on one knee and 
proposed to me! It was so intimate – we spent the 
rest of the weekend drinking Champagne! 

THE dRESS 
I found my dress in a small Sheffield boutique. 
I had been looking in Wedding Ideas and kept 
seeing adverts for Callista. I fell in love with their 
dresses for brides with curves and when I tried one 
on I knew it was the one. My satin gown featured 
beautiful crystals around the sweetheart neckline. 

THE ACCESSoRiES 
My veil and shoes came from BHS. I wore my 
mum’s topaz earrings for my something blue and a 
diamond bracelet to remember her by. My brother 
had the bracelet polished and my mum’s friend 
came to put it on for me – it meant so much to me. 

THE GRooM 
Alex wore a navy Vivienne Westwood suit, which we 
purchased in Leeds. We loved the city so much, we 
decided to get married there! 

THE BRidESMAidS 
I had five bridesmaids who all mean the world to 
me. They wore blue chiffon dresses from Monsoon, 
a modern choice to suit our modern venue. I made 
their bouquets myself and sourced their shoes from 
Dorothy Perkins. 

wHAT wERE YoUR FAVoURiTE PARTS oF 
THE CEREMoNY?
Seeing Alex with tears in his eyes! We didn’t want 
to write our own vows but we did want to make it 
personal, so we each picked out a reading for each 
other – it was really meaningful. I had never been 
so certain of any decision I have ever made as I was 
when I married Alex. 

wHAT did YoU HAVE FoR YoUR 
wEddiNG BREAKFAST?
We had chicken liver parfait, braised brisket mini 
joints and Eton mess for our breakfast, followed 
by a cocktail hour. In the evening we had a buffet 
including a mezze board, chicken skewers, 
Japanese prawns and a profiterole mountain. 

RECEPTioN dECoRATioN
Our venue was so neutral and modern that we 
didn’t need to add too many decorations. To 
introduce a personal touch, my dad and I collected 
branches out walking and then sprayed them silver 
and hung crystals and gypsophila from them. We 
also bought lots of crystals and tea light candles. I 
read Wedding Ideas every month for two years as 
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we planned our day. It gave me lots of ideas 
and inspired me to create a flip-flops basket 
for guests to use. I have kept the last issue I 
bought in my wedding keepsake box. 

THE FLOWERS
My bridesmaids and I made all of the table 
centres ourselves the night before the 
wedding. I wanted tall modern centrepieces 
but was shocked at some of the prices quoted, 
so I created my own. I practiced a lot and 
found a local flower wholesaler – they came 
out beautifully. My bouquet and buttonholes 
were from Simply Flowers. 

THE CAKE
Our three-tiered cake came from Marks and 
Spencer. I added crystal embellishments and 
a fresh white rose. We also wanted a cake 
to reflect our personalities, so we bought a 
marshmallow tower chocolate truffle cake 
from Choccywoccydoodah with a large silver 
edible heart painted with our names. 

THE FAVOURS
Adults received a shot glass with a shot of 
alcohol to go in it – we hoped it would help get 
people into the party mood! For the children 
we made goody bags and my father bought 
them all Lego toys. 

THE FIRST DANCE
We really struggled to choose our first dance 
as we both liked lots of different songs. My 
mum helped us pick Marvin Gaye and Tammi 
Terell’s ‘Ain’t No Mountain High Enough’. 

THE HONEYMOON
The remote barn conversion where Alex 
proposed was also our honeymoon 

VENUE Park Plaza Hotel, Leeds, 
parkplaza.com/leeds
DRESS Callista, callistabride.com
BRIDESMAID DRESSES Monsoon, 
monsoon.co.uk
GROOM Vivienne Westwood, 
viviennewestwood.com
ACCESSORIES Dorothy Perkins, 
dorothyperkins.com
FLOWERS Simply Flowers, Leeds
CAKE Marks and Spencer 
and Choccywoccydoodah, 
marksandspencer.com and 
choccywoccydoodah.com
PHOTOGRAPHER Little Miss Boyco 
Photography, littlemissboyco.co.uk

destination! It was perfect and felt like we had 
come full circle. We drank lots of Champagne 
and relaxed together after all the hectic 
wedding planning. 

MEMORABLE MOMENTS
Alex wrote me a letter to open on the morning 
of the wedding and asked my mum, who we 
knew wouldn’t be able to be there, to write 
one too. He tucked mum’s inside his. It was 
the most special present I’ve ever received. 

TOP TIPS
You’ll cherish the vows you make far more 
than you’ll remember the décor, so keep in 
mind that the decorations only last for a day, 
but your marriage lasts forever.
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 Call us today and let us help you 
plan your bridal beauty dreams!

0203 627 8674

You will receive a complimentary 
consultation with one of our experienced 

treatment coordinators
EF MEDISPA London: Kensington, Chelsea,
St John’s Wood, Canary Wharf and Bristol.

EFMEDISPA.COM

Your wedding day is probably the most important and photographed event of your life. Being the centre of 
attention can be daunting for many and that’s where EF MEDISPA comes in as your one stop beauty solution. 

Our highly qualified and experienced team can plan your entire bridal beauty regime from start to finish, ensuring 
you are camera ready on the big day. 

Multi award-winning and celebrity favourite, EF MEDISPA clinics provide fully personalised, advanced face and 
body treatments, ranging from non-invasive procedures all the way through to surgical options.

At EF MEDISPA every client receives an in-depth consultation followed by a tailored treatment plan. So, 
whether you’re looking for a bespoke facial for radiant and glowing skin or body contouring and inch loss our 

expert therapists are dedicated to delivering stunning results.
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Louise & Robert
A traditional teal wedding in Shropshire for this happy couple
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How did you meet? 
A friend introduced us, but it took Robert a few 
attempts to get me to go on a date with him. After 
that the tables turned – within three months we 
moved in together, in six months we moved up to 
Aberdeen for Robert’s work and now, 11 years on, 
we are living in Singapore with two lovely children!

How did tHe PRoPoSAL HAPPeN? 
We’d gone back home to visit family over Christmas 
and Robert proposed on Christmas morning, right 
after we finished opening our presents. He had 
asked my mum’s permission the night before, so 
everyone knew it was coming apart from me! It was 
a lovely surprise, although I never planned on as 
long an engagement as ours (eight years!).

tHe dReSS 
I’d seen the Mori Lee 1959 dress advertised in 
Wedding Ideas so I booked an appointment at a 
boutique to try it on. I then tried on Mori Lee 1917, 
which was very similar, and knew it was the one. 
The gown was fit for a fairytale with beaded lace 
and tulle, a sweetheart neckline and a full skirt. I 
shopped around and bought it from Paris Bridals in 
Widnes, Cheshire to get the best price.

tHe ACCeSSoRieS 
I borrowed my sister’s mid-length veil with an ivory 
satin trim and added a Swarovski crystal tiara. I 
wanted a Cinderella shoe and my ‘Jada’ by Benjamin 
Adams heels certainly fit the bill.

tHe GRoom 
Robert wore a Newbury tails suit in charcoal grey 
with a teal cravat from Moss Bros. The groomsmen 
and our two sons, who were our pageboys, wore 
the same. The tails made him look different from 
his normal work suit and it was lovely that our boys 
were matching.

tHe BRideSmAidS 
My three sisters were my wonderful maids, but 
finding the right colour dresses for them to suit my 
colour scheme was a challenge! Finally I found the 
perfect chiffon dresses and finished off their outfits 
with silver strappy sandals.

wHAt muSiC did you PLAy At 
tHe CeRemoNy? 
My mum walked me down the aisle to Pachelbel’s 
Canon in D, played by the organist at the church. 
During the ceremony we also chose ‘Give Me Joy 
in My Heart’ and ‘Lord the Light of Your Love is 
Shining’ because we wanted the hymns to be jolly 
and fun.

wHAt did you HAVe FoR youR 
weddiNG BReAKFASt? 
Kemp and Kemp Catering provided our amazing 
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wedding breakfast. We dined on caramelised 
red onion tarts with tallegio and thyme to 
start, followed by chicken breast stuffed 
with pesto and wrapped in pancetta, with 
two dessert options of either chocolate and 
raspberry cheesecake brownies or lemon tart.

reception DecorAtion 
We wanted a traditional white wedding with 
accents of teal and plenty of personal details, 
so we added love quotes on slate, bunting 
lining the fields on the approach to the venue 
and had Pimm’s on the lawn with an ice cream 
van, too! We used balloons and fairylights as 
well as candles and metres of bunting made by 
my sisters and I to decorate.

the FLoWerS 
Alison O’Mara supplied my bridal bouquet but 
my auntie used to be a florist so I asked her 
to make the bridesmaid posies, buttonholes 
and church flowers. We went to Liverpool 
Flower Market a month before the wedding to 
place our orders and collected the gypsophila, 
lisianthus, freesia, roses, agapanthus and 
white lilies two days before the wedding. My 
eldest son and youngest sister put together 
gypsophila wreaths made with oasis – the 
result was fantastic!

the cAKe 
My auntie made our five-tier white sponge 
cake. We were so pleased with it and really 
appreciated the time and effort she put into it.

the StAtionerY 
Imagine DIY supplied our laser cut doily 
invitations. For our save the date cards, we 
added personalised teal balloons and a note 
that said, “please inflate and save the date”!
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CEREMONY St Chad’s Church, Norton in 
Hales, Shropshire
RECEPTION VENUE Oakley Hall, Market 
Drayton, oakleyhallweddings.com
DREss Mori Lee at Paris Bridals, Widnes, 
morilee.com and parisbridals.co.uk
BRIDEsMaID DREssEs Jane Norman, 
janenorman.co.uk
GROOM Moss Bros, moss.co.uk
shOEs Benjamin Adams, 
benjaminadamslondon.com
CaTERING Kemp and Kemp Catering, 
kempandkempcatering.co.uk 
FlOwERs Alison O’Mara, 
alisonomarafloraldesign.co.uk
ENTERTaINMENT Strictly Weddings, 
strictly-weddings.co.uk
PhOTOGRaPhER Kim Shaw Photography, 
kimshawphotography.com

ThE FaVOURs
The ladies each received a Yankee ‘Wedding 
Day’ candle votive while the men were given 
miniature bottles of Hugo Boss aftershave.

ThE ENTERTaINMENT
We hired a DJ from Strictly Weddings for our 
evening reception. He added lighting to match 
our colour scheme and custom monograms 
with our names and wedding date.

ThE hONEYMOON
We married in August, so afterwards we took a 
minimoon to Germany before heading off for 
our honeymoon in February, a better time of 
year for the weather in the Maldives, where we 
stayed in an over-water bungalow.
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ChicYurt

Your own 
blank canvas, 
with a rustic 

touch!
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Yurt A team of Yorkshire wedding 
experts transform this yurt into 
a beautifully bohemian outdoor 
wedding venue

Hidden away in the Yorkshire farmland of Wharfedale 
Grange lies the ideal spot to hold an outdoor wedding, 
as showcased by start-up wedding and events planner, 

Whimsical Events. Founder Kirsti Playdon, who has eighteen 
years of experience in the industry and specialises in crafting 
unforgettable outdoor weddings, brought together suppliers, old 
and new, to create the ultimate in rustic wedding inspiration.

The relaxed, springtime shoot complements the countryside 
that cocoons it, featuring bales of hay and a Yorkshire Yurt – the 
ideal place to shelter from the northern weather. The 42ft yurt was 
joined by a 9x15m petal pole marquee, equipped with its own bar 
and fire, to create a beautifully bohemian outdoor wedding venue.

Guests were welcomed inside by a delicate and romantic 
bronze and blush colour palette, with the smaller details from 
different suppliers all contributing to the overall look. Tables were 
dressed whimsically, with a range of place settings using rustic 
woods and pretty pearls to demonstrate the versatility of the 
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Style inspiration
venue. The tones work wonderfully with the light and airy yurt, 
adding atmosphere and warmth to the space. Planner Kirsti’s own 
wedding photographer, Joe Dodsworth Photography, captured 
the romantic results.

Suppliers included Elenor Rose Bridal, a fellow Huddersfield 
business and recommended supplier by Whimsical Events, 
who provided the model’s Allure 2017 bridal gown, an antique 
coloured dress to match the day’s surroundings. Owner Lynette 
Blythe commented, “I love this dress, it is truly versatile. You 
can wear it dressed to the nines with a sparkly tiara, or, as this 
shoot proves, you can still wear a big dress, boho style. This look 
fitted perfectly with the shoot’s country setting.” The model 
accessorized with a flower crown and loose, wavy locks.

Providing the bouquet, perfectly matched to the dress 
with shades of dusky pinks, beige and gold, was Halifax-based 
Firenza’s Fiona Pickles. Fiona also supplied a selection of table 
flowers and a spectacular floral chandelier made from jasmine, 
larkspur and white blossom. The chandelier established a 
fabulous focal point in place of a more traditional disco ball, 
celebrating the height of the airy venue. 

Blooms also featured on the three-tier wedding cake, which 
was decorated with a cascade of dusky pink, burgundy and cream 
flowers. Faux furs, old barrels and wooden signposts completed 
the rustic, bohemian look.
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Organiser and dresser
Whimsical Events

Yurt / Petal POle Marquee
Yorkshire Yurts

FarMland
Wharfedale Grange

PhOtOgraPher
Joe Dodsworth Photography

MakeuP and hair stYlist
Jaimee Horne

Wedding dress
Allure at Elenor Rose Bridal

event PrOPs
Celebrate Everything

FlOrist
Firenza

MOdel
Christabel Dixon

Hang fairylights 
from the yurt’s central 

pole right out to all 
sides and the airy 

interior by day will 
glow by night
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Emma & Simon
Beautiful blooms, wellington boots and rustic accents galore
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How did THE PRoPoSAL HAPPEN? 
On our six-month anniversary, Simon 
surprised me with a home-cooked three-
course meal and a bottle of my favourite 
wine. As he served dessert, he got down on 
one knee and popped the question! I was so 
overcome with emotion I didn’t even look 
at the ring – I just couldn’t stop crying and 
hugging Simon! 

THE dRESS 
I found my Lilian West 6282 gown at Shop For 
Brides in Daventry. It featured a sweetheart 
neckline with delicate lace straps, which 
were really beautiful. I knew it was the one 
and my mum, mother-in-law and sister-in-law 
confirmed it when the tears started to flow! I 
felt like a bride and didn’t want to take it off. 

THE ACCESSoRiES 
I didn’t think I wanted a veil, but as soon as I 
put one on while wearing the dress it looked 
perfect. The champagne colour matched the 
soft gold in my gown, and I had my Rainbow 
Club ‘Penny’ lace court shoes dyed champagne 
too. As we were having a rustic wedding, I had 
set my heart on some white Hunter wellies for 
our photos in the rapeseed fields, too! 

THE GRooM 
Simon wore a three-piece khaki check suit 
from Next with a dark orange tie, handmade 
wooden cufflinks and his grandad’s pocket 
watch. I also gifted him a watch as a wedding 
present. He looked so extremely handsome! 

THE CEREMoNY 
We married in the church in our village, so we 
could walk from our cottage straight there. 
Our neighbours surprised us by putting up 
bunting, hanging hearts and even painting us 
a wooden sign! 

wHAT MUSiC did YoU HAVE AT 
THE CEREMoNY? 
My dad walked me down the aisle to 
‘Hoppipolla’ by Sigur Ros. It was one of the 
best bits of the day for me. 

wHAT did YoU HAVE FoR YoUR 
wEddiNG BREAKFAST? 
We wanted to keep things informal, so we 
opted for picnic hampers filled with fresh 
baguettes, pate, pork pies, brie, cheddar 
and other cheeses, homemade chutney and 
grapes, followed by scones with jam and cream 
for pudding. We tried to source as much of 
the food as we could from the brilliant local 
butcher and delicatessen.
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reception DecorAtion 
After seeing them in Wedding Ideas, we chose 
hessian table runners and bunting, adding 
luggage label name tags, a selection of wicker 
and wooden hearts, candles and rustic jugs to 
add country charm to our marquee. We also 
filled a vintage suitcase with lace and flowers 
and provided rugs for the hay bales. A friend 
kindly made us 200m of bunting!

tHe FLoWerS 
A lovely lady called Rita who lives in the 
next village supplied our flowers. We had 
gypsophila in the church, peonies and roses 
in my bouquet, roses and rosemary for the 
buttonholes, and larkspur, stocks and roses in 
the rustic jugs – Rita did an amazing job!

tHe cAKe 
Our good friend Jane Wildgoose made our 
cake as a wedding gift to us. It had four tiers 
with buttercream icing and flower decorations. 
We were blown away by it!

tHe StAtionerY 
Simon’s brother designed our invitations and 
we had them printed at a local printers. We 
bought our name tags and table plan labels 
and Simon then hand-printed them all.

tHe entertAinMent 
We hired The Jazz Canons to play and they 
really exceeded our expectations!

tHe FirSt DAnce 
Our first dance was to ‘Bones’ by Josh Record. 
Simon heard the song and thought the lyrics 
related to us, it made us very emotional and we 
even danced to it a few times in our cottage.

tHe HoneYMoon 
We spent two weeks in a lovely cottage in 
Marazion, Cornwall where we could relax and 
enjoy a glass of Champagne or wine in front of 
the wood burner. We had some lovely days out 
to the Minack Theatre, Sennen Cove, St Ives, 
Mousehole and St Michael’s Mount. 

top tip
Give your speeches early in the day so you can 
relax for the rest of the afternoon and evening.

beSt iDeAS
Having makeup artist Joanne Troman took 
all the stress and worry away so I could have 
a really chilled wedding morning having 
my nails, hair and makeup done. Get your 
wedding day filmed, it flies by!
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CEREMONY St Michael and All Angels Church, 
Newnham
RECEPTION VENUE Hill Farm, Priors 
Hardwick, stayathillfarm.co.uk
DREss Lillian West at Shop For Brides, 
Daventry, lillianwest.com and 
shopforbrides.com
GROOM Next, next.co.uk
shOEs Rainbow Club, rainbowclub.co.uk
FlOwERs For similar, try Dinah Taylor, 
dinahtaylor.co.uk
ENTERTAINMENT The Jazz Canons, 
jazzcannons.co.uk
PhOTOGRAPhER Kris Karl, 
kriskarlweddings.com
VIDEOGRAPhER Dan Flanders, 
danflanders.co.uk
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Fresh and fabulous ways to match your bridesmaids’ 
flowers with his groomsmen’s buttonholes

Flowers!
Flaunt those

The bridal bouquet is usually the focus 
when it comes to wedding flowers and is 
often the starting point when planning a 

theme, style and colour palette, but this doesn’t 
mean that all the other blooms on your big day 
have to seem second best. The expert florists 
at Interflora share some different ways to use 
influences from the bridal bouquet to inspire 
stunning designs for bridesmaids’ bouquets and 
buttonholes for the groomsmen, too!

You don’t have to choose matching 
blooms – using the same colours and theme 
but different flower varieties for each  
buttonhole gives an alternative twist that 
is still very much in keeping. Plus, it makes 
your bridal party feel extra special. 
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If you love the idea of everything 
matching, then create smaller 
versions of the bridal bouquet, 
with less volume but the same 
level of impact for the bridesmaids’ 
bouquets. 

If your bridal bouquet has more 
than one colour, choose one per 
bridesmaid or groomsman, creating 
an ombré or rainbow effect – it’s a 
brilliant and beautiful way to show 
that everyone involved is part of 
something bigger.

Pick out a key flower from the 
bridal bouquet and make a 
statement by using it in compact 
posies for the bridesmaids. You 
can also choose stems from the 
bridal bouquet to use as feature 
flowers in buttonholes.
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loves

StyliSh 
Stationery

Find out more Website: lilyandjacksstudio.com Instagram: @lilyandjackspaperstudio

Modern designs, fashionable fonts and natural influences – 
you’d be mad not to check out Lily & Jack’s Paper Studio!

Circular shapes and curved edges are becoming very popular in stationery design, echoing the current trend for 
flower crowns and iced wreaths on cakes. Watercolour styles, graphic prints and organic lines are also making a big 
impact this season and can be found in abundance at Lily & Jack’s Paper Studio. Their stunning stationery suites can 

be personalised with the wording you want and made to match your chosen colour scheme. 

Wedding ideas loves
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accessories 
and jewellery 
with Vintage Styler

imagine sweeping down the aisle with all 
the timeless elegance of a silver-screen 
siren. Thanks to Vintage Styler, an online 

bridal accessories and jewellery boutique 
packed with vintage-inspired treasures, you 
can make this dream into reality. Wedding 
Ideas have teamed up with Vintage Styler to 
offer seven brides the chance to win two of 
their most popular items. 

The first, a beautiful Art Deco-inspired Acacia 
Evening Clutch Bag worth £39.99, with its 
scattering of ivory faux-pearl beads and Vintage 
Styler signature fan-shaped clasp, it’s the 
perfect choice to keep all of your wedding day 
essentials with you. The second, a pair of chic 
Ava Vintage Pearl Drop Earrings worth £29.99, 
the ultimate subtle finishing touch that won’t 
distract from the rest of your wedding outfit!

Win
Seven prizeS 

w
orth over

£69 
to Give away

How to enter
Simply answer the following question to enter...

 What shape is the signature Vintage Styler clasp?

Terms and conditions • Seven winners will each receive an ‘Acacia’ clutch bag and a pair of 
‘Ava Vintage’ earrings • Prize is non-refundable and cannot be exchanged for a cash alternative 

• Prize is subject to availability • Prize is strictly not for re-sale • Prize is non-transferable 
• If you do not want to receive further information from Vintage Styler please make this clear on 
your entry • Prize winner must be genuinely engaged with a wedding date set • The rules run in 
conjunction with our full terms and conditions, which can be found at weddingideasmag.com

Enter online at weddingideasmag.com or write your answer on 
a postcard along with your name, address, contact details and 

wedding date and send it to: Vintage Styler competition, Wedding 
Ideas 166, The Chapel, Cotford St Luke, Taunton, Somerset, 

TA4 1HX. Closing date for entries is 25th October 2016. 
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DESIGNER BRIDAL JEWELLERY & HAIR ACCESSORIES

JULIEANNBIRD.CO.UK Headpieces  •  Jewellery  •  Bespoke commissions

Bicester based bridal accessory company

www.tantrumsandtiaras.org

Award winning bridal accessories

WI155_tantrumsandtiaras_qp.indd   1 02/11/2015   14:57
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accessories

£185 emmylondon.com
£19.50 julieannbird.co.uk

£32 glitzysecrets.com

£59.99 crystalbridalaccessories.co.uk£195 tantrumsandtiaras.org

£28 ciaobellajewellery.com

£95 jobarnesvintage.com

£265 merleandmorris.com

£65 katherineswaine.co.uk

£58.99 ayedoweddings.co.uk

£38 julesbridaljewellery.com

Get your girls 

looking Gatsby-

style glam with 

these glitterin
g 

accessories
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£150 mariecanning.co.uk

ayedoweddings.co.uk

£135 lilybella.co.uk

queenieandlily.co.uk

£50 victoriafergusson.co.uk

£25 floriodesigns.co.uk

very.co.uk

£205 jobarnesvintage.com

£170 harrietwilde.com

£8 accessorize.com
£25 whitestuff.com

Feathers and flowers make the perfect match for your bohemian bridesmaids
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£19.90 johngreed.com
£90 ayesharedmondsmith.com

£25 bishboshbecca.co.uk

£39 jigsaw-online.com

£49 oliverbonas.com

£17.99 for three ayedoweddings.co.uk

£169 alisonmoore.co.uk

£12 east.co.uk

£25 designedtosparkle.co.uk

£8 floriodesigns.co.uk

£54.95 pinkparadoxshoes.com

£50 ivoryandcotiaras.co.uk

Go for gold to
 give 

your girls a 
warm and 

rustic glow

Feathers and flowers make the perfect match for your bohemian bridesmaids
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£88 annalieserivers.com

£55 floriodesigns.co.uk

£25 julieannbird.co.uk

£90 tantrumsandtiaras.org

£80 lilybella.co.uk

£15 ayedoweddings.co.uk

£18 glitzysecrets.com

£95 azendi.com

£175 jobarnesvintage.com

£170 rachelsimpsonshoes.co.uk

£46 julesbridaljewellery.com

£38 katherineswaine.co.uk

Opt for delicate
 pearl and la

ce 

accessories to
 achieve a vin

tage 

bridesmaid look
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annalieserivers74                annalieseriver1                annalieserivers

Bespoke Bridal Jewellery & Accessories - Designed and Handmade Especially for You 

www.annalieserivers.com
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1 Trend seTTing designs Metallics, especially 
shimmering gold, are sizzling must haves for 2017. Adding 

warmth and a touch of glamour, golds and foils with sparkling 
elements are the latest trends straight from the wedding catwalks.

2 eleganT and sophisTicaTed We particularly love the delicate, 
frothy, golden sprays of dainty freshwater pearls in the Ophelia designs. 

Their understated elegance makes them perfect to pair with soft, floaty 
chiffon, romantic tulle gowns or sophisticated lace wedding dresses. 

3 lovingly handmade Brides come in all shapes and sizes 
and so do Julieann’s accessories. The joy of having a piece 

handmade just for you means that you can choose the bracelet size, 
necklace length or type of earring fixing. This not only ensures the perfect fit 
but gives you jewellery you’ll treasure and wear long after your wedding day.

4 dramaTic sTaTemenT The statement headpieces and dramatic 
earring and necklace designs in this stunning collection provide serious 

wow-factor. Keep your look simple with just a couple of pieces to give you 
sophisticated aisle style.

5 BeauTifully packaged Imagine the excitement of opening your 
luxurious box of tissue-wrapped wedding accessories. Perfect for storing 

your future heirlooms, the pretty packaging also makes gift boxes one less 
thing for a busy bride to worry about when gifting jewellery to her maids to 
say thank you. 

6 voice of experience Having been in the business for over 10 
years, Julieann has considerable accessory styling knowledge 

and has created wedding accessories for thousands of delighted 
brides. Highly recommended by them, she knows what works 
and how to make a bride-to-be look fabulous!

One of our fave accessory 
designers has done it 
again! We’re head over 
heels in love with the 
latest sparkling gold 
‘Juliet’ collection from 
Julieann Bird, here’s why...

6Julieann Bird
reasons to love

Find out more Visit julieannbird.co.uk, call 01743 369024 or email hello@julieannbird.co.uk

vi
ct

or
ia

am
ro

se
.c

o.
uk

 

Wedding ideas promotion
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www.fyeoportraits.co.uk
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A Z E N D I
Bridal jewellery as precious as your 

wedding day.

www.azendi.com
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Shop our latest collection of beautiful 
wedding decorations and details

how to order
WWW.THEWEDDINGOFMYDREAMS.CO.UK
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Helen & Paul
A country marquee wedding full of flowers and finishing touches
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HOW DID THE PROPOSAL HAPPEN? 
Paul proposed to me in the Lake District 
over our third anniversary weekend while 
we were staying in a hotel overlooking Lake 
Windermere. My parents live in the Lakes so 
we go there as often as we can. We were taking 
in the view of the lake when Paul got down on 
one knee… and was suddenly swamped by 
tourists taking photos! Thankfully they didn’t 
stay long so Paul picked up where he left off 
and asked me to be his wife! 

THE DRESS 
I bought my Mori Lee dress from By Design in 
Gloucester – I had seen the gown at a wedding 
fair beforehand and as soon as I tried it on I 
knew it was the one. I tried on six more to be 
sure, but nothing came close. 

THE ACCESSORIES 
By Design also supplied my veil, which I paired 
with a tiara decorated with lace to match my 
dress. My mum bought me a garter with blue 
on it and sewed in some of my grandmother’s 
wedding dress for my ‘something old’. 
Paul gifted me diamond earrings to be my 
‘something new’ the night before our wedding. 
My sparkly shoes were from Next and I wore 
heels in the day and then the same shoe in a 
flat version in the evening. 

THE GROOM 
Paul’s outfit came from Tuxedo Junction in 
Gloucester, as did the groomsmen’s. Paul loves 
a blue suit, so that was an easy choice. The 
groomsmen wore mint green ties to match the 
bridesmaids while Paul’s tie was pink. 

THE BRIDESMAIDS 
My three maids wore mint green dresses 
from Debenhams. I wanted them to be as 
comfortable as possible so they wore shoes to 
accommodate, and I gifted them all earrings as 
a thank you present. 

WHAT MUSIC DID YOU PLAY AT 
THE CEREMONY? 
As my dad walked me down the aisle, we all 
spontaneously sang ‘Going to the Chapel’ 
which was great fun – I wish we had recorded 
it. The hymns during our religious ceremony 
were also very important to us. We wanted 
them to be uplifting, so we started with 
‘Jerusalem’, followed by ‘Lord of the Dance’ 
and ‘Give Me Joy in My Heart’. 

WHAT DID YOU HAVE FOR YOUR 
WEDDING BREAKFAST? 
We didn’t want a formal three-course menu, 
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so we opted for canapés and a BBQ – we love 
them! We had tuna steak, beef burgers and 
lamb cutlets alongside a selection of salads, 
with a chocolate dessert afterwards. In the 
evening we also served cheese and biscuits. 

THE SPEECHES 
The speeches were all done before the 
wedding breakfast so that Paul, my dad and 
the best men could enjoy their meals. They 
were fantastic and had us crying and laughing, 
especially when the best men presented a 
book called ‘50 Shades of [Paul] Grayson’! 

INSPIRATION 
How Caple Court offered everything we 
were looking for to have a country wedding, 
boasting beautiful gardens, a barn and 
marquee space. 

RECEPTION DECORATION 
We made a lot of our decorations, filling the 
marquee with bunting my mum made, log 
slices and floral centrepieces in jars wrapped 
with hessian. Jam jars also housed flickering 
candles and dried rose petals were scattered 
over tables. 

THE FLOWERS 
Cotswold Blooms provided our beautiful 
flowers – Laura did a fantastic job and the 
flowers were just what we were looking for. We 
wanted a natural look and we certainly got it! 

THE CAKE 
Our cake came from Marks and Spencer, with 
layers of fruit, Victoria sponge and chocolate, 
covered in white chocolate icing. 

THE STATIONERY 
Our stationery was sourced from Optimal 
Print. It took a long time to find the right 
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supplier because we wanted our stationery to 
be in keeping with the rest of our wedding day. 
I then made our own table plan, naming each 
table after mountains we have climbed in the 
Lake District. 

THE FIRST DANCE 
Ed Sheeran’s ‘Thinking Out Loud’ was our first 
dance song. We had a choreographed foxtrot 
routine because we enjoy ballroom dancing. 
The feeling after we finished our first dance as 
husband and wife was amazing. 

THE HONEYMOON 
Sicily was our destination of choice. We stayed 
in Taormina and fell in love with the place, 
spending our time sightseeing and relaxing 
with plenty of food and wine.

vENuE How Caple Court, near Ross on Wye, 
Herefordshire, howcaplecourt.co.uk
DRESS Mori Lee at By Design, 
Gloucester, morilee.com and 
bridalwearandballgowns.co.uk
BRIDESMAID DRESSES Debenhams, 
debenhams.com
GROOM Tuxedo Junction, Gloucester, 
tuxedo-junction.co.uk
ACCESSORIES By Design and Next, 
bridalwearandballgowns.co.uk and
next.co.uk
STATIONERY Optimal Print,
 optimalprint.co.uk 
FlOwERS Cotswold Blooms, 
cotswoldblooms.com
CAkE Marks and Spencer, 
marksandspencer.com
PHOTOGRAPHER Dean Jones Photography, 
deanjonesphotography.co.uk
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wedding stationery  •   personalised gifts  •  thank you cards

079 312 35114
info@weddingstationerybyamanda.com
www.weddingstationerybyamanda.com

bespoke wedding stationery design

www.thebobbypin.co.uk

bespoke bridal headpieces, cuffs, sashes and jewellery
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Unique, charming and personal wedding stationery

w w w . l i l y a n d j a c ks st u d i o . c o m

h e l l o @ l i l y a n d j a c ks st u d i o . c o m
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sidneydiongzon.com

guest list 
It’s no secret that guest lists 
are one of the most stressful 
parts of planning a wedding, 

so we’ve created a quiz to 
make deciding your guest list 
simple – answer yes or no to 

the questions below! 

1. DO yOu want a big weDDing 

with lOts Of guests?

2. Can yOu affOrD a big 
guest list fOr yOur 

weDDing breakfast? 6.  have yOu spOken tO the 

persOn in the last 

 12 mOnths?

7. DO yOu want tO invite plus Ones that yOu’ve never met befOre?

8. wOulD yOu be inviteD tO 

their weDDing CeremOny?

9. wOulD they be the Only 
persOn left Out Of yOur 

sOCial grOup?

answereD mOstly yes...
Invite them! This person really means a 

lot to you and your family and they should 
definitely be there to celebrate your 

marriage with you, so get their name on the 
list and their invitation in the post!

answereD mOstly nO...
Consider not inviting this person – your 

budget is tight and you need to be 
selective. Just make sure you and your 
husband or wife-to-be are in agreement 
about the decision and that you won’t  

be starting any family feuds!

10. DO yOu spenD time with them OutsiDe Of OffiCe hOurs?
3. DO yOur parents get tO 

invite a few Of their Own 

ChOsen guests?

4. DO yOu want tO have 
ChilDren there On yOur 

weDDing Day?

5. is this a guest yOur family wOulD expeCt tO be there?

Queries?
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expertAdviceKeeping your fiancé and families happy 
while trimming your guest list can feel like 
an impossible task, so we’ve put together 
our top tips to make it easier. . .

Rachel says...
Give each set of parents 

the same number of invitations 
to invite people they want to 

have there – this way you 
still know what numbers 

to expect!

Rob says...

Elope and get married 
with just a few of your 
nearest and dearest!

Lauren says...
If you cant afford for  

everyone to be at your  
wedding breakfast, cut your  
guest list off, for example at 

aunties and uncles, then invite 
the remaining people, like  

cousins, to your  
evening reception.

Lee says...
Manage people’s 

expectations from the 
outset – “yes, I’m engaged but 
it’s a really small wedding, so 

as much as I would love 
you to be there, I just 

can’t manage 
with numbers.” 

Becci says...

Send out your 
evening invitations early 
with a short deadline so 

that you still have time to 
invite ‘reserves’ in a polite 

timeframe!

Choose the friends you see a 
lot of and who have been in 
your lives in the last year – it 

will certainly sift a few!

Paula says...

papier.com

FroM 80p thecardgallery.co.uk

FroM £2.40 russetandgray.co.uk

£1.50 pinglepie.com

swoonatthemoon.co.uk

Stationery ideas
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Cutting down your guest list can be 
stressful and, if you’re not careful, 
it could lead to big disagreements. 

Luckily, we’re here to guide you through it so 
that you can decide upon your guest list, keep 
everyone happy and have the wedding of 
your dreams!

Family is often the first hurdle. You don’t 
need to invite every person that you are 
related to, especially if you haven’t seen them 
for a while. If you rarely speak, don’t get on or 
they live abroad and are unlikely to travel, then 
you shouldn’t feel obliged to invite them to 
your big day. Stick to the people who you really 
want to be at your wedding and who love and 
support you as a couple. 

You may not agree with your own or your 
fiancé’s parents when it comes to the guest list. 
They might want you to invite some of their 

friends that have seen you grow up, which is 
fine unless it means cutting out some of your 
own – it is your day, after all! Weigh each guest 
up individually – some might be acceptable 
to miss out, but you don’t want to create any 
family fall-outs or upset anyone that you are 
close to by not inviting someone significant. 
If your parents are contributing towards the 
big day costs, be prepared to give them some 
influence over the guest list in return.

Children are a dilemma for many guest 
lists – do you invite them and should you? It’s 
entirely up to you whether you want kids there 
or not, just make it clear on your invitations 
who is and who isn’t invited. You could 
always ask younger guests to come after the 
ceremony or just for the evening reception. To 
keep everyone happy, try to treat the majority 
of your guests the same. If one cousin’s kids 

are invited you should really invite all of your 
other cousin’s children, too. 

If you haven’t met your friends’ partners, 
it’s reasonable not to invite them. Your 
wedding day isn’t the day to be meeting new 
people. You might socialise with some of your 
friends as couples and there may be some 
partners who you very rarely see. Keep the 
same rule across the board to avoid upset, 
so either allow plus ones you don’t know or 
don’t so that no one feels singled out. The 
same goes for your work colleagues – if you 
never socialise outside of the office then you 
shouldn’t feel any pressure to invite them, but 
don’t leave just one person out. It can feel like 
you’ll never please everyone, but if you find a 
balance between who you’d love to be there 
and who probably ought to be, your guest list 
will be good to go!

Annie says...

You should both 
write a list of people 

who you would invite to 
the wedding. Compare who 
is on both lists and invite the 
people you have in common, 

with a few exceptions to 
this rule where needed!

Sam says...
If you and your 

fiancé haven’t BOTH 
met that person, 
don’t invite them. 

Remember it’s your  
and your partner’s day 

and not anyone else’s, so if 
your mum thinks your great 
auntie’s family should come 
and you’ve never met them, 

don’t bother!

Ben says...
Did you receive a  

Christmas card from 
them? If the answer is no, 
then off the list they go!

Lisa says...

Always ask yourself, 
“would I go to their 
wedding or just the 
evening reception?”

Bethan says...

FROm 99p millbankandkent.co.uk 

£6 blushandgold.co.uk

£1.30 sarahwants.com

FROm £1.50 ivyellenweddinginvitations.co.uk

£3.60 knotsandkisses.co.uk
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choose your
stationery

£2.20 blushandgold.co.uk

£3.95 brambles-weddings.co.uk

From £4.95 weddinginvitationboutique.co.uk

From 99p millbankandkent.co.uk 

From £1.30 sarahwants.com

From 80p thecardgallery.co.uk

From £1.20 ivyellenweddinginvitations.co.uk

£2.75 wearetickledpink.co.uk

£3.10 beeinvited.co.uk

From £1.95 cutemaps.co.uk

95p dreams-to-reality.co.uk

From £1.90 heartinvites.com

Stationery ideas
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utterly bespoke event maps and stationery

www.cutemaps.co.uk
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Find out more
Visit weightlossforyourwedding.
com to get more info

The Wedding Dress Diet Plan is 
amazing! Having struggled with my 
weight and tried so many diets, it 

is nice to find one that really works. I have 
been following it for just over eight weeks, 
with four left to go, and have lost an amazing 
two stone already!

I am getting married in August next year 
and when I tried on dresses a couple of 

months ago just after getting engaged, I felt 
so fat in them. That’s when I decided I must 
diet and find something that works for me.

Brides need to know about this diet! I’m 
just so glad I found it – I wanted to lose two 
and a half stone, so I’m very nearly there, 
although more would be even better! I want 
to order my dress in a size 10, so I only have  
one more dress size to go!

This bride lost an amazing two stone in eight 
weeks with The Wedding Dress Diet Plan . . .

Hannah’s 
Success

Hannah says…
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Anna & James
Navy blue and brooches for this enchanted woodland wedding
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WHEN AND WHERE WAS YOUR FIRST DATE? 
We lived on the same street for years, but didn’t 
start dating until 2009. James took me out for 
dinner a few days before Christmas and met me 
at the door with some Christmas gifts, which I 
thought was very thoughtful. I just remember 
laughing all night, we laugh so much together still. 

HOW DID THE PROPOSAL HAPPEN? 
Every year for my birthday we go to London 
and enjoy being tourists. It was the day after my 
birthday in the evening and we had just bought a 
bottle of Champagne when James took me outside 
into the park. I turned around and found him 
on one knee. He passed me a second birthday 
card that said, “to my beautiful fiancée” and then 
proposed! We were crying and laughing and smiling 
so much. Once we’d finished the Champagne we 
went to our favourite London pub, only for me 
to find both of our parents upstairs waiting to 
congratulate us!

THE DRESS 
I tried a few dresses on before I found my dream 
gown at Heart Brides who were exhibiting at a local 
hotel – my mum picked it out. It was strapless and 
hugged my hips, waist and bust, before flaring out 
princess-style at the bottom. I added a sparkly belt 
and had a hidden pocket put in to carry pictures 
of my late brother, James’ late sister and my grand 
parents. It absolutely blew me away. 

THE ACCESSORIES 
It took six months for me to hand make my brooch 
and pearl bouquet from both of my grandmothers’ 
collections, but it was beautiful. I sourced simple 
teardrop diamond earrings to go with it, and I also 
had a classic cream rose bouquet and a floor-length 
simple veil. Freya Rose supplied my pretty peep-toe 
ivory heels. 

THE GROOM 
James looked so handsome in a navy blue three-
piece suit from Ben Sherman with tan tassel loafers. 
He wore a pink tie to match the bridesmaid’s 
bouquets and a double rose ivory buttonhole to 
complement my gown. 

THE BRIDESMAIDS 
I wanted classy dresses for my maids, so I opted 
for navy satin dresses with prom style skirts that 
fell just below the knee. The dresses were teamed 
with sparkly silver peep-toes and jewellery from 
Debenhams. I gifted a Pandora heart ring to each 
of my maids. 

HAIR AND MAKEUP 
Laura Ryan, a close friend of mine, from All About 
Hair did our hair and Joanna Mary, another good 
friend, did my makeup beautifully and naturally.
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WHAT WAS THE BEST PART OF
THE CEREMONY? 
I arrived at the church and started to walk 
down the aisle. James turned around to see me 
for the first time – his face was amazing! His 
reaction took my breath away. 

WHAT DID YOU HAVE FOR YOUR
WEDDING BREAKFAST? 
We chose breaded mushrooms to start 
followed by a traditional chicken roast with 
all the trimmings and a choice of apple tart or 
profiteroles and cream for dessert. 

THE SPEECHES 
My dad usually gets emotional when speaking 
about our family and my mum often has to 
finish his speech for him. For our wedding he 
stood up and thanked everyone for coming, 
then asked everyone to open an envelope 
they’d just been given – it was a printed copy 
of his speech! The sound of paper turning 
soon turned into laughter, tears and a massive 
round of applause – it was amazing! 

INSPIRATION  
Our venue, Forest School in Woodford, was 
very grand and also a little reminiscent of 
Hogwarts, so we decided on a magical sparkly 
woodland theme. 

RECEPTION DECORATION
I sourced candelabra for each table, bunches 
of twigs, hundreds of fairylights and light-up 
blossom trees. We also had our table names 
laser cut from wood, my mum made table 
runners for the long banquet-style tables and 
I decorated 70 pots in silver glitter. My dad 
also made us giant LOVE letters, painted and 
covered in glitter, to finish the hall perfectly.
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CEREMONY St Mary at Latton Church, Harlow
RECPTION VENUE Forest School, Woodford, 
forest.org.uk
DRESS Heart Brides, heartbrides.co.uk
BRIDESMaID DRESSES  ASOS, asos.com
GROOM Ben Sherman, bensherman.com
aCCESSORIES Freya Rose, freyarose.com
HaIR Laura from All About Hair, Harlow
FlOwERS Kelly from Daisy Chain 
Flowers, Harlow, Essex, facebook.com/
DaisyChainOfHarlow
CakE Roxanne’s Cakes of Harlow, 
facebook.com/yummyroxannescakes
PHOTOGRaPHER Matt Heath Photography, 
mattheathphotography.com

THE FlOwERS
Kelly from Daisy Chain Flowers in Harlow, 
Essex, provided our beautiful blooms. So 
much thought went into them and Kelly 
completely understood what we wanted and 
brought it all to life. She also dressed our 
candelabra in cream roses and gypsophila, 
which finished them off beautifully.
 
THE CakE
Our cake was nothing short of amazing! It 
had tiers of chocolate, Victoria sponge, lemon 
and bakewell tart flavours. Roxanne’s Cakes 
of Harlow created it for us, adding just the 
right hint of navy using ribbons and antique 
brooches to give it a really classic style. They 
complemented the icing ruffles perfectly.
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SubScribe 
& Save!
online £1.49!

Only

Printed 
edition
n Pay just £12 for a six-

month subscription 
or £24 for a 13-month 
subscription – that’s 
under £2 per issue!*

n Save on postage!
n Get the latest issue 

delivered directly to 
your door

n Get your copy days 
before it goes on sale

n See all the latest 
dresses, competitions 
and reader offers before 
anyone else!

 
*All savings are based on the cover 
price of £2.99, postage is around 
£1.51 per issue • Offer is valid for UK 
subscriptions only (excluding BFPO 
addresses) • No cash or gift alternative 
• All information is correct at the time 
of going to press • The normal cost of 
three issues of Wedding Ideas is £8.97 
based on a cover price of £2.99 • If the 
subscription is cancelled at any point, 
the pro rata cost of the magazine(s) 
dispatched will be deducted from the 
refund • Full terms and conditions at 
weddingideasmag.com

If you’re a busy bride-to-be who simply hasn’t got time to pick up your latest copy, fear not! 
Now you can download every issue of Wedding Ideas from the Apple newsstand or Google Play!

DigitaleDition

£12
From

for a six-month 
subscription

Subscriptions
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Katie & Sam
Winter wonderland wedding with a hint of mauve
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How did tHe proposal Happen?
It happened on my birthday in October 
2013. Sam asked me to go and search for my 
presents. When I turned around, Sam was 
holding the ring box and asked me to open it. 
I said no a few times before giving in, opening 
it and realising what it was. I told him to get 
down on one knee and then he asked me!

tHe dress 
I found my Sincerity dress in Glamour Bridal, 
Bolton. It had beaded lace appliqué on tulle for 
the bodice with a pleated tulle band around 
the waist and tulle skirt. I loved the V-back and 
the chapel-length train. I didn’t have a 100% 
‘this one’ moment, but I did know as soon as I 
put it on that I didn’t want to take it off! 

tHe aCCessories 
My tiara and bracelet were handmade by 
Foxglove Brides in Preston. I teamed them 
with Swarovski earrings gifted to me by Sam 
and added my late nan’s ring as my ‘something 
old’. I was determined to get shoes I could 
wear again, so I chose super sparkly heels from 
Dune. The Wedding Veil Shop in Blackpool 
handmade my cathedral-length veil, edged 
with rhinestones.
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THE GROOM 
Sam sourced his three-piece Ted Baker suit 
from Moss Bros and paired it with brown Aldo 
shoes. He looked so handsome – I always love 
Sam in a suit!

THE BRIDESMAIDS
I had four bridesmaids and a flower girl. The 
bridesmaids all wore grey, floor-length, chiffon 
dresses with sweetheart necklines and sparkly 
waistbands. They also wore grey fur wraps, 
and silver ballet pumps from Dorothy Perkins. 
Our flower girl’s dress was handmade by Tracy 
Charlemagne’s Wedding Boutique. 

HAIR AND MAKEUP
I found having a trial really helpful to fine tune 
my makeup look so it was absolutely perfect 
without messing around on the day. Ruby Red 
Lips in Bolton supplied our makeup artists and 
my long-standing hairdresser Nicole Barrow 
from Head Office, Bolton, did our hair. 

WHAT WAS THE BEST PART OF 
THE CEREMONY?
I saw Sam for the first time as my dad walked 
me down the aisle at St Joseph’s RC Church, 
Brindle. I just remember him whispering, “you 
look absolutely amazing”. 

WHAT DID YOU HAVE FOR YOUR 
WEDDING BREAKFAST?
Our guests could choose between leek and 
potato soup or smoked haddock and salmon 
fish cakes to start, followed by a choice of 
three mains of roast sirloin of beef, roast 
turkey or mozzarella and ratatouille tartlets. 
There was also a trio of desserts to finish – 
crème brulee, sticky toffee pudding or citrus 
cheesecake. In the evening we had marinated 
chicken pitas and spicy chips that went down 
a treat! 

INSPIRATION
Winter wonderland was our inspiration, using 
a colour palette of grey and white with a hint of 
mauve and sparkles. 

RECEPTION DECORATION
I bought 70 jam jars and turned them into 
sparkly candleholders, gathered pinecones 
for place card holders and painted flat 
clay baubles to make into Christmas tree 
decorations. We asked guests to write on them 
and hang them on the tree as our guest book. 
With the winter nights closing in early, we also 
added a fairylight backdrop from Add a Little 
Sparkle and light up letters saying ‘MR & MRS 
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Their ideas 
to steal

Create your own glittering winter 
wedding with these ideas!

£12.50 thelittlelovebird.uk

artlockedesigns.co.uk

£5 theweddingofmydreams.co.uk

£3.99 neviti.com

fionacairns.com

dinahtaylor.co.uk
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H’ from Typical Type, after seeing them in 
Wedding Ideas. Simply Bows and Chair Covers 
in Lancashire provided the white chair covers 
and silver organza bows. 

THE FLOWERS
The Gilded Lily did everything for our flowers 
and I was absolutely blown away by them! 

THE CAKE
Our cake had three tiers of fruit, lemon and 
Victoria sponge. While it didn’t look how I 
wanted, it did taste amazing and I loved my 
cake topper made by Feats of Clay that even 
included our cat, Pedro. 

THE STATIONERY
I had planned on making my own invitations 
and table plan, but once I’d seen Paper Doll’s 
designs, I fell in love. I did design my own 
wedding breakfast menus, orders of service 
and table numbers, though. 

THE ENTERTAINMENT
A violinist played during the drinks reception, 
followed by a live band, Warming Tones, who 
Sam chose. They really got the party going! We 
also hung mistletoe around the tables and had 
a place your bets game during the speeches. 

THE HONEYMOON
We went to Sri Lanka for five nights and then 
the Maldives for eight. In Sri Lanka we stayed 
in Cinnamon Lodge, visiting tea plantations, 
climbing Lion’s Rock and enjoying a jeep 
safari in Yala National Park. We sunbathed and 
snorkelled in the Maldives – it was the most 
perfect honeymoon!
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CEREMONY St Joseph’s RC Church, Brindle
RECEptiON VENUE Haighton Manor, 
Haighton, brunningandprice.co.uk/
haightonmanor
DREss Sincerity at Glamour Bridal, Bolton, 
glamourbolton.com
BRiDEsMaiD DREssEs Tracy 
Charlemagne’s Wedding Boutique, 
tracycharlemagneweddingboutique.
co.uk
GROOM Ted Baker at Moss Bros, moss.co.uk
aCCEssORiEs Foxglove Brides, 
Preston and The Wedding Veil Shop, 
Blackpool, foxglovebrides.co.uk and 
theweddingveilshop.co.uk
statiONERY Paper Doll, Liverpool, 
thepaperdoll.co.uk
FlOwERs The Gilded Lily, 
thegildedlily.co.uk
phOtOGRaphER Tim Emmerton 
Photography, timemmerton.co.uk
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This month we 

the Social edit
@weddingideas @wimagazine

Whatever your style 

and Whatever you plan to 

spend on your dream day,  

Wedding ideas Will give 

you something to sWoon 

over every single day!

top tWeets
@wimagazine: Listen up! We are 
delighted and excited to announce 
the launch of @britwedawards 2017! 
They are going to be huge with the 
best party yet...

@wimagazine: For super seperates,  
@ivoryandco have the PERFECT new 
bridal collection ‘Under a Tuscan Sun’

@wimagazine: This week 
weddingideasmag.com smashed it 
with 196,000 visitors in just one 
week! It’s almost like we know what 
we’re doing...

@wimagazine: Thank you for the 
warm welcome @chelseamags. We’re 
already loving being part of such an 
amazing team! RT Chelsea Magazines 
acquires Wedding Ideas 

@wimagazine: Our Instagram is the 
besty best best today. #justsaying 
#bteam #bforbest #weddingideas

@wimagazine: We have so many 
exciting things planned with  
@chelseamags including the  
@britwedawards that go live in  
just a few weeks!

insta-goodness

Wedding Ideas Wedding Ideas 
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Bethan loves the neW justin alexander 
collection, especially this gorgeous goWn  

Which noW tops her dream dress list!

lee loves the Beautiful Bridal and Bridesmaid 
shoot at axnoller house, Which shoWcases 

stunning styles for your girls

lisa loved getting a first glimpse at neW 
collections and chin-Wagging With 

designers at the Bridal roadshoW in Bristol
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Bee Invited create beautiful wedding 

stationery, with each design offering a 

full range from pocketfold invitations 

to table plans along with all the other 

on the day stationery to match. Their 

speciality is seasonal designs, and with 

designs to suit every time of year, you 

are sure to find one you love. To view the 

collections or to request personalised 

samples in your colour theme  
visit beeinvited.co.uk

stationery

annie loves the collaboration between papier 
and matthew williamson, celebrating 

williamson’s iconic designs in  paper form

lauren loves the glittery gold bridesmaid 
dresses by  one of our fav designers, jenny 
packham, in our real bridesmaids feature

rob loves the seriously sweet eye candy that 
is vicky’s donuts, where each donut is both 

delicious and delightfully decorated

list
Wish

Top of the wish list has to be 
the dream venue! Gosfield 

Hall offers opulence and 
glamour with a classic twist, 

boasting comfortable 
reception rooms, 

luxurious bedrooms 
and beautiful grounds! 
Exclusively yours for 

the day, focused only on 
weddings, see more at 
gosfield-hall.co.uk

gosfield hall

save 20% on your wedding jewellery and 
accessories at award-winning  

glitzysecrets.com when you enter code 
‘WEDDINGIDEAS’ by the 25th October. As 

seen on Downton Abbey and Strictly Come 
Dancing, you’ll find over 650 purse-friendly 

heirlooms to add the perfect finishing touch.

bridal jewellery

Save 33% on standard tickets for the theweddingfairs.com by 
quoting code ‘FC48’ at the check out before the 25th October. The 

ultimate day out for wedding inspiration, meet over 150 hand-picked 
wedding specialists from your area. Creative workshops, stunning 

catwalk shows, live entertainment, bridal beauty masterclasses and 
glasses of of bubbly abound! Whatever your budget, your style, your 

location, The Wedding Fairs have got it covered. 
ExCeL London, 14 - 15 January | Bluewater, Kent, 28 – 29 January

Set majestically in 500 acres of parkland, Braxted Park is the most 
romantic and photogenic backdrop you could ever wish for. Exclusively 

yours, the park can cater for 60 to 300 guests and is licensed for 
civil marriages at the venue. Alternatively, couples can choose the 

12th-century parish church located within the grounds. Find out more at 
braxtedparkweddings.co.uk or email office@braxtedpark.com.

wedding invitation boutique

braxted park

Specialising in beautiful handmade wedding stationery 
with a touch of sparkle, Wedding Invitation Boutique’s 
designs are available in a range of gorgeous colours 

and can be fully customised with your wedding 
details. We love these gorgeous striped wedding 

invitations complete with a personalised monogram! 
Check out their website for more gorgeous designs, 

weddinginvitationboutique.co.uk
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loves

picture
this

Painting precious scenes as they take place is what fine artist Stephanie does 
best. Her live wedding painting service sees her set up before your ceremony, 
in your chosen location with your chosen view, and start painting. Over the 

next few hours, she will perfectly preserve your chosen big day moment on canvas, 
painting live for you and your guests to see. We think her live paintings make the most 
memorable and beautiful wedding memento or gift!

You can capture your magical moments  
as they happen thanks to Stephanie Paints Things

Find out more Website: stephaniepaintsthings.com

Wedding ideas loves
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LM-makeup              @lea__makeup 

www.lm-makeupandbeauty.com

Fully qualified, fully insured MAC Makeup Artist & Beautician 
specialising in Makeup, Shellac Nails, HD Brows & Hair

Essex/London based - travelling to your home or venue

lm-makeup@hotmail.com / 07803568238 

WI166_Leanne Marie_qp.indd   1 05/09/2016   12:25

www.confettidirect.co.uk

Beautiful, biodegradable petals, 
personalised confetti cones, 

baskets, boxes and more!

Save 10% with code 161WeD

01386 555045

Don’t 
forget your 
confetti!

The Real Flower Petal Confetti Compan y

WI162_RealFlower qp.indd   1 18/05/2016   16:58

Capture your wedding day forever 
by preserving your bouquet.
Professionally air dried bouquets, 

prettily encased in a beautiful glass dome.

www.savemybouquet.co.uk
ella@savemybouquet.co.uk    07736 287610
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dottiephotography.co.uk

£6.50 andallthingsnice.net

£285 jobarnesvintage.com

£2.75 michellefiedler.com

£19 glitzysecrets.com

From £2.50 papersouldesign.co.uk

£29.99 weddingmall.co.uk

£1.58 zazzle.co.uk

£45 ciaobellajewellery.com

£3.50 for five confetti-cones.co.uk

£35 ivoryandcotiaras.co.uk
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A soft rainbow theme with a 

mixture of pretty pastel hues

ice cream

pastels

lilybeanphotography.co.uk
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£12 bishboshbecca.co.uk

£11.95 per litre shropshirepetals.com

£10 talkingtables.co.uk

Vera Wang for interflora.co.uk

swoonatthemoon.co.uk

From £1 thecardgallery.co.uk

£7.98 each weddingmall.co.uk

couture-cakes.co.uk

ebonyrosedesigns.com
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Show your wedding guests your dream honeymoon 
so they can choose which bit to treat you to - whether 
it’s £200 for a hotel, £50 for dinner or £5 for beers 
on the beach.

patchworkit.com

Give together. Piece by piece.
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Take inspiration from that favoured blue 

box for your elegant wedding theme 

tiffany blue
in

di
go

im
ag

es
.c

o.
uk

£9.95 weddingmall.co.uk

£1.95 dreams-to-reality.co.uk

swoonatthemoon.co.uk

Vera Wang for interflora.co.uk

£59 rainbowclub.co.uk

£8.50 per pint confettidirect.co.uk

From £1.95 cutemaps.co.uk

£14 rockmyvintage.co.uk

£30 glitzysecrets.com

£6.99 gingerray.co.uk
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joannetruby.co.uk

£49 bishboshbecca.co.uk

£8.99 candleandcake.co.uk

jimmychoo.com

£15 talkingtables.co.uk

£28 lolarose.co.uk

wildflowercakes.co.uk

louloubridal.co.uk

£4 wearetickledpink.co.uk

£2.60 knotsandkisses.co.uk
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kerriemitchell.co.uk 

£8 for eight props luckandluck.co.uk

£4 for five confetti-cones.co.uk

£2.99 gettingpersonal.co.uk

£3 beeinvited.co.uk

From £1.40 heartinvites.com

£19.50 julieannbird.co.ukcouture-cakes.co.uk

£15.99 truffleshuffle.co.uk

£80 blueskyflowers.co.uk

£2.99 weddingmall.co.uk
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Beautiful berry hues will add 

warmth to an autumnal wedding

Magical 

Mulberry

johnboywilson.com

Theme ideas
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wildflowercakes.co.uk

confetti-cones.co.uk

£28 julieannbird.co.uk

artlockedesigns.co.uk

From £1.20 treeofhearts.co.uk

£3.50 lovejuliaeastwood.com

joannetruby.co.uk

£25.99 truffleshuffle.co.uk

£59.95 pinkparadoxshoes.com

£157 truebride.co.uk
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FairyGothMother
London Boutique by Appointment only

0207 377 0370
www.fairygothmother.com

Tea length and fifties inspired bridal gowns 
in luxury laces, satin, silk, and organza. Also 
corsets and gorgeous separates. Large selection 
of colour options, not just Ivory! Sizes 6-24

mind.org.uk/celebrate

community@mind.org.uk

Share the love on  
your special day

R
eg

. 
ch
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ity

 n
o.

 2
19

83
0

Help make sure  
no one has to face a mental health problem alone... 
give Mind favours on your wedding day.
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These rustic and quirky details will make 

your woodland wedding enchanting
Whimsical 

Woodland

£27 glitzysecrets.com

From £75 theletteroom.com

£17.82 for 25 etsy.com

interflora.co.uk

ilariapetrucci.co.uk

£3 beeinvited.co.uk

£1.58 zazzle.co.uk

£50 zarataylor.co.uk

£12 theweddingofmydreams.co.uk

sylviaskitchen.co.uk

£170 harrietwilde.com

andallthingsnice.net
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£6.95 weddingmall.co.uk

£28.99 ayedoweddings.co.uk

From £3.80 treeofhearts.co.uk

From £1.95 sarahwants.com

£110 loveartwearart.com

From £1.75 lilyandjacksstudio.com

amandawyatt.com

£7.50 for a ten handful bag confettidirect.co.uk
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rose gold

Not limited just to jewellery – pick up this 

trendy metallic accent in your details too!

Be
ll

aB
oo

an
dB

ea
u.

co
.u

k

£150 alisonmoore.co.uk

£8.75 bubblegumballoons.co.uk
From £4 weddinginvitationboutique.co.uk

£29 glitzysecrets.com

lauralismorecakes.com

£9.95 weddingmall.co.uk

£25.99 chichiclothing.com

£170 rachelsimpsonshoes.co.uk

£169 julesbridaljewellery.com

£1.53 zazzle.co.uk
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jesspetrie.com

£18 miafleur.com

£15.95 per litre shropshirepetals.com

morilee.com

From £1.40 heartinvites.com

knotsandkisses.co.uk

daisyellen.com

£4.75 papermash.co.uk

£120 dowerandhall.com

From £3 candleandcake.co.uk
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Marie & Duncan
Vintage accents of delicate cream, dusky pink and dainty lace
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How did tHe proposal Happen? 
For the past few years we have gone away in 
November as we first met on Bonfire Night. 
In 2013, Duncan had organised a weekend in 
Loch Lomond for us. On the Saturday he was 
adamant that we go for a walk to enjoy the 
scenery – even though it was raining heavily. 
We went and walked by the Falls of Falloch 
where Duncan insisted on taking a photo of 
me. He held the camera up in one hand and a 
ring box in the other, so we had a very funny 
photo of me looking wet and confused! I’d 
been secretly hoping it would happen!

tHe dress 
My Alfred Sung A-line ball gown came from 
Mirage Couture, Kiveton Park. It featured 
corded lace and French tulle and I felt like a 
princess – glamorous and all grown up. I took 
my friends with me for the second fitting. They 
made me feel so special and I’ll never forget it.

tHe aCCessories 
My grandma bought my side comb diamanté 
and pearl headpiece for me from Ivory & Co 
and bought earrings from lucywithdiamonds.
co.uk. I added shoes from Next and Duncan 
gifted me the most beautiful pearl drop 
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necklace and matching pearl bracelet to wear, 
both from Ernest Jones.

THE GROOM
Duncan hired a Prince Edward suit from 
Greenwoods, alongside a silver waistcoat and 
dusty pink cravat and pocket handkerchief. 
He looked pale but amazing, having just been 
discharged from hospital the night before the 
wedding, which made it even more amazing to 
see him as I walked down the aisle.

THE BRIDESMAIDS
I had three bridesmaids and my niece as my 
flower girl. A talented dressmaker, Kelly Ann, 
made the bridesmaid dresses in the perfect 
dusky pink shade I wanted in flowing chiffon. 
They complemented each maid perfectly.

THE CEREMONY
At our ceremony we had two readings given by 
my maid of honour and a close friend. One was 
religious, as advised by our vicar, and the other 
was a poem that we had fallen in love with. 
They did a fantastic job reading them without 
too many tears.

WHAT DID YOU HAVE FOR YOUR 
WEDDING BREAKFAST?
Our guests enjoyed leek and potato soup 
followed by roast chicken and glazed 
mozzarella and a deliciously rich chocolate 
pudding with raspberries.

THE SPEECHES
My dad gave a very nervous speech but he did 
it, followed by our best men’s speech, which 
included all the usual inappropriate jokes, 
and then Duncan gave his. He threw away the 
paper when it came to talking about me, giving 
such a heartfelt speech that had everyone in 
tears. My bridesmaids had also put together a 
slideshow of photos of Duncan and I to music. 
We were so thankful to everyone for the 
wonderful speeches.

RECEPTION DECORATION
Wedding Ideas was my wedding planning 
lifeline! It can seem so overwhelming – my 
first step was to buy the magazine for ideas 
and after that I was hooked! It helped me 
create exactly what we wanted and find 
the supplier for our photobooth backdrop 
(modocreative.com). We chose a vintage 
theme of creams and dusky pinks, adding 
candelabra, mirrors and tea lights. A friend 
also gifted us vintage cups and saucers that we 
filled with flowers and we hired sequin table 
runners from Magpie Linens.
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THE FLOWERS
A family friend who used to own her own 
floristry business supplied our bouquets and 
buttonholes as well as a fantastic floral wand 
that our flower girl loved waving about. They 
looked fabulous!

THE CAKE
We had a three-tier sponge cake with 
chocolate, lemon and carrot cake tiers. Debbie 
from Cake That went out of her way to make 
sure it was exactly what we envisaged. The 
colours and lace designs were perfect!

THE FAVOURS
We both have family who have been diagnosed 
with cancer, so we decided to donate the cost 
of our favours to the hospices and charities 
that looked after them instead. We added a 
poem on the back of the name cards to let our 
guests know this.

THE HONEYMOON
Orlando, Florida was our honeymoon 
destination for three wonderful weeks. We 
visited theme parks and even visited NASA’s 
Kennedy Space Centre, which was amazing!

MEMORABLE MOMENTS
When the vicar said “in sickness and in health” 
the church erupted in laughter, knowing that 
Duncan had only just made it out of hospital in 
time for the wedding. It made the moment so 
much more special for us and it was great to be 
able to laugh about it. Posing for photos with 
my new husband was also so much fun! We 
could play a little and got all giggly, making for 
beautiful moments captured perfectly for us to 
look back on forever in the photos.
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CEREMONY St Bartholomew’s Church, Maltby, 
Rotherham
RECEPTION VENUE Mosborough Hall, 
Eckington, Sheffield, 
mosboroughhall.co.uk
DREss Mirage Couture, Kiveton Park, 
miragecouture.com
BRIDEsMaID DREssEs Klue by Kelly Ann, 
kluebykellyann.com
GROOM Greenwoods, 
greenwoodsonline.com
aCCEssORIEs Ivory & Co and Lucy With 
Diamonds, ivoryandcotiaras.co.uk and 
lucywithdiamonds.co.uk
DECOR Magpie Linens, magpielinens.com
sTaTIONERY Imagine DIY, imaginediy.com
CakE Cake That, cakethat.org
PhOTOGRaPhER Temporal Photography & 
Art, photos-art.co.uk
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Competition

Gisborough Hall is one of the North 
East and North Yorkshire’s most 
prestigious wedding venues, where 

19th century charm effortlessly combines 
with exceptional four-star service.

Set in acres of woodland at the foot of 
the North York Moors and Cleveland Hills, 
weddings at Gisborough Hall always offer 
a day to remember, whether you choose 
the magnificent ballroom, the elegant 
conservatory or the traditional drawing 
room and inner hall.

What’s more, Gisborough Hall is 
also home to two AA Rosette restaurant 
Chaloner’s, a Revival Zone spa, 71 relaxing 
bedrooms and the G Bar and Bistro.

As well as the ‘Traditional’ and ‘Fairytale’ 
wedding packages, you can choose from a 
host of new options to make your special day 
uniquely yours.

Relax in Gisborough Hall’s conservatory 
with views across the Cleveland Hills 
while sipping Bellinis and savouring 
Mediterranean sharing boards on arrival as 

part of your four-course wedding breakfast, 
which can be tailored to your specific tastes.

For something a little less formal, relax 
with a traditional Yorkshire afternoon 
tea, served with all the trimmings and 
accompanied by Pimm’s and a selection of 
North Yorkshire’s finest real ales on arrival.

With Christmas coming, what better time 
to tie the knot? Gisborough Hall has an extra 
special Christmas Winter Wedding Package 
with themed menus, drinks and décor – you 
might even be lucky enough to celebrate a 
truly white wedding if the North Yorkshire 
weather lives up to its reputation!

Whatever day you’re dreaming of, 
you’ll enjoy the company of Gisborough 
Hall’s experienced wedding planning 
team, who will be with you every step of 
the way, and Executive Chef, Jason Moore, 
who has cooked for a host of famous faces 
throughout his career.

Make your wedding stand out from the 
crowd at Gisborough Hall and give you and 
your guests a day to cherish forever.

Win         

W
ORTH OveR

£900 

The prize
• Two-night dinner, bed and breakfast 
stay for two people at Gisborough Hall 

• Choice of a spa treatment each 
in the Revival Zone 

• Fizz on arrival

How to enter
For your chance to win simply answer  

the following question…

What is the name of Gisborough Hall’s 
two AA Rosette restaurant?

Enter online at weddingideasmag.com, or 
write your answer on a postcard along with 

your name, address, contact details and 
wedding date and send it to: Gisborough Hall 
Competition, Wedding Ideas 166, The Chapel, 
Cotford St Luke, Taunton, TA4 1HX. Closing 

date for entries is 25th October 2016. 
 

Terms and conditions • Subject to availability at 
Gisborough Hall, Revival Zone and Chaloner’s • Not 

available over the Christmas and New Year period • Prize 
must be taken within one year of the winner being informed 

• No cash alternative • The prize is non-transferable  
• Winner must be genuinely engaged with a wedding date 

set • See full terms and conditions at
weddingideasmag.com

escape, unwind and indulge – this luxurious stay could be yours. . .

Gisborough HallA two-night stay at
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Find out more For more information visit: ardanaiseig.com

Named Scotland’s Romantic Hotel 
of the Year for five years running, 
Ardanaiseig certainly lived up to 

its reputation when we visited for a wild 
weekend of luxury. Owned by a London 
antiques dealer and built in 1834, this 
Grade-II listed house showcases eccentric 
ornaments and antique furniture. A premier 
wedding venue, Ardanaiseig’s 240-acres of 
private landscaped grounds and wooded 
gardens enhance your fairytale day. From 
the Highland peaks to the glassy waters of 
Loch Awe, Scotland’s third largest freshwater 

loch, the spectacular Scottish scenery 
creates a sublime backdrop for your wedding 
photos. Newlyweds and their guests can 
enjoy their wedding breakfast with an 
unparalleled view, as the large windows 
open directly across the gardens and loch. 
You will also indulge in superb dining, with 
dishes to suit all dietary requirements. 

After the big day, couples can relax in the 
bridal and honeymoon suite – the hotel’s 
glass-fronted boatshed. Oozing secluded 
romance, the boatshed is less then a two-
minute walk from the hotel and nestles 

into the water’s edge. You’ll be spoiled for 
choice between the contemporary lounge 
areas, floor-to-ceiling glass front and terrace 
overlooking Loch Awe and the mezzanine-
level bedroom with breath-taking views 
across Highland summits. Take a boat across 
the loch to the island ruins of an ancient 
burial ground for the ultimate experience. 

Sit back and soak up the scenery as you 
travel easily and conveniently with ScotRail 
to Ardanaiseig, situated in the northwest 
rural Scottish Highlands, for a journey every 
bit as relaxing as the destination.
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One lucky couple are in for a treat 
with a two-night stay at The Talbot 
in Ripley, part of the Bespoke 

Hotels collection, which recently reopened 
its doors in scenic Surrey following 
substantial refurbishment works. The £1 
million investment has breathed new life 
into this historic 43-bedroom coaching 
inn that has played host to everyone from 
Audrey Hepburn to Lord Nelson and Lady 
Hamilton during its 250-year history. A 

retreat to The Talbot wouldn’t be complete 
without a sumptuous meal at The Talbot’s 
restaurant, headed up by award-winning, 
two Michelin-starred Chef Martin Blunos, 
who has expertly created a new menu 
alongside Head Chef Paul Turner that is 
guaranteed to delight the palate. Despite 
being located just 30 minutes from Central 
London, The Talbot feels worlds away from 
the hustle and bustle of the city, making it 
the perfect escape for a luxurious weekend. 

Win         

W
ortH over

£460 

Slip away to Surrey for an indulgent weekend

The Talbot 
A two-night stay at

The prize
• Two-night stay with dinner, bed & 

breakfast in a Vintage Room

• Bottle of house wine (red or white) 
with dinner each evening

• Bottle of Champagne in room on arrival

• Afternoon tea for two

• Late checkout until 1pm

How to enter
For your chance to win simply answer  

the following question…

Which iconic female celebrity 
has visited The Talbot?

Enter online at weddingideasmag.com, or write 
your answer on a postcard along with your 
name, address, contact details, wedding 

date and send it to: The Talbot Competition, 
Wedding Ideas 166, The Chapel, Cotford St 
Luke, Taunton, TA4 1HX. Closing date for 

entries is 25th October 2016. 
 

Terms and conditions • Validity – Offer ends 31st 
October 2017 • Excludes – Public & Bank Holidays – 

Plus 24th, 25th 26th & 31st December 2016 • Subject 
to availability at the time of booking • See full terms and 

conditions at weddingideasmag.com
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An exquisite backdrop for   your � � ect we� ing memories
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Cary Arms is a hidden gem tucked 
away at Babbacombe Bay, near 
Torquay. The luxury inn has just 

undergone a £1.5 million expansion, opening 
six fabulous beach huts and a spa. The huts 
are situated on the cliffside with panoramic 
views of the sea and the bay. Walking up to 
your private beach hut, you will be impressed 
by the quirky design and the height of the 
hut. Enter from the decking, complete with 
comfortable loungers, and step into a large 
sitting room with a corner sofa, fireplace and 
wet bar. The modern bathroom features a 
wide walk-in shower and is equipped with all 
the necessities, including toiletries, robes and 
slippers. Upstairs, overlooking the lounge and 
with a round window looking out to sea, is 
the spacious balcony bedroom. Decorated in 
a contemporary New England beach style, the 
hut is comfortable and welcoming. 

While staying at Cary Arms, book yourself 
into the spa to be pampered with a massage, 

facial or manicure. A glass-fronted pool and 
sunbathing deck are due to be finished at 
the end of the October, so you can relax 
while taking in the fabulous views. The spa 
will also boast an experience shower, mood 
lighting, aromatherapy jets, sauna, steam 
room and a mini gym. 

When the sun is shining you can dine 
alfresco in the beer garden with views across 
the cove or on colder days relax in the rustic 
bar restaurant, with beamed ceilings, stone 
walls, planked floors and the same stunning 
view of the bay. Indulge in a hearty breakfast 
buffet followed by a cooked full English 
served to your table. Fresh and seasonal 
food is served at lunch and dinner with the 
specials on the menu changing daily. The 
beautifully presented food is exquisite and 
the atmosphere is relaxed and friendly. 

If you can’t bear to leave your four-legged 
friend behind while you’re away, take them 
with you! The inn welcomes dogs and will 

provide you with a dog bed, bowl and ball 
for your stay. While out on a romantic stroll 
along the seafront or sitting having a drink 
looking out over the water you might be 
lucky enough to spot the resident seal or 
even dolphins in the bay. 

Cary Arms is licensed for a civil ceremony 
for up to 22 guests, you can say your vows 
in The Saloon with views of the bay and an 
elegant fireside setting or at The Pod for 
an unforgettable outdoor, seafront setting. 
Whether you visit for a romantic break 
before the big day, a luxury minimoon or 
for your intimate wedding day itself, you 
will be welcomed by friendly staff, relaxed 
surroundings, stylish accommodation and a 
breath-taking setting.

Becci Clubb enjoys the ultimate in beachside luxury at Cary Arms

babbaCombe bay
Beautiful

Find out more
For more information visit: 
caryarms.co.uk
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Lauren & Adam
Palm trees and pastels for this pretty wedding in Phuket
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WHEN AND WHERE WAS YOUR FIRST DATE? 
Not long after I had moved to New Zealand when I 
was 15, Adam took me to the cinema to see a film. 
He was going to ask me to be his girlfriend, but 
10 minutes into the film we realised his mum and 
brother had come to see it too – they kept turning 
around and waving!

HOW DID THE PROPOSAL HAPPEN? 
Adam and I were long distance for nearly four years. 
He went to college in the USA to play football and I 
studied in New Zealand and the UK. He wasn’t due 
to come home until July 2014. His grandparents 
invited me for dinner at Hazlewood Castle in May 
2014 and when I arrived I was told they were in 
the garden waiting. When I turned the corner, 
Adam was there on one knee, wearing a suit and 
surrounded by roses spelling out “will you marry 
me?”. It was amazing! He used my grandmother’s 
ring, which is very special to me, and took me to 
Barcelona the week after with the money he would 
have spent on a ring!
 
THE DRESS 
I found my Hayley Paige gown in a boutique in 
Phuket, Thailand. Wedding Ideas helped me to pick 
Hayley Paige as my dress designer. It was quite big 
and not what I thought I’d choose, but when I put 
it on I felt like a real bride! I loved the cream colour 
– being pale a white dress would have been harsh 
on my skin. The material was light, perfect for our 
beach wedding, and had sparkly embellishments 
surrounding the sweetheart neckline. 

THE ACCESSORIES
I searched high and low for shoes, only finding 
them in Monsoon at the last minute. I also wore 
Swarovski earrings, but didn’t want to add too 
much jewellery and take away from the dress itself. 

THE GROOM
Adam sourced his whole outfit in Next and we 
bought the groomsmen’s there too. They had 
matching suits, but only Adam wore a jacket while 
the others wore waistcoats. When I saw him 
as I walked down the aisle I thought he looked 
incredible and so handsome! He was trying his best 
not to cry but I just remember his smile and how 
happy he looked – my nerves vanished. 

THE BRIDESMAIDS
My five bridesmaids had blush dresses from 
whiterunway.com.au, paired with earrings from 
Waterford Crystal, Ireland. I let them choose their 
own shoes to make sure they felt comfortable 
throughout the night. 

HAIR AND MAKEUP
Hair and makeup artists from Neil Donkin Makeup, 
Phuket looked after our beauty needs.
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THE CEREMONY
Our civil ceremony took place outdoors under 
the palm trees at Trisara Phuket, Thailand. My 
dad walked me down the aisle and my brother 
read ‘The Art of Marriage’ for us. 

THE SPEECHES
The speeches were all so wonderfully 
different. My dad’s was special and made 
everyone cry, as did Adam’s, but it was my 
maid of honour who blew everyone away – she 
rapped her speech to Ice Ice Baby! 

RECEPTION DECORATION
We wanted the colours to be simple and pastel, 
echoing the sunset. It was a very modern 
wedding on the deck overlooking the ocean 
and beach, so we didn’t need to add much. 
The resort was wonderful, supplying the 
flowers and arch. 

THE CAKE
Our cake was one of the most memorable 
parts of the day! We spent a lot of time 
planning it as cake is my favourite thing in the 
world. We had three layers of salted caramel, 
chocolate and vanilla sponges, decorated with 
ivory sugar flowers. The small details were the 
best parts – we had elephants for our time 
in Thailand, a rose for England, Hazlewood 
Castle, a harp for Ireland, a fern for New 
Zealand and butterflies in memory of our 
wonderful grandparents. 

THE FIRST DANCE
Two of our friends played for our first dance – 
it was very special. We chose ‘Sky Full of Stars’ 
by Coldplay because it describes us so well as 
a couple. On the day, Adam surprised me with 
tickets to see Coldplay in the summer, too! 

TOP PLANNING TIPS
Don’t worry about the things that go wrong in 
the lead up to your big day and don’t let guests 
and other people plan it all for you – this is 
your day for your ideas! It was quite stressful 
organising such a big ceremony and lots of 
things did go wrong – although we wouldn’t 
change it for the world! It was so special to 
have people travelling from all over the world 
to join us, but if we did it again we would 
choose a smaller ceremony just to make the 
planning simpler. 

BEST IDEAS
We took a boat across to the floating pontoon 
to look out at the sunset after the wedding. 
It was so special to have a romantic moment 
away to ourselves.
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venue Trisara, Phuket, Thailand, 
trisara.com
Dress Hayley Paige, 
jlmcouture.com/Hayley-Paige
BriDesmaiD Dresses White Runway, 
whiterunway.com.au
Groom Next, next.co.uk
aCCessories Monsoon and Swarovski, 
monsoon.co.uk and swarovski.com
Hair anD maKeuP Neil Donkin 
Makeup, Phuket, Thailand, 
elitehairandmakeupphuket.com 
Flowers For similar, try Interflora, 
interflora.co.uk
CaKe For similar, try Anna Tyler Cakes, 
annatylercakes.co.uk
PHotoGraPHer Girl in the White Dress, 
girlinthewhitedress.com
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My-Wedding Insurance
Insuring your wedding is perfect...

IT'S THE FIRST DAY OF THE REST OF YOUR LIFE.
LET'S MAKE SURE EVERYTHING GOES OFF WITHOUT A HITCH.

ONE-OFF
PAYMENT

With so much riding on one perfect day, why wouldn't you want a helping hand? Wedding insurance can protect 
you and your wedding party in the face of financial risk - your day and your dream deserves it.

      Cover in the event of Cancellation or Rearrangement

      Cover for suppliers and venues lost deposits

      Cover for Legal Expenses and Public Liability

      Cover in the event of Delayed or Cancelled travel for Overseas Weddings

      Cover for loss or damage to Wedding Attire

      Cover for Overseas Weddings and for Armed Forces

INSTANT WEDDING PROTECTION
WWW.MY-WEDDINGINSURANCE.CO.UK/WI2016

OR CALL 03300 241 560

www.my-weddinginsurance.co.uk is a trading name of The Equine and Livestock Insurance Company Limited 
(registered in England and Wales no: 294940) Thorpe Underwood Hall, Ouseburn, York, YO26 9SS. 
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When Buy Our Honeymoon asked if we wanted to create 
our own honeymoon lists, we jumped at the chance and 
started to map out our honeymoons of a lifetime. 

From the beginning, Buy Our Honeymoon make it both easy 
and completely personal. You begin by choosing which domain 
name you’d like for your list and then add a theme to suit the 
adventure you’re about to plan, all in an advert-free zone. There’s 
the option to adapt premade text or to write your own welcome 
and gift list introductions, so whether you have a way with words 
or not, your guests will be greeted beautifully and can find out 
more about your honeymoon dreams. Swap the stress of setting 
up a gift list registry for the simple and fast start we loved on Buy 
Our Honeymoon.

Personal is the way it starts and it’s also the way it stays. Every 
element of building your list can be as bespoke and unique as you 
choose, with a few premade options to get you going (bottle of 
bubbly on arrival and a car upgrade to a convertible, anyone?). Add 
your choice of activities, adventures and experiences along with 
photos to help both you as a couple and your guests to visualise 
the trip you’ll make possible together! You can ask for anything, 

Buy Our 
HOneymOOn

Why we would choose 

Becci and Lauren test drive the website that lets 
you design your dream wedding gift – your honeymoon!

with any value and any payment option, giving you and your guests 
the freedom to create something really special.

We both live with our partners already, so we simply wouldn’t 
have the space to receive a gift list of homewares. Having the 
chance to be gifted our dream honeymoons, which we might not 
be able to otherwise afford, is the perfect alternative. It means you 
can stop off wherever you please, enjoy picking out places together 
as a break from the wedding planning and make magical memories 
when you get there!

With Buy Our Honeymoon, the contributions gifted by your guests 
towards your honeymoon list are transferred straight to you, so you can 
pre-book any trips that might fill up fast. It also means that money isn’t 
brought to the venue, so it stays completely secure and you don’t need 
to worry about it on your special day. 

Once you’ve jetted off on the honeymoon of your dreams, don’t 
forget to take plenty of photos. We think they’re the perfect addition to 
thank you cards so your guests can see you enjoying the honeymoon 
gifts they bought for you. They’ll forever know how much you treasure 
the memories they helped you to create as you embarked on married 
life together.
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Find out more For further details visit: buy-our-honeymoon.com

“Don’t worry about the 
pricier picks on your list – 
you can open them up for 

contributions to spread the 
cost between guests and still 

get your trip of a lifetime!” 
– Lauren

“Buy Our Honeymoon makes 
you seek out those dream 

destinations and day trips to 
add to your list, so you can 
stop in different places, do 
different things and make 

memories to treasure!”  
– Becci

sign up for a free trial using the promotional code ‘WIMAG16’ and get a 20% discount on Buy Our Honeymoon’s normal one off fee !
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PERFECTWEDDINGSABROAD .CO.UK
WE HAVE YOUR PERFECT LOCATION.

AWARD WINNING WEDDING SPECIALISTS
0808 168 1210CALL US FREE: 

Beautiful Wedding Venues

Stunning Reception Options

Exclusive Wedding O�ers

Wedding Concierge Service

Suites Available

Award Winning Wedding Specialists
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PERFECTWEDDINGSABROAD.CO.UK
WE HAVE YOUR PERFECT LOCATION.

AWARD WINNING WEDDING SPECIALISTS
0800 123 4567CALL US FREE: 

Wedding Concierge Service Award Winning Wedding Specialists

Exclusive Wedding Couple Offers at Karisma Resorts Azul Fives, Mexico

El Dorado Royale & Casitas Suites
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Inspired by Virtuoso’s survey of trips of a lifetime, we’ve 
rounded up the best short haul honeymoon hotspots 
where newly married couples can celebrate in style, 

however that is defined. These honeymoon 
locations will give even the most 

exotic of destinations some 
serious short haul competition!

qItaly
Already the destination of choice for many, Italy boasts a sought-
after status as one of the best places to visit to balance city, country 
and coastal adventures. Let gondolas guide you through Venice 
before hopping into your hire car and heading south, taking in 
the cultural sights of Florence and Rome on the way. Couples who 
venture a little further are rewarded with historic Pompeii and the 
magnificent Amalfi coast. As you return northwards, don’t miss the 
chance to explore Cinque Terre, where colourful hillside houses 
tumble down towards the ocean, then spend a few days lounging 
beside one of Italy’s well-loved lakes.

honeymoon 
hotspots

Short haul

Dreamy destinations that are all just 
a short flight, ferry or drive away!
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pIceland
For magic of a different kind, set your sights on Iceland. A short 
flight will bring you to this wonderland, where days are divided 
between sipping luxurious hot chocolates, husky sledding and 
exploring the volcanic landscape. Bathe in the blue lagoon, gawk at 
geysers and walk beside waterfalls – Iceland has it all and chic cities 
to boot. For the best chance to see the northern lights, plan your 
honeymoon between September and March. Dark, clear nights offer 
the best conditions.

pcyprus
Because many couples choose to tie the knot later, familymoons are 
becoming increasingly popular. If you want to travel with your little 
ones, Cyprus makes an appealing destination with family-friendly 
hotels, beaches and water parks. Honeymooners looking for 
something a little more grown up can make the most of the wine 
regions and discover the archaeological sites that scatter the island.
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pIreland
To take some of the pressure off planning, choosing a 
minimoon after the wedding can be a simpler option 
instead of a long haul, blow out trip. A short ferry or 
flight will deliver you to Irish shores, where you can 
dance the night away in Dublin and explore stunning 
scenery the next day. Hop across the border and head 
up to the mighty Giant’s Causeway, the rocky remains 
of an ancient eruption, for some unforgettable views 
and photos.

tCroatIa 
Culture and romance have become 
synonymous with Croatia as more and more 
couples visit every year. Make the walled city 
of Dubrovnik your base, where you will be 
enchanted by the old town’s history, Baroque 
buildings and charming cafes. The beautiful 
beaches invite you to stay a while, and you 
can easily explore the Dalmatian coast by 
land or by boat.

Greek Islands
A honeymoon in the Greek islands offers the 
ultimate in flexibility. Adventure-seeking 
couples can hop from island to island with 
fast boat transfers, exploring the winding 
narrow roads of each. For newlyweds 
dreaming of a slower paced honeymoon, 
Santorini comes highly recommended. You’ll 
find great seafood and savour lazy days by 
cliff top pools or black sand beaches. Don’t 
miss the chance to take in the famous sunset 
over the ocean from Oia, too.
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tFrance
Renowned for its laid-back culture, 
glorious grapevines and fantastic scenery, 
a honeymoon in France is the ultimate 
indulgence for foodie couples. Start in Paris, 
where patisseries and chic city restaurants 
headed up by the choicest of chefs abound. 
Tick visits to the Eiffel tower and love lock 
bridge off your honeymoon bucket list, then 
venture onwards to your choice of glamorous 
south coast beaches, rural farmhouses or 
wine regions.

tScotland
Don’t forget that short haul flights include 
those within the UK. Whether you choose to 
fly or drive, a visit to Scotland offers a truly 
romantic honeymoon retreat. Stop off in 
Scottish cities en route up to the Highlands 
to embrace the cultural attractions 
before unwinding, cocooned by lochs and 
mountains. Take on wild walks and scale 
munros by day, then relax in an intimate 
honeymoon hideaway by night for an 
unforgettable experience.
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Hideaway Beach Resort & Spa has 
partnered with Wedding Ideas to 
give one lucky couple the chance 

to win a luxurious five-night honeymoon in 
the Maldives. 

Located on Dhonakulhi Island in the 
north of the Maldives, Hideaway Beach 
Resort & Spa provides an exquisite setting 
for couples to celebrate their honeymoon in 
calm serenity. Boasting the luxury of space 
and privacy across one of the largest islands 
in the Maldives, the five-star resort is a true 
hideaway for newlyweds. 

  The winners will be transported to the 
secluded paradise via speedboat, where they 
will be greeted with a celebratory reception 

of canapés, wedding cake and Champagne. 
Set on wooden stilts over a turquoise blue 
lagoon, a Deluxe Water Villa awaits them. 
With a contemporary style bedroom, seating 
area and separate dressing area, there is 
ample space for newlyweds to enjoy quality 
time together. Step out onto the terrace and 
dip into the infinity pool, or simply head 
down a few steps that lead into the sea. A 
daily fruit basket and romantic evening turn 
down service are little touches that will 
make your stay memorable. 

As part of the prize, the lucky couple 
can enjoy a delicious breakfast at one of 
two superb restaurants. Dine poolside at 
the Sunset Pool Café or head to Matheefaru 

for breakfast at the sand-floored, ocean-front 
restaurant. The rest of the day is entirely your 
own. Enjoy an energetic lesson at the Tennis 
Academy by Nikolay Davydenko, take a dip 
in one of two open-air infinity pools, or head 
to the beach and enjoy an afternoon of peace 
and tranquility with your loved one. 

A visit to the Maldives wouldn’t be 
complete without a beautiful candlelit dinner 
for two on a private beach. Set against an 
enchanting oasis of crystal water beneath 
a star-studded sky, this unforgettable 
experience concludes an idyllic day in 
paradise. For further information visit 
hideawaybeachmaldives.com or read on 
for the chance to win this magical prize…
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Competition
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£8965

The prize
• A five-night stay for two at Hideaway Beach 

Resort & Spa in the Maldives, staying in a 
Deluxe Water Willa with private pool on a bed 

and breakfast basis 

• Breakfast is available at Sunset Pool Café 
or Matheefaru Restaurant

• Return domestic flights for two from 
Malé International Airport to Hanimaadhoo 
International Airport and return speedboat 
transfers from Hanimaadhoo International 
Airport to Hideaway Beach Resort & Spa, 

Dhonakulhi

• A honeymoon package for two including 
a daily fruit basket in villa, a bottle of 

Champagne, a mini wedding cake and 
canapés for two on arrival, one candlelit 

dinner for two on a selected evening of their 
choice, plus a romantic honeymoon evening 

turn down service 

How to enter
Simply answer the following question…

Which island is home to Hideaway 
Beach Resort & Spa? 

Enter online at weddingideasmag.com, or write 
your answer on a postcard along with your 

name, address, contact details and wedding 
date and send it to: Maldives competition, 

Wedding Ideas 166, The Chapel, Cotford St 
Luke, Taunton TA4 1HX. Closing date for 

entries is 25th October 2016.
 

Terms and conditions • Prize has a 12-month 
redemption period from the day that the winner is notified, 

excluding Christmas, New Year, Easter, school holidays 
or UK Bank Holidays • Prize is subject to availability at 
the time of booking and the winner must give the prize 

provider at least six weeks’ notice of their intended 
travel dates. Once booked, the prize cannot be altered or 
amended and is non-transferable • Where the winner’s 
companion is aged under 18 years old, the companion 

must have prior parental or guardian permission to 
accompany the winner when taking up the prize • Please 

note that a current and valid credit/debit card with 
available funds of at least £350 is needed to check in at 

each of the hotels for security deposit purposes • See full 
terms and conditions at weddingideasmag.com
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Find out more For further details visit: coconutbayresort.co.uk/weddings

Destination wedding groups are 
growing ever bigger at Saint 
Lucia’s Coconut Bay Beach 

Resort & Spa. When couples marrying 
abroad asked, Coconut Bay Beach Resort & 
Spa made their wedding dreams happen, 
creating the Pearl Wedding Package to bring 
together the most requested destination 
wedding elements for a larger guest list. 

Let a bonfire create a playful atmosphere 
at a welcome beach party with a buffet-style 
menu and bartenders shaking up signature 
drinks, or choose a plated rehearsal dinner 
under the stars to set a romantic mood for 
the ceremony to come. Couples will also 
host their family and friends on a Sunset 
Catamaran Cruise or a Private Island Tour to 
explore Saint Lucia’s wonders.

Their wedding coordinator looks after 
every detail as the wedding day begins at 
the resort’s oceanfront Kai Mer Spa, where 
couples can choose from treatments and 
salon services included in their package. 
The beautifully decorated Eternity Beach 
will then see them say “I do” while a 
photographer captures the memories, 
before enjoying a one-hour cocktail 
reception with a live steel band and a three-
hour private dinner reception. 

Newlyweds will be treated to the resort’s 
Romance Turn-Down Service on their 
wedding night with sparkling wine and, 

on a morning of their choice, continental 
breakfast in bed. They’re also invited back 
to Coconut Bay to celebrate their first 
anniversary with a gift of two free nights.

In addition to events at the new Eternity 
Beach Pavilion included in the Pearl 
Wedding Package, the resort offers a choice 
of picture-perfect outdoor venues, ideal for 
wedding group brunches and dinners under 
the stars, including the newly added La Luna 
and Calabash Verandah settings.

More family and friends than ever attend 
wedding celebrations at Coconut Bay as 
the popularity of destination weddings 
continues to grow in Saint Lucia, one of 
the world’s most award-winning islands for 
romance. The resort’s unique “Two Worlds 
In One” design makes it the perfect choice. 
The Harmony wing is an adults-only oasis 
featuring two pools with waiter service, 
romantic cabanas, sun-tracker decks built 
for two and accommodations including 
the luxury Concierge Jr. Suites. Guests 
with children will enjoy the family friendly 
accommodations of the Splash wing, 
including the CocoLand Waterpark and Kidz 
Klub. The mile-long beachfront also offers 
five pools, Caribbean rum tastings and 
stand-up paddle boarding. 

Saint Lucia has been recognised year 
after year as the World’s Leading Wedding 
and Honeymoon destination at the World 

Travel Awards and the resort is ideally 
located to explore its most memorable 
attractions. The iconic World Heritage Pitons 
are scenic wonders of the West Indies. 
The Diamond Waterfall is a wondrous 
kaleidoscope and the Piton waterfall is 
perfect for a swim. Take in the splendor 
of tropical blossoms at The Botanical 
Gardens and the lush greenery of the exotic 
rainforests and be awed by the Caribbean’s 
only Drive-in-Volcano.

The Pearl Wedding Package is priced for 
up to 26 guests at $6,999 with additional 
guests just $125 each, excluding all 
accommodation. Restrictions apply to select 
elements of the Pearl Wedding Package.

Say “I do” with the sand between your toes and the sea by your side
coconut bay 

Weddings at
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©2016 The Islands Of The Bahamas

          Powder-soft beaches as white as your gown.

              Turquoise waters that sparkle like your ring. And countless locations waiting to host  your ceremony, 

    

             each as unique as  your  love.

#BahamasWeddings
Follow us on: 

                bahamas.co.uk/wedding-honeymoonpackages | 0207 3550800 
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With just over a two hour 
Monarch Airlines flight 
separating you from the 

stunning island of Mallorca, it couldn’t be 
easier to visit this Mediterranean paradise. 
Land in Palma and an hour’s drive brings 
you to the hotel Barcelo Formentor, set 
in the North East of the island in 12,000 
hectares of stunning scenery and beaches. 
It’s little surprise that Barcelo Formentor 
boasts celebrity guests including Audrey 
Hepburn, Jane Birkin and Grace Kelly.

As you check in to one of the 122 
bedrooms, including a luxury villa and 
three suites, 18 junior suites and six 
double superior rooms, a refreshing 
welcome drink will cool you down. Then 
move through to your choice of room and 

spend a moment taking in the spectacular 
mountain, garden or sea views from the 
comfort of your large 2mx2m double bed.

Watch the boats dock at the pier and 
take a trip out on the water yourself aboard 
the Armador, captained by Pedro and his 
skipper, to enjoy a swim in a secluded 
cove of crystal clear water, then return to 
the comfort of five restaurants and bars, 
two swimming pools and the five tranquil 
Balinese cabins complete with Jacuzzis, a 
new addition to Barcelo Formentor.

Lunch is served daily at Platja Mar, the 
beach restaurant with beautiful bay views, 
including a paella that is definitely not to be 
missed! The contemporary Mediterranean 
feast offered at El Pi, where each course 
supersedes the last in flavour, will delight 

honeymooners looking for something 
particularly special. Alternatively, head to 
the self-service international restaurant 
where chefs are also on hand to stir-up stir 
fries and cook crepes to order.

A visit to the Oli Sollivellas estate comes 
highly recommended for a tour of the olive 
groves as well as authentic olive oil tasting 
like you’ve never experienced before. 
Continue on to the old town of Pollensa and 
wander the narrow lanes, visiting the little 
shops and cafes packed with history. The 
adventurous can tackle the 365 steps up to 
the hilltop for breath-taking views.

For couples looking to unwind before 
the wedding or a relaxing end to their 
honeymoon, take a stroll down to the 
sea and enjoy a Pilates class in the shade, 

Seclusion, sunshine, scenery – Joyce Connor finds out 
that Barcelo Formentor has it all, and more, in spades

Mallorca
Magnificent
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then indulge in a Balinese massage in your 
choice of an outdoor or indoor location.

If you’re dreaming of a destination 
wedding, Barcelo Formentor create 
wedding packages with the help of their 
wedding team to make each couple’s dream 
a reality. The chance to say “I do” on the 
stairway leading straight to the beach 
makes for magical photographs, but more 
traditional ceremonies are also available 
inside the hotel, too. 

Each wedding package includes a 
courtesy room for the bride and groom 
on their wedding night, complete with 
Champagne and chocolate-coated 
strawberries, as well as special rates for 
guests, table decorations and flowers fresh 
from the hotel’s garden.

Pack your sunscreen – Mallorca can 
reach the hot heights of 40 degrees in the 
summer months – and opt for lightweight 
clothing by day, with smarter dress for 
the evenings, to make the most of Barcelo 
Formentor’s activities and decadent dining.

Fast facts...
Hotel: Rates at Barceló Formentor 
start from £157 per room per 
night, based on two sharing on a 
B&B basis and including taxes. For 
more information or to book visit 
barceloformentor.com or call +34 
971 899 100

Flights: Monarch, the scheduled 
leisure airline, operates year round 
flights to Mallorca from Birmingham, 
London Gatwick, London Luton, 
Leeds Bradford and Manchester 
airports with fares, including taxes, 
starting from £69 one way (£130 
return). For further information or 
to book Monarch flights, Monarch 
Holidays or Monarch Hotels, please 
visit monarch.co.uk

Find out more...
Olive Grove: olisolivellas.com/
solivellas-olive-oil/

Hotel: barcelo.com/barcelohotels/
en_gb/hotels/spain/mallorca/
hotel-barcelo-formentor/general-
description.aspx

Boat rental: pmchartermarine.com
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Touching toes with the picturesque 
emerald green Phang Nga Bay 
and peering out over the idyllic 

landscapes of the Phuket coastline sits The 
Naka Island, A Luxury Collection Resort & 
Spa. With 67 villas, each specially designed 
with luxury and comfort in mind, the 
organically shaped guestrooms incorporate 
classic Thai elements while offering majestic 
views of this tropical paradise. 

Whether it’s a wedding or honeymoon, 
The Naka Island, A Luxury Collection Resort 
& Spa is designed to make those special 
moments unforgettable. With three striking 
wedding locations, it’s an idyllic destination 
for couples looking to celebrate their new 
beginnings in ultimate romance. 

The exclusive Beach Lawn area promises 
a treasured and tranquil experience with 
ocean views, while the multi-purpose Sala 
is an authentic Thai-style wedding venue, 
set under a traditional thatched roof and 
enclosed in a secret terraced garden. 

Looking out from the hilltop, bordered 
by a lush, landscaped garden and radiant 
546-square-metre infinity pool, the Royal 
Horizon Pool Villa offers an intimate yet 
stunning location for a couple to exchange 
vows. Guests can also utilize the special 
honeymoon suite, making that ultimate 
dream wedding complete. 

Newlyweds can begin their perfect 
honeymoon at Spa Naka, an unparalleled 
sanctuary nestled on a private island. 
Escaping distractions, the Spa Naka is 
dedicated to guests’ wellbeing. With 
therapies offered for the body, mind 
and spirit, Spa Naka boasts an array of 
signature indigenous botanical treatments, 
each performed by expert therapists. 
Honeymooners are encouraged to enjoy the 
signature Watsu Treatment. The 60-minute 
aquatic therapy combines shiatsu pressure 
points, gentle stretches and the absence 
of gravity to help alleviate those aches and 
pains, banishing all wedding planning stress.

When it comes to wining and dining, 
couples can indulge in unforgettable 
culinary experiences and panoramic ocean 
views at two of the resort’s beachside 
restaurants. Tonsai serves a buffet 
breakfast from 6:30am to 11am as well as 
an exceptional à la carte lunch and dinner. 
Guests can also opt for the romantic 
surroundings found at My Grill, which 
enchants guests with a creative dinner 
menu of grilled dishes with a Southern Thai 
influence and a charming sunken dining 
area. An extensive beverage menu offers 
drinks to complement every dish, while the 
desserts celebrate international favourites 
and local fruits. Private beachside dinners 
can also be arranged for the ultimate 
romantic experience, perfect for couples 
celebrating their newly-married status. 

Promising a perfect honeymoon, the 
Luxury Collection Concierge Team help 
couples reveal the secret treasures of 
Phuket. The team of local experts are on 
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An irresistibly intimate honeymoon hideaway
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Competition

hand 24/7 to assist guests with anything they 
may need and ensure all arrangements are 
in hand. It is the most idyllic way for couples 
to enhance their experiences and learn 
about the enriched culture and indigenous 
history of the locals on the island. Whether 
it’s Thai herbal ball making or traditional 
fruit carving sessions, the Luxury Collection 

Concierge team are there to create once-in-
a-lifetime experiences and memories that 
newlyweds will never forget.

The Naka Island, A Luxury Collection 
Resort & Spa is the ultimate hideaway for 
romantic honeymooners who want to relax, 
refresh and renew. Read on for your chance 
to win a four-night stay. . .

october 2016 | weddingideasmag.com | 247

The prize
• Four nights in a Tropical Pool Villa

How to enter
Simply answer the following question…

How many villas does The Naka Island, 
a Luxury Collection Resort & Spa, 

boast? 

Enter online at weddingideasmag.com, or write 
your answer on a postcard along with your 

name, address, contact details and wedding 
date and send it to: Naka Island competition, 
Wedding Ideas 166, The Chapel, Cotford St 
Luke, Taunton TA4 1HX. Closing date for 

entries is 25th October 2016.
 

Terms and conditions • Prize valid from 1st 
November 2016 – 31st October 2017 • Room is 

subject to availability, advanced reservation is required 
• Blackout dates apply: 24th December 2016 – 7th 
January 2017, 27th January 2017 – 2nd February 

2017, 13th April 2017 – 17th April 2017 • Voucher is 
non-transferable • Room max capacity is two • Flights 

are not included • Prize winner must be genuinely 
engaged with a wedding date set • See full terms and 

conditions at weddingideasmag.com

W
ortH

£1500 
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Bridal boutiques

We always 
recommend buying 

your dream dress from 

a dedicated bridal 
boutique

British
Bridal 
Boutiques

calling all brides-to-be! Finding a 
gorgeous gown has never been 
easier now you can browse our pick 
of bona fide boutiques boasting 
beautiful bridal attire

The Best
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Bridal boutiques
morgan davies 
islington
For over two decades, Morgan Davies have 
been stocking dresses with a difference to 
help you look uniquely and stylishly you!

stocking Lusan Mandongus • Ellis Bridals

• Jesus Peiro • Wendy Makin • Maggie Sottero

address  25 Agdon Street, London
tel 0207 2533007
Website morgandaviesbridal.co.uk

ec1v 0aZ

les trois soeurs 
canary Wharf
Priding itself on its luxury designers and 
intimate service, Les Trois Soeurs is at the 
forefront of the luxury bridal scene.

stocking Amanda Wakeley • Jenny Packham

• Caroline Castigliano • Sarah Janks • Temperley

address Canada Place, 34 North Colonnade, 
Canary Wharf, London
tel 0207 719 0868
Website lestroissoeurs.co.uk

e14 5hX

isabella grace
kent
Elegant bridal boutique that is one of 
Kent’s premier wedding dress shops, 
offering beautiful designs from outstanding 
designers.

stocking Justin Alexander • Sophia Tolli

• Eliza Jane Howell • Augusta Jones

• LM by Lusan Mandongus

address 40 Mount Ephraim, Royal Tunbridge 
Wells, Kent
tel 01892 513023
Website isabellagracebridal.com

tn4 8au

stunning bridal 
northampton
With attention to detail, Stunning Bridal’s 
personal and honest service is second to 
none.

stocking Donna Salado • Mark Lesley • Mori Lee

address 28-30 Abington Grove, Northampton
tel 01604 792869
Website stunningbridal.co.uk

nn1 4QX

serendipity brides 
northants
Providing a comfortable, relaxing 
environment and stocking a wide range of 
dresses to suit every budget from leading 
designers.

stocking Phil Collins • Claire Pettibone

• Mia Mia• Maggie Sottero • Pronovias

address  62 High Street, Weedon, Northants
tel 01327 340011
Website serendipitybrides.co.uk

nn7 4Qd

the dressing rooms 
halesoWen
Midlands-based boutique catering for every 
bride, regardless of her size, shape, age or 
budget!

stocking Enzoani • Mori Lee • House of Mooshki 

• Justin Alexander • Ronald Joyce

address  24 Manor Lane, Lapal, Halesowen
tel 0121 423 2777
Website thedressingroomsbridal.co.uk

b62 8py

Wedding belles of four oaks 
midlands
Providing the very best customer service 
along with an amazing selection of bridal 
and bridesmaid gowns and accessories to 
choose from.

stocking Maggie Sottero • Beautiful by Enzoani 

• Allure Bridals • Dessy Collection

address 72 Walsall Road, Sutton Coldfield
tel 0121 323 4033
Website  weddingbellesbridal.co.uk

b74 4Qy 

grand Jour bridal boutiQue 
stroud
Defined by a complete understanding that 
choosing your wedding dress should be an 
excitable and unforgettable experience…

stocking Mikaella • Mon Cheri • Eddy K

• Nicole Spose

address  Westend Courtyard, Grove Lane, Nr 
Stonehouse, Gloucestershire
tel 01452 699018
Website grandjour.co.uk

gl10 3sl

chanticleer 
cheltenham
Offering a truly personal service, you can 
have your gown customised, altered or made 
to measure in this lovely studio showroom.

stocking Chanticleer • Ellis Bridals • Novia D’Art 

• Victoria Jane

address 21 Regent Street, Cheltenham
tel 01242 226502
Website chanticleerbrides.co.uk

gl50 1he

linda gray bridalWear 
gloucester
Multi award-winning shop in a stunning 
chapel location offering exceptional 
customer service and sensible prices.

stocking Mark Lesley • Venus • White Rose

• Verise • Belladonna by Wendy Makin

address Westgate House, Westgate Retail Park, 
The Island, Gloucester
tel 01452 418880
Website lindagraybridal.co.uk

gl1 2ru

sentiments luXury 
bridalWear
Boasting an exceptional range of bridal 
collections, coupled with the very best one-
to-one consultations for brides-to-be.

stocking  Catherine Parry • Alan Hannah 

• Mia Mia • Sottero and Midgley • Mikaella

address 56 Talbot Road, Talbot Green, 
Mid Glamorgan
tel 01443 228080
Website sentimentsbridal.co.uk

cf72 8af

Wedding froX
A beautiful, independent boutique stocking 
some of the best that bridal design has to 
offer, with a relaxed atmosphere to try on 
the stunning gowns.

stocking  Stella York • Lillian West • Sincerity     

• True Bride •Sorella Vita

address The Bridal Barn, Unit 56, Smithbrook 
Kilns, Cranleigh, Nr Guildford, Surrey
tel 01483 276766
Website weddingfrox.co.uk

gu6 8JJ
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Bridal boutiques
Courtyard Bridal Boutique 
Kettering
A family run business, established for over 
ten years. Friendly and professional service.

StoCKing Justin Alexander • Alan Hannah 

• Pronovias • Stephanie Allin

addreSS 3 Horsemarket, Kettering, 
Northamptonshire
tel 01536 510333
WeBSite courtyardbridalboutique.co.uk

nn16 0dg

CreatiqueS 
HampSHire
Multi award-winning bridal boutique based 
in Southsea where the bridal consultants 
offer an amazing one-to-one consultation.

StoCKing Justin Alexander • Maggie Sottero 

• Enzoani • House of Mooshki • Mark Lesley

addreSS 151 Albert Road, Southsea, Hants
tel 02392 826622
WeBSite creatiques.co.uk

po4 0JW

ellie SanderSon
BeaConSfield
Packed with British talent – and selected 
others – this is a multi award-winning 
boutique for a very good reason!

StoCKing Augusta Jones • Stephanie Allin

• Suzanne Neville • Sassi Holford • Kate Halfpenny 

• Two Birds bridesmaids

addreSS  1 London End, Beaconsfield Old Town, 
Buckinghamshire 
tel 01494 674440
WeBSite elliesanderson.co.uk

Hp9 2Hn

ava roSe Hamilton 
yorKSHire
Two beautiful bridal boutiques based in 
the north of England, stocking the world’s 
leading bridal designers.

StoCKing Ian Stuart • Lyn Ashworth • Enzoani 

• Justin Alexander • Mori Lee

addreSS  9-13 Kirkgate, Silsden, West Yorkshire 
tel 01535 653331
WeBSite avarosehamilton.co.uk

Bd20 0aJ

Confetti and laCe  
leedS
This award-winning boutique is spread over 
two floors and has over 150 dresses to try 
on, including outfits for your bridesmaids!

StoCKing Mori Lee •  Lillian West • Ellis Bridals 

• Alfred Angelo • Sincerity • Pronovias

addreSS  159 Bradford Road, Stanningley, Leeds
tel 01132 360 652
WeBSite confetti-and-lace.com

lS28 6at

tHe Harrogate Wedding 
lounge
A luxury bridal shopping experience in 
beautiful surroundings with impeccable 
customer service and attention to detail.

StoCKing Maggie Sottero • Justin Alexander 

• Enzoani • Raimon Bundo

addreSS  38 Forest Lane Head, Harrogate, West 
Yorkshire
tel 01423 888242
WeBSite theharrogateweddinglounge.com

Hg2 7tf

“Welcome to Wedding Belles of Four Oaks one of the leading 
bridal shops in Sutton Coldfield & the West Midlands.

We would like to congratulate you on your forthcoming 
wedding.

Our aim is to provide you with the very best customer service 
along with an amazing selection of bridal gowns, bridesmaid 
dresses, tiara’s, veils and much more from the UK and 
Europe’s foremost bridal designers.”
Claire, Melanie & all the Wedding Belles team x

Official stockists of
Maggie Sottero, Sottero & Midgley, Allure Bridals, 
Paloma Blanca, Le Papillon by Modeca

Bridesmaids by
Dessy, Ebony Rose

72 Walsall Road, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield, 
West Midlands. B74 4QY.   Tel: 0121 323 4033

www.weddingbellesbridal.co.uk 

WI164_WeddingBelles_hp.indd   1 12/07/2016   12:12
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Stella York
Lillian West

Sincerity
Kenneth Winston

Ella Rosa
 

Sorella Vita
True Bride

For Beautiful Brides, and Bridesmaids
Visit us at our gorgeous secluded showroom:

The Bridal Barn; Unit 56, Smithbrook Kilns,
Cranleigh, Nr Guildford, Surrey, GU6 8JJ

Appointments required

Tel: 01483 276766 | www.weddingfrox.co.uk

WI166_WeddingFrox_QP.indd   1 05/09/2016   11:54

Confetti and Lace 
Bridal, Bridesmaids & Prom Specialists

Leeds 01132 360 652 

www.confetti-and-lace.com
Open 7 Days 

Check out our 
website to see
this month’s 
offers…

WI166_Confetti and Lace_qp.indd   1 08/09/2016   09:23
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Mia Sposa Cockfosters
10 – 11 Heddon Court Parade

Cockfosters Road
EN4 0DB

Bridal 020 8440 5333
Mens 020 8440 2333

E: info@miasposa-cockfosters.co.uk
W: www.miasposa-cockfosters.co.uk

Mia Sposa Central London
95 Hatton Garden
London
EC1N 8NX
Bridal 020 7419 9014
Mens 020 7419 9013
E: info@miasposa-centrallondon.co.uk
W: www.miasposa-centrallondon.co.uk

Appointments Advisable

StuNNiNG CoLLECtioN of MENSWEAR foR HiRE & REtAiL

EXquiSitE CoLLECtioN of BRiDAL GoWNSCoLLECtioN of BRi

WI166_Mia Sposa_fp_option2.indd   1 08/09/2016   14:34
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Premium classified
To advertise here call 01823 288 344 or email hello@

w
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Personalised 
wedding cake 

toppers

SMS: 07480 295787
www.artlockedesigns.co.uk

E: artlockedesigns@googlemail.com
www.facebook.com/artlockedesigns

WI164_Artlocke_premium.indd   1 23/06/2016   10:09
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At Enticier we provide a specialist team for events 
such as Weddings, Fashion, Tv and Film.

We provide Jewellery stylists, Make up & Hair stylists, 
Photographers and Luxury Transport at a professional level, 

feel like a star for the day & book with us! 
You will also find a link to our fabulous online store.

www.eventstoinspire.co.uk
For a free consultation call : 07979 745 997 

WI166_Enticier_premium.indd   1 19/08/2016   15:59

Ciaobellajewellery.com
Facebook.com/ciaobellabridaljewellery

Twitter.com/ciaobellaladies
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Award winning, British designed, Bridal Jewellery 
and Wedding Hair Accessories

www.chezbec.com

WI165_ChezBec_premiumx2 vert.indd   1 15/08/2016   11:40

First Dance Company

 Tel: 0787 668 7659  E-mail: dancing@firstdancecompany.com

www.firstdancecompany.com

Make your First Dance an 
unforgettable highlight 
of your Wedding day.

Professional 1-2-1 Dance 
tuition in London.

WI162_First Dance Co_premium.indd   1 13/05/2016   10:40

www.confetti-cones.co.uk

Suppliers 
of natural 
biodegradable 
confetti

WI164_Confetti Cone_premium.indd   1 12/07/2016   10:59
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Please see our website 
for all our current offers

WI166_Dreams to Reality_fp   1 09/09/2016   15:17
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WIN!An idyllic ibiza honeymoon, dreamy 
dresses and more!
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 hot list heels
 2017 dress collections
 guide to wedding speeches
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call 01823 288344 or go to weddingideasmag.com to subscribe

on sale

26 th october

don’t miss it!
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Hayley & Glen reveal their top planning tips and 
share their most memorable moments…

best bits!

about 
the  
Couple
Names: 
Hayley & Glen

WeddiNg date: 
8/9/2015

VeNue:
Santorini Gem and tHeroS Wave Bar, 
Santorini, Greece

PhotograPher:
karteliaSpHotoGrapHy.com

featured iN: 
WeddinG ideaS maGazine iSSue 164
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Real-life Weddings

All the
the WeddiNg theme
Hayley and Glen had a glamorous white 
wedding theme. The scenery at their Greek 
island venue was so stunning they decided 
not to over do it with their decorations, 
choosing white flowers and adding glass and 
sparkling silver details as finishing touches.
 
memorable momeNts
“Saying I do was the most incredible feeling 
and a memory that I will always treasure,” 
says Hayley. “Seeing how incredible our 
venue looked and walking in to see all of 
our guests’ smiling faces was amazing. I 
loved having everyone we wanted there to 
celebrate with us.”

our toP PlaNNiNg tiP Would be…
“Do it for you! Don’t stress and enjoy 
yourselves, it will all be over so quickly. 
Let people help you, but don’t expect too 
much – they have their own lives, too! Make 
decisions together, I was so pleased with 
how much Glen wanted to be involved.”

our toP budgetiNg tiP Would be…
“Make sure you ask, don’t just estimate, 
the price of things, then you can be sure 
of what your spending. We weren’t aware 
that having two venues would mean two 
decorating costs or that there was a cost for 
having documents translated and stamped 
according to the country you get married in.”
  
if We could do it agaiN, We Would…
“Do it exactly the same! It was everything we 
could have dreamed of and more.”
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0345 130 9966   

YOURDAY@BIJOUWEDDINGS.CO.UK  BIJOUWEDDINGVENUES.CO.UK  

ELEGANT EXCLUSIV ITY ON THE BERKSHIRE-HAMPSHIRE BORDER

S ILCHESTER HOUSE 

All Year Round House-Party Wedding for up to 160 Guests

1268BIJadWedIdeasSeptSHibcV1.indd   1 08/07/2016   08:33
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The Caribbean’s legendary all-inclusive resorts for discerning romantics,
Bohemenian chic with barefoot luxury.

Expect more because we include more...
Your holiday package includes FREE

~ Water skiing with professional instruction   ~ Scuba diving with professional instruction ~ 
~ Scuba diver resort course  ~  Windsurrng with professional instruction ~ 

~  ~  Tennis with professional instruction  ~  24 hour gourmet dining ~  In room stocked bar ~ 
~  Unlimited Premium brand drinks  ~  Golf (18 holes, transfers and green fees) ~ 

~ Selection of oo-site excursions   Weddings*
*Mandatory $250 for marriage license

Reservations 020 7749 9285
Information & brochures 01582 794 420

www.couplesresorts.co.uk

...the world’s most romantic holiday...

COUPLES TOWER ISLE     COUPLES SWEPT AWAY     COUPLES NEGRIL     COUPLES SANS SOUCI  

The Caribbean’s premier All-Inclusive experience for your 
wedding, honeymoon or simply discovering each other again.

Your holiday package includes FREE ~ Water skiing with professional instruction ~  
Scuba Diving with professional instruction ~ Windsurfing with professional instruction ~  
Tennis with professional instruction ~ 24hour gourmet dining ~ Premium brand drinks ~  

Perfect.   Passionate.  Priceless.

...the world’s most romantic holiday... 
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